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Background

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to deposition of oxide and oxynitride films and, in

particular, to deposition of oxide and oxynitride films by pulsed DC reactive sputtering.

 
2. Discussion ofRelated Art

[0002] Deposition of insulating materials and especially optical materials is

technologically important in several areas including productionofoptical devices and production

of semiconductor devices. In semiconductor devices, doped aluminasilicates can be utilized as

 
high dielectric insulators.

[0003] The increasing prevalence offiber optic communications systemshas created an

unprecedented demandfor devices for processing optical signals. Planar devices suchasoptical

waveguides, couplers, splitters, and amplifiers, fabricated on planar substrates, like those

commonly used for integrated circuits, and configured to receive andprocesssignals from
 

optical fibers are highly desirable. Such devices hold promise for integrated optical and

electronic signal processing on a single semiconductor-like substance.

[0004] The basic design ofplanar optical waveguides and amplifiers is well known, as

described, for example, in U. S. Patent Nos. 5,119,460 and 5,563,979 to Bruceet al., 5,613,995

to Bhandarkar et al., 5,900,057 to Buchalet al., and 5,107,538 to Bentonet al., to cite only a few.
These devices, very generally, include a core region, typically bar shaped, of a certain refractive
index surroundedbya cladding region of a lowerrefractive index. In the case ofan optical

amplifier, the core region includes a certain concentration of a dopant, typically a rare earth ion
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such as an erbium or praseodymium ion which, when pumped bya laser, fluoresces, for

example, in the 1550 nm and 1300 nm wavelength ranges used for optical communication, to

amplify the optical signal passing through the core.

[0005] As described, for example in the patents by Bruceet al., Bhandarkaret al, and Buchalet

al., planar optical devices may be fabricated by process sequences including forminga layer of

cladding material on a substrate; forming a layer of core material on the layer of cladding mater;

patterning the core layer using a photolighotgraphic mask and an etching process to form a core

ridge; and covering the core ridge with an upper cladding layer.

[0006] The performance ofthese planar optical devices depends sensitively on the value and

uniformity of the refractive index of the core region and of the cladding region, and particularly

on the difference in refractive index, An, between the regions. Particularly for passive devices

such as waveguides, couplers, and splitters, An should be carefully controlled, for example to

values within about 1 %, and the refractive index ofboth core and cladding needto be highly

uniform, for some applications at the fewer than parts per thousandlevel. In the case of doped

materials forming the core region ofplanar optical amplifiers,it is important that the dopant be

uniformly distributed so as to avoid non-radiative quenchingor radiative quenching, for example

 
by upconversion. The refractive index and other desirable properties of the core and cladding

regions, such as physical and chemical uniformity, low stress, and high density, depend,of

course, on the choice of materials for the devices and on the processes by which they are

fabricated.

 
[0007] Because of their optical properties, silica and refractory oxides such as Al,Q3, are good

candidate materials for planar optical devices. Further, these oxides serve as suitable hosts for

rare earth dopants used in optical amplifiers. A common material choice is so-called low

temperature glasses, doped with alkali metals, boron, or phosphorous, which have the advantage

of requiring lower processing temperatures. In addition, dopants are used to modify the

refractive index. Methods such as flame hydrolysis, ion exchange for introducing alkali ions in

glasses, sputtering, and various chemical vapor deposition processes (CVD)have been used to

' form films of doped glasses. However, dopants such as phosphorous and boron are hygroscopic,

and alkalis are undesirable for integration with electronic devices. Control ofuniformity of

doping in CVD processes can be difficult and CVD deposited films can havestructural defects
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leading to scattering losses when usedto guide light. In addition, doped low temperature glasses

may require further processing after deposition. A method for eliminating bubbles in thin films

of sodium-boro-silicate glass by high temperature sintering is described, for example, in the ‘995

patent to Bhandarkaretal.

[0008] Typically, RF sputtering has been utilized for deposition of oxide dielectric films.

However, RF sputtering utilizes ceramic targets which are typically formed of multiple smaller

tiles. Since the tiles can not be made very large, there may be a large problem ofarcing between

tiles and therefore contamination of the deposited film due to this arcing. Further, the reactors

required for RF sputtering tend to be rather complicated. In particular, the engineering of low

capacitance efficient RF powerdistribution to the cathodeis difficult in RF systems. Routing of

low capacitance forward and return powerinto a vacuum vessel of the reaction chamber often

exposes the power path in such a waythat diffuse plasma discharge is allowed under some

conditions of impedance tuning of the matching networks.

[0009] Therefore, there is a need for new methods of depositing oxide and oxynitride films and

 
for forming planar optical devices. 

Summary

[0010] In accordance with the present invention, a sputtering reactor apparatus for depositing

oxide and oxynitride films is presented. Further, methods for depositing oxide and oxynitride

films for optical waveguide devices are also presented. A sputtering reactor according to the

present invention includes a pulsed DC powersupply coupled throughafilter to a target and a

substrate electrode coupled to an RF powersupply. A substrate mounted on the substrate

electrode is therefore supplied with a bias from the RF powersupply.

[0011] The target can be a metallic target made of a material to be deposited on the substrate. In

some embodiments, the metallic target is formed from Al], Si and various rare-earth ions. A

target with an erbium concentration, for example, can be utilized to deposit a film that can be

formed into a waveguideoptical amplifier.

 
[0012] A substrate can be any material and, in some embodiments,is a silicon wafer. In some
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embodiments, RF power can be supplied to the wafer. In some embodiments,the wafer and the

electrode can be separated by an insulating glass.

[0013] In some embodiments, up to about 10 kW ofpulsed DC powerat a frequency ofbetween

about 40 kHz and 350 kHz and a reverse pulse time of up to about 5 ps is suppliedto thetarget.

The wafer can be biased with up to about several hundred watts ofRF power. The temperature

of the substrate can be controlled to within about 10° C and can vary from about -50° C to

several hundred degrees C. Process gasses can be fed into the reaction chamberof the reactor

apparatus. In some embodiments, the process gasses can include combinations of Ar, N2, O2,

C2F¢, CO2, CO and other process gasses.

[0014] Several material properties of the deposited layer can be modified by adjusting the

composition ofthe target, the composition and flow rate of the process gasses, the power

supplied to the target and the substrate, and the temperature of the substrate. For example, the

index of refraction of the deposited layer depends on deposition parameters. Further, in some

embodiments stress can be relieved on the substrate by depositing a thin film of material on a

back side of the wafer. Films deposited according to the present invention can beutilized to

form optical waveguide devices such as multiplexers and rare-earth doped amplifiers.

[0015] These and other embodiments, along with examples of material layers deposited

according to the present invention, are further described below with respect to the following

figures.

Brief Description of the Figures

[0016] Figures 1A and 1B showapulsed DCsputtering reactor according to the present

invention.

[0017] Figure 2 showsa planar view oftarget utilized in a reactor as shownin Figures 1A and

1B.

[0018] Figure 3 showsa cross-section view of an example target utilized in a reactor as shown in

Figures 1A and 1B.
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[0019] Figure 4 showsa flow chart of an embodimentof a process for depositing a film on a

substrate according to the present invention.

[0020] Figure 5 showsa hysterises curve of target voltage versus oxygen flow rates for an

example target in an embodimentof a reactor according to the present invention.

[0021] Figure 6 shows a photo-luminescence andlifetimes of a film deposited in a process

according to the present invention as a function of after deposition anneal temperature.

 
[0022] Figure 7 showsthe relationship betweenthe index of refraction ofa film as a function of

deposited oxide layers according to the present invention and due to oxide build-up onthetarget.

[0023] Figure 8 showsa graphofthe index ofrefraction of a film deposited accordingto the

present invention as a function of the aluminum content in a composite AI/Sitarget.

[0024} Figure 9 showsa graph of typical indices of refraction of material layers deposited

according to the present invention.

[0025] Figure 10 showsa table ofindices ofrefraction for a silica layer deposited according to

the present invention as a function of different process parameters.

 
[0026] Figure 11 showsthe refractive indices as a function of O2/Ar ratio utilized in an Alumina

process according to the present invention.

[0027] Figure 12 showsthe refractive indices as a function ofDC pulsed power frequency for an

Alumina layer deposited according to the present invention.

[0028] Figure 13 showsvariation in the refractive index over time during repeated depositions

from a single target.

[0029] Figure 14 showsvariation in refractive index over time for repeated depositions from a

target of another material layer according to the present invention.

[0030] Figure 15 showsthe variation refractive index over time for repeated depositions from a

target of another material layer according to the present invention.

[0031] Figure 16A through 16D shows a TEM film deposited according to the present invention.
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[0032] Figure 17 showsthe transparency of a film deposited according to the present invention.

[0033] Figure 18 showsan uppercladding layer deposited according to the present invention

over a multiple-waveguide structure such that the deposited layer is substantially planarized.

[0034] Figure 19 illustrates the deposition of a film over a waveguidestructure.

[0035] Figures 20 and 21 illustrate different etch and deposition rates for deposition offilms as a

function of the surface angle ofthe film.

[0036] Figure 22 illustrates calculation of the planarization time for a particular deposition

process.

[0037] Figures 23 through 25 through illustrate adjustment ofprocess parameters in order to

achieve planarization of a film deposited over a waveguide structure according to the present

  
invention.

[0038] Figure 26 showsthe gain characteristics of an erbium doped waveguide amplifier formed

of films depositions according to the present invention. 
[0039] Figures 27 showsgain, insertion loss of a waveguide with an active core deposited

according to the present invention.

[0040] Figure 28 shows up-conversion constants, and lifetimes of the active core layer of Figure

27 deposited according to the present invention.

[0041] Figure 29 showsdrift in the index of refraction with subsequent depositions for films

deposited from a target according to the present invention.

[0042] Figure 30 showsdrift in the photoluminescence with subsequent depositions according to

the present invention.

. [0043] Figure 31 showsdrift in the excited state lifetime with subsequent depositions according

 
to the present invention.

[0044] Figure 32 showsstabilization of the index of refraction in subsequent depositions.

[0045] Figure 33 showsthe index of refraction of a film formed from a puresilicon target as a
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function of the ratio of O2/N2 in the process gas.

[0046] In the figures, elements having the same designation have the sameor similar function.

Detailed Description

[0047] Reactive DC magnetron sputtering of nitrides and carbides is a widely practiced

technique, but the reactive dc magnetron sputtering ofnonconducting oxidesis donerarely.

Films such as aluminum oxide are almost impossible to deposit by conventional reactive DC

magnetron sputtering due to rapid formationofinsulating oxide layers on the target surface. The

insulating surfaces charges up andresult in arcing during process. This arcing can damagethe

powersupply, produce particles and degrade the properties of deposited oxide films.

[0048] RF sputtering of oxide films is discussed in Application Serial No. 09/903,050 (the ‘050

application) by Demarayetal., entitled “Planar Optical Devices and Methodsfor Their

Manufacture,” assigned to the sameassigneeas is the present invention, herein incorporated by

referencein its entirety. Further, targets that can be utilized in a reactor accordingto the present

invention are discussed in U.S. Application serial no. {Attorney Docket No. M-12247 US} (the

‘247 application), filed concurrently with the present disclosure, assigned to the same assignee as

is the present invention, herein incorporated by referencein its entirety. A gain-flattened

amplifier formed offilms deposited according to the present invention are described in U.S.

Application serial no. {Attorney Docket No. M-12652 US} (the ‘652 application), filed

concurrently with the present disclosure, assigned to the same assignee as is the present

invention, herein incorporated by reference in its entirety. Further, a mode size converter formed

with films deposited according to the present invention is described in U.S. Application serial no.

{Attorney Docket No. M-12138 US} (the ‘138 application), filed concurrently with the present

disclosure, assigned to the sameassigneeas is the present invention, herein incorporated by

reference in its entirety.

[0049] Figure 1A shows a schematic of a reactor apparatus 10 for sputtering of material from a

target 12 according to the present invention. In some embodiments, apparatus 10 may, for
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example, be adapted from an AKT-1600 PVD (400 X 500 mm substrate size) system from

Applied Komatsu or an AKT-4300 (600 X 720 mm substrate size) system from Applied

Komatsu, Santa Clara, CA. The AKT-1600 reactor, for example, has three deposition chambers

connected by a vaculum transport chamber. These Komatsu reactors can be modified such that

pulsed DC poweris supplied to the target and RF poweris supplied to the substrate during

deposition of a material film.

[0050] Apparatus 10 includes a target 12 whichis electrically coupled through a filter 15 to a

pulsed DC powersupply 14. In some embodiments, target 12 is a wide area sputter source

target, which provides material to be deposited on substrate 16. Substrate 16 is positioned

parallel to and opposite target 12. Target 12 functions as a cathode when power1s appliedtoit

and is equivalently termed a cathode. Application ofpower to target 12 creates a plasma 53.

Substrate 16 is capacitively coupled to an electrode 17 through an insulator 54. Electrode 17 can

be coupled to an RF power supply 18. Magnet 20 is scanned acrossthe top oftarget 12.

[0051] For pulsed reactive dc magnetron sputtering, as performed by apparatus10,the polarity

of the power supplied to target 12 by power supply 14 oscillates between negative and positive

potentials. During the positive period, the insulating layer on the surface of target 12 is
 

discharged andarcing is prevented. To obtain arc free deposition, the pulsing frequency exceeds

a critical frequency that depend on target material, cathode current and reverse time. High

quality oxide films can be made using reactive pulse DC magnetron sputtering in apparatus 10.

[0052] Pulsed DC power supply 14 can be any pulsed DC power supply, for example an AE

Pinnacle plus 10K by Advanced Energy, Inc. With this example supply, up to 10 kW ofpulsed

DC powercan be supplied at a frequency ofbetween 0 and 350 KHz. The reverse voltageis

10% of the negative target voltage. Utilization of other power supplies will lead to different

powercharacteristics, frequency characteristics and reverse voltage percentages. The reverse

time on this embodiment of power supply 14 can be adjusted between 0 and 5 is.

[0053] Filter 15 prevents the bias power from power supply 18 from coupling into pulsed DC

powersupply 14. In some embodiments, power supply 18 is a2 MHz RF powersupply,for

example can be a Nova-25 power supply made by ENI, Colorado Springs, Co.

[0054] Therefore, filter 15 is a 2 MHz bandrejectionfilter. In some embodiments, the band
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width of the filter can be approximately 100 kHz. Filter 15, therefore, prevents the 2 MHz

powerfrom thebias to substrate 16 from damaging powersupply 18.

[0055] However, both RF and pulsed DC deposited filmsare not fully dense and mostlikely

have columnarstructures. These columnarstructures are detrimental for optical wave guide

applications due to the scattering loss caused by the structure. By applying a RF bias on wafer

16 during deposition, the deposited film can be dandified by energetic ion bombardmentand the

columnar structure can be substantially eliminated.

[0056] In the AKT-1600 based system,for example, target 12 can have an active size of about

675.70 X 582.48 by 4 mm in orderto deposit films on substrate 16 that have dimension about

400 X 500 mm. The temperature of substrate 16 can be held at between —50C and 500C. The

distance between target 12 and substrate 16 can be between about 3 and about 9 cm. Process gas

can be inserted into the chamber of apparatus 10 at a rate up to about 200 sccm while the

pressure in the chamber of apparatus 10 can be held at between about .7 and 6 millitorr. Magnet

20 provides a magnetic field of strength between about 400 and about 600 Gauss directed in the

plane of target 12 and is movedacrosstarget 12 at a rate of less than about 20-30 sec/scan. In

some embodimentsutilizing the AKT 1600 reactor, magnet 20 can be a race-track shaped
 

magnet with dimension about 150 mm by 600 mm.

[0057] A top down view of magnet 20 and wide area target 12 is shown in Figure 2. A film

deposited on a substrate positioned on carrier sheet 17 directly opposed to region 52 of target 12

has good thickness uniformity. Region 52 is the region shown in Figure 1B that is exposed to a

uniform plasma condition. In some implementations, carrier 17 can be coextensive with region

52. Region 24 shown in Figure 2 indicates the area below which both physically and chemically

uniform deposition can be achieved, where physical and chemical uniformity providerefractive

index uniformity, for example. Figure 2 indicates that region 52 of target 12 that provides

thickness uniformity is, in general, larger than region 24 of target 12 providing thickness and

chemical uniformity. In optimized processes, however, regions 52 and 24 maybe coextensive.

[0058] In some embodiments, magnet 20 extends beyond area 52 in onedirection, the Y

direction in Figure 2, so that scanningis necessary in only one direction, the X direction, to
provide a time averaged uniform magnetic field. As shown in Figures 1A and 1B, magnet 20

can be scanned overthe entire extent of target 12, whichis larger than region 52 of uniform
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sputter erosion. Magnet 20 is movedin a plane parallel to the plane of target 12.

[0059] The combination of a uniform target 12 with a target area 52 larger than the area of
substrate 16 can provide filmsofhighly uniform thickness. Further, the material properties of
the film deposited can be highly uniform. The conditionsofsputtering at the target surface, such
as the uniformity of erosion, the average temperature of the plasmaat the target surface and the

equilibration of the target surface with the gas phase ambient ofthe process are uniform over a
region which is greater than or equalto the region to be coated with a uniform film thickness. In
addition, the region ofuniform film thickness is greater than or equalto the region of the film

which is to have highly uniform optical properties such as index ofrefraction, density,

transmission or absorptivity.

[0060] Target 12 can be formed of any materials, butis typically metallic materials such as, for

example, combinations of Al and Si. Therefore, in some embodiments, target 12 includes a

metallic target material formed from intermetalic compoundsofoptical elements such as Si, Al,
Er and Yb. Additionally, target 12 can be formed, for example, from materials such as La, Yt,

Ag, Au, and Eu. To form optically active films on substrate 16, target 12 can includerare-earth
ions. In some embodimentsoftarget 12 with rare earth ions, the rare earth ions can be pre-

alloyed with the metallic host componentsto form intermetalics. See the “247 application.

[0061] In several embodiments of the invention, materialtiles are formed. Thesetiles can be
mounted on a backingplate to form a target for apparatus 10. Figure 3A shows an embodiment

of target 12 formed with individualtiles 30 mounted on a cooled backplate 25. In order to form

a wideareatarget ofan alloy target material, the consolidated material of individualtiles 30

should first be uniform to the grain size of the powder from whichit is formed.It also should be

formedinto a structural material capable of forming andfinishingto a tile shape having a surface

roughnesson the order of the powdersize from whichit is consolidated. A wide area sputter
cathode target can be formed from a close packed array of smallertiles. Target 12, therefore,

may include any numberoftiles 30, for example between 2 to 20 individualtiles 30. Tiles 30 are

finished to a size so as to provide a margin ofnon-contact,tile to tile, 29 in Figure 3A,less than

about 0.010” to about 0.020”or less than half a millimeter so as to eliminate plasma processes

between adjacent onesoftiles 30. The distance betweentiles 30 of target 12 and the dark space

anode or ground shield 19, in Figure 1B can be somewhat larger so as to provide non contact

assemblyor provide for thermal expansion tolerance during process chamber conditioning or
-10-
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operation.

[0062] Several useful examplesoftarget 12 that can be utilized in apparatus 10 accordingto the

present invention include the following targets compositions: (Si/Al/Er/Yb) being about

(57.0/41.4/0.8/0.8), (48.9/49/1.6/0.5), (92/8/0/0), (60/40/0/0), (50/50/0/0), (65/35/0/0),

(70/30/0,0), and (50,48.5/1.5/0) cat. %, to list only a few. These targets can be referred to as the

0.8/0.8 target, the 1.6/.5 target, the 92-8 target, the 60-40target, the 50-50 target, the 65-35

target, the 70-30target, and the 1.5/0 target, respectively. The 0.8/0.8, 1.6/0.5, and 1.5/0 targets

can be madebypre-alloyed targets formed from an atomization and hot-isostatic pressing

(HIPing) processas describedin the ‘247 application. The remaining targets can be formed, for

example, by HIPing. Targets formed from Si, Al, Er and Yb can have any composition. In some

embodiments, the rare earth content can be up to 10 cat. % of the total ion content in the target.

Rare earth ions are added to form active layers for amplification. Targets utilized in apparatus

10 can have any composition and can include ions other than Si, Al, Er and Yb, including: Zn,

Ga, Ge, P, As, Sn, Sb, Pb, Ag, Au, and rare earths: Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy Ho,Er,

Tm Yb and Lu. 
[0063] Optically useful materials to be deposited onto substrate 16 include oxides, fluorides,

sulfides, nitrides, phosphates, sulfates, and carbonates, as well as other wide band gap 
semiconductor materials. To achieve uniform deposition,target 12, itself can be chemically

uniform and of uniform thickness over an extendedarea.

 
[0064] Target 12 can be a composite target fabricated from individualtiles, precisely bonded

together on a backing plate with minimal separation, as is discussed further with respect to

Figure 3. In some embodiments, the mixed intermetallics can be plasma sprayed directly onto a

backing plate to form target 12. The complete target assembly can also includes structures for

cooling the target, embodiments of which have been described in U. S. Patent No. 5,565,071 to

Demarayet al, and incorporated herein by reference.

[0065] Substrate 16 can be a solid, smooth surface. Typically, substrate 16 can be a silicon

waferor a silicon wafer coated with a layer of silicon oxide formed by a chemical vapor

deposition process or by a thermal oxidation process. Alternatively, substrate 16 can bea glass,

such as Corning 1737 (Corning Inc., Elmira, NY), a glass-like material, quartz, a metal, a metal

oxide, or a plastic material. Substrate 16 can be supported on a holderor carrier sheet that may
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be larger than substrate 16. Substrate 16 can beelectrically biased by powersupply18.

[0066] In some embodiments,the area of widearea target 12 can be greater than the area on the

carrier sheet on which physically and chemically uniform deposition is accomplished. Secondly,

in some embodimentsa central region on target 12, overlying substrate 16, can be provided with

a very uniform condition of sputter erosion of the target material. Uniform target erosionis a

consequenceofa uniform plasma condition. In the following discussion,all mention of uniform

condition of target erosion is taken to be equivalent to uniform plasma condition. Uniform target

erosion is evidenced by the persistence of film uniformity throughout an extendedtargetlife. A

uniformly deposited film can be defined as a film having a nonuniformity in thickness, when

measured at representative points on the entire surface of a substrate wafer, of less than about 5

% or 10%. Thickness nonuniformity is defined, by convention, as the difference between the

minimum and maximum thickness divided by twice the average thickness. If films deposited

from a target from which more than about 20 % ofthe weight of the target has been removed

continue to exhibit thickness uniformity, then the sputtering process is judged to be ina

condition ofuniform target erosion for all films deposited duringthe target life.

[0067] As shownin Figure 1B, a uniform plasma condition can be created in the region between

 
target 12 and substrate 16 in a region overlying substrate 16. A plasma 53 can be created in

 
region 51, which extends underthe entire target 12. A central region 52 of target 12, can

experience a condition of uniform sputter erosion. As discussed further below, a layer deposited

on a substrate placed anywhere below central region 52 can then be uniform in thickness and

other properties (i.e., dielectric, optical index, or material concentrations).

[0068] In addition, region 52 in which deposition provides uniformity of deposited film can be

larger than the area in which the deposition provides a film with uniform physical or optical

properties such as chemical composition or index of refraction. In some embodiments,target 12

is substantially planar in order to provide uniformity in the film deposited on substrate 16. In

practice, planarity of target 12 can mean thatall portions ofthe target surface in region 52 are

within a few millimeters of a planar surface, and can be typically within 0.5 mm of a planar

 
surface.

[0069] Other approachesto providing a uniform condition of sputter erosion rely on creating a

large uniform magneticfield or a scanning magnetic field that produces a time-averaged,
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uniform magnetic field. For example, rotating magnets or electromagnets can be utilized to

provide wide areas of substantially uniform target erosion. For magnetically enhanced sputter
deposition, a scanning magnet magnetron source can be used to provide a uniform, wide area
condition of target erosion.

[0070] As illustrated in FIG. 1A, apparatus 10 can include a scanning magnet magnetron source

20 positioned above target 12. An embodiment of a scanning magnetron source used for de
sputtering of metallic films is described in U. S. Patent No. 5,855,744 to Halsey,et. al.,
(hereafter ‘744), whichis incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. The ‘744 patent
demonstrates the improvement in thickness uniformity that is achieved by reducing local target

erosion due to magnetic effects in the sputtering of a wide area rectangular target. Asdescribed
in the ‘744 patent, by reducing the magnetic field intensity at these positions, the local target
erosion was decreased andtheresulting film thickness nonuniformity was improved from 8%, to

4%, over a rectangular substrate of 400 x 500 mm.

[0071] The process gas utilized in reactor 10 includes an inert gas, typically argon, used as the
background sputtering gas. Additionally, with some embodiments of target 12, reactive
components such as, for example, oxygen may be added to the sputtering gas. Other gasses such
as N>, NH3, CO, NO, CO, halide containing gasses other gas-phase reactants can also be

utilized. The deposition chambercan be operated at low pressure, often between about 5

millitorr and 8-10 millitorr. Typical process pressure is below about 3-5millitorr where there are

very few collisions in the gas phase, resulting in a condition of uniform “free molecular” flow.
This ensures that the gas phase concentration of a gaseous componentis uniform throughout the

process chamber. For example, background gas flow ratesin the range ofup to about 200 sccm,
used with a pump operatedat a fixed pumping speed of about 50 liters/second, result in free
molecular flow conditions.

[0072] The distance d, in Figure 1A, between target 12 and substrate 16 can, in some
embodiments, be varied between about 4 cm and about 9 cm.A typical target to substrate

distance d is about 6 cm. Thetarget to substrate distance can be chosen to optimizethe thickness

uniformity ofthe film. At large source to substrate distances the film thickness distributionis

domeshaped with the thickest region ofthe film at the center of the substrate. At close source to
substrate distance the film thicknessis dish shaped with the thickest film formed at the edge of

the substrate. The substrate temperature can be held constantin the range of about -40 °C to
-13-
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about 550°C and can be maintained at a chosen temperature to within about 10 °C by meansof

preheating substrate 16 and the substrate holder prior to deposition. During the course of

deposition, the heat energy impressed upon the substrate by the process can be conducted away

from substrate 16 by cooling the table on which substrate 16 is positioned during the process,as

knownto those skilled in the art. The process is performed under conditions ofuniform gas

introduction, uniform pumping speed, and uniform application ofpowerto the periphery of the

target as knownto skilled practitioners.

[0073] The speed at which a scanning magnet 20 can be sweptoverthe entire target can be

determined suchthat a layer thickness less than about 5 to 10 A, corresponding roughly to two to

four monolayers of material, is deposited on each scan. Magnet 20 can be movedat rates up to

about 30 sec/one-way scan and typically is movedat a rate of about 4 sec/one-way scan. The

 
rate at which material is deposited depends on the applied power and on the distance d, in Figure

1A, between the target 12 and the substrate 16. For deposition of optical oxide materials, for

example scanning speeds between about 2 sec/one-way scan across the target to 20-30 sec/scan

provide a beneficial layer thickness. Limiting the amount of material deposited in each pass

promotes chemical and physical uniformity of the deposited layer.

[0074] Substrate bias has been used previously to planarize RF sputtered deposited quartz films.

 
A theoretical model of the mechanism by which substrate bias operates, has been put forward by

Ting et al. (J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 15, 1105 (1978)). When poweris applied to the substrate, a so-

called plasma sheath is formed about the substrate and ions are coupled from the plasma. The

sheath serves to accelerate ions from the plasma so that they bombard the film asit is deposited,

sputtering the film, and forward scattering surface atoms, densifying the film and eliminating
columnarstructure. The effects of adding substrate bias are akin to, but more dramatic than, the

effects of adding the low frequency RF componentto the sputter source.

[0075] Biasing substrate 16 results in the deposited film being simultaneously deposited and

etched. The net accumulation of film at any point on a surface depends on therelative rates of

deposition and etching, which depend respectively, on the powerapplied to the target and to the

substrate, and to the angle that the surface makes with the horizontal. The rate ofetching is

greatest for intermediate angles, on the order of 45 degrees, that is between about 30 and 60

 
degrees.
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[0076] Powersto target 12 and substrate 16 can be adjusted suchthat the rates of deposition and
etching are approximately the same for a range of intermediate angles. In this case, films
deposited with bias sputtering have the following characteristics. At a step where a horizontal
surface meets a vertical surface, the deposited film makes an intermediate angle with the

horizontal. On a surface at an intermediate angle, there will be no net deposition since the

deposition rate and etch rate are approximately equal. There is net deposition on a vertical
surface.

[0077] Target 12 can haveanactive size of about 675.70 X 582.48 by 4 mm,for example, in a
AKT-1600 based system in order to deposit films on a substrate 16 that is about 400 X 500 mm.

The temperature of substrate 16 can be held at between —SOC and 500C. The distance between

target 12 and substrate 16 can be between 3 and 9 cm. Process gas can be inserted into the
chamberof apparatus 10 at a rate ofbetween about 30 to about 100 sccm while the pressure in

the chamberof apparatus 10 can be held at below about 2 millitorr. Magnet 20 provides a

magnetic field of strength between about 400 and about 600 Gaussdirected in the plane of target

12 and is movedacrosstarget 12 at a rate of less than about 20-30 sec/scan.

[0078] Therefore, any given processutilizing apparatus 10 can be characterized by providing the

power supplied to target 12, the power supplied to substrate 16, the temperature of substrate 16,
 

the characteristics and constituents of the reactive gasses, the speed of the magnet, and the

spacing between substrate 16 and target 12.

[0079] Sputtered oxide films according to some embodiments of the present invention can be

deposited onto a Si wafer or thermal oxide wafers at pressure ofbetween about 3 and about6
mTorr. The ratio of O/Ar gas flow can beset at a value to ensure that target 12 is operating

within a poison mode. The poison modeis defined as the ratio where the oxide is etched from

the surface of target 12 as fast as the oxide layer is formed. Operating in the poison mode results

in the stoichiometric film. Sub-stoichiometric oxides may notbe optically transparent. The

pulsing frequency range for power supply 14 can be from about up to about 250 KHz. The

frequency 40 KHz is approximately the lowest frequency at which no arcing will occur during

deposition in, for example, the AKT 1600 based system. Thereverse pulsing time is determined

by the amountof arcing generated during the process. Longer reverse time means longer

discharge time and thus less arcs. However, if the reverse time is too long, the deposition rate

will decrease. Power supply 18 is a 2 MHz RF powersupply operated at powersup to several
-15-
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hundred Watts.

[0080] Figure 4 shows an embodimentof a process procedure 400 performed on apparatus 10.

In step 401, the target is prepared for the deposition. In some embodiments, target 12 can be
cleaned by pure Arsputtering. In other words, apparatus 10 is operated with pure Ar gas only

(referred to as the metal mode) in order to sputter away a surface layer of target 12.

[0081] Figure 7 shows the typical drift in the index of refraction with deposition of oxide layers
for several different targets over different runs for each target. In Figure 7, the compositions of

the target materials utilized in target 12 for the depositions shownare as follows: Si: 60 cat. %
and Al: 40 cat. %; Si: 50 cat. % and Al: 50 cat. %; Si: 85 cat. % and Al: 15 cat. %; Si: 35 cat. %

and Al: 65 cat. %; and Si: 92 cat. % and 8 cat. %. Each deposition was operated under the same

process parameters: 4.5 kW ofpulsed DC powerat 200 kHz with a reverse time of 2.3 ps

applied to target 12, O2 flow at 44 sccm,Ar flow at 30 sccm introduced to apparatus 10, 100 W

ofbias power at 2 MHz applied to substrate 16, the temperature of substrate 16 held at 200° C,
and the distance between substrate 16 and target 12 being set at 6 cm. For each target measured,

the index drifted up during repeated utilization.

[0082] Figure 8 showstherelationship between the index of refraction of a film deposited

according to the present invention and the amount of aluminum in the composite target. As can

be seen from Figure 8, the index ofrefraction of the deposited film dependsstrongly on the

aluminum content. Therefore, as the aluminum in a metaltarget is depleted, the index of

refraction drifts. In some embodiments, the ratio ofAr and O,utilized in the process can be

maintained to provide films ofuniform index over a large numberofdepositions on the target.

[0083] Reactive sputtering from a metalor metallic alloy target 12 can be characterized by two

modes ofoperation. In the first mode, which is sometimes referred to as the ‘metallic mode’ the

surface oftarget 12 is substantially metallic. This modeis characterized by a small addition of

reactive gas to the inert gas flow of apparatus 10 as well as a higher impedance magnetron

discharge. It is also characterized by incomplete oxidation offilm deposited on substrate 16 and

therefore higher index films. As the proportion of reactive to inert gas is increased, the sputter

voltage at target 12 beginsto fall at constant power.

[0084] Figure 5 shows the voltage on target 12 of an embodimentof apparatus 10 according to

-16-
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the present invention as a function ofprocess gas constitution. In the example illustrated in

Figure 5, for example, a metallic target with composition .8 cat. % Er, .8 cat. % Yb, 57.4 cat. %

Si and 41 cat. % Si, which can be formed as described in the ‘247 application, was sputtered in

an embodimentof apparatus 10 based on the AKT-1600 PVD system with 6 kW ofpulsed DC

powerat a frequency of 120 kHz and a reverse time of 2.3 micro seconds. The Argon gas flow

wasset at 60 sccm and the Oxygen gas flow wasvaried from zero up to 40 sccm. For more

details regarding this deposition, see Example 1 below.

[0085] As shown in Figure 5, the voltage on target 12 during deposition (the “target voltage”)

was constant at about 420 Volts for oxygen flow rates up to about 20 sccm. Thisis clearly the

metallic mode of operation for this embodimentoftarget 12. Films deposited in this range of

oxygen flow are characterized as metallic with an oxygen contentthat increases with oxygen

flow rate during deposition. As the oxygen flow is increased up to about 26 sccm,the voltage on

target 12 begins to decrease, indicating that the surface of target 12 is beginning to form an oxide

layer. The oxide layer on the surfaceof target 12 has a higher secondary electron yield underthe

influence of the Argon ion flux. The additional electron flux to the magnetron electron trap

increases the ion production in the plasma, which,in turn, decreases the impedanceof the plasma

discharge in apparatus 10.

 
[0086] At slightly higher oxygen flow during deposition, the oxide layer on target 12 forms a

continuouslayer and the voltage oftarget 12 during deposition falls rapidly to the range of about

190 to about 270 Volts, indicating complete coverage ofthe surface of target 12 with an oxide

that is at least as thick as the material removed during one scan of the magnetron. Underthis

condition, the rate of oxide formation on the surface of target 12 equals or exceedsthe rate of

sputter removal of the surface of target 12 by the moving magnetron 20. This condition is

sometimesreferred to as the ‘poisoned mode’.

[0087] Under steady state DC voltage conditions, the oxide layer on target 12 soon charges up,

 
leading to reducedrate of sputtering and increased micro-are discharging in apparatus 10. This

discharging leads to particulation of the oxide layer on target 12, which degrades the quality ofa

film deposited on substrate 16. In the example shown with Figure 5, the negative going DC

Voltage is reducedat a frequency of 120 kHzto a positive value for a period of about 2.3 micro

secondsper cycle, allowing charge neutralization of the surface of target 12, increasing the

steady state sputter and deposition rates as well as decreasing the rate of micro-arcing.
-17-
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[0088] In the case of a magnetron configuration ofmagnet 20 having a significant deep local

target erosion (rather than a configuration of magnet 20 described above which yields uniform

target erosion), the changein the target voltage of target 12 is more gradual with increasing

oxygen flow sinceit is more difficult to establish an oxide condition at the center of an intense

region of local erosion. The resulting deposited film, however, will be rich in metallic sputtered

flux to the substrate in the region of higher sputter erosion, leading to non uniform stoicheometry

and non-uniform indices of refraction in a film deposited on substrate 16. In the case of a

scanning magnetron 20 with uniform target erosion, the change in the surface condition from

metallic to poisoned is more abrupt, as the formation rate of the oxide increases to equal the

sputter removal of the oxide over a wide area ofthe target. In this case, there is uniform

distribution of sputtered oxide from the target. Uniform stoicheometry and uniform indices of

refraction result for the film deposited on substrate 16.

[0089] Figure 8 showsthe rangeofindices ofrefraction of films deposited for targets of

differing silica and alumina compositions, as deposited and after a subsequent anneal step. In the

case of a pure silicon target, the as-deposited index ofrefraction can be as high as 3.4 for pure

amorphoussilicon. In Figure 8, pure silica films (zero Al%) can be deposited with a reactive

pulsed DC and substrate bias deposition according to the present invention with substantially

 
complete oxygen stoicheometry, so as to approximate monolithic amorphoussilica. The index

of refraction of such films decreases with a subsequent heat treatment ofbetween about 700-

 
900° C, indicating somewhat more complete oxidation reaction ofthe material of the film

  
together with some degree ofstress relaxation ofthe film deposited on substrate 16.

  
[0090] At the opposite extreme, a pure aluminum embodimentof target 12 (100% Al) can be

utilized to deposit films on substrate 16 under similar process conditionsas is utilized to deposit

pure silica films on substrate 16. In the case of the pure aluminum reactive deposition, the

dependenceof the index of refraction of the film deposited on substrate 16 on oxygen flow as

well as on the frequency of the pulsed DC process can be examined. Asa result, a larger range

of effective index ofrefraction is achieved together with a reduced or zero dependenceofthe

index on the subsequent anneal process. Six targets having differing aluminum composition

were utilized to evaluate the index of refraction of sputtered films on substrate 16 of related

composition. The largest change of index with the sputtering conditions is achieved for

composition near the middle of the Al/Si composition range (about 50% Al and 50% Si).
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[0091] Figure 7 showsthe changein film index for oxide films for several embodiments of
target 12 and processes with an initial 30 minutes of Argon only sputtering, followed by
continuous deposition with an oxygen flow rate sufficient for operation in the poisonous mode.
Notethat the rate of increase in the index of refraction of a resulting film deposited on substrate

16 with continuous poisoned mode deposition is proportionalto the concentration of aluminum

in the composition of target 12. This result is due to the depletion of the aluminum from the
target surface during the metallic sputtering or pre-condition process. The aluminum intarget 12
is preferentially sputtered overthe silicon in target 12, leaving the surface of target 12 rich in
silicon. At the onset ofpoisoned mode sputtering, the film deposited on substrate 16 is rich in
silica and demonstrates a systematic and reproducible decrease in index of refraction. During

continuous poisoned modedeposition, the silicon rich surface of target 12 can be sputtered away
and the aluminum portion substantially returned to the bulk composition oftarget 12.

Consequently, a metallic pre-condition step can be utilized to achieve a subsequent process for
the deposition ofa film having an increasing index of refraction under conditions of oxide/metal

stoicheometry.

[0092] In step 402 of Figure 4, substrate 16 is prepared. Substrate 16 can be mounted on carrier
sheet 17 and placed in apparatus 10. In step 403, gas flow parameters are adjusted for the
particular deposition to be performed. The constituency and flow rates of the process gas are
fixed. In some embodiments,the ratio ofAr and O2, for example, can be set and the flow rate of

each gas set. Further, the combination of flow rate and vacuum system of apparatus 10

determines the pressure during deposition in apparatus 10.

[0093] In step 404, the substrate temperature is set. Substrate 16 may be brought to

temperature overa period oftime. In step 405, the scan characteristics of magnet 20 are fixed.

In step 406, the powersetting for power supply 18 is set. Finally, in step 407, the parameters of

pulsed DC powersupply 14 is set, including the power, frequency, and reverse pulsing time. In
step 408, then, a film that depends on the parameters of reactor apparatus 10 is deposited on
substrate 16. In some embodiments,films deposited by procedure 400 are thermally annealed

after deposition.

[0094] Figure 4 illustrates an example deposition process only. Embodiments of deposition

processes accordingto the present invention can be performed in various different orders.
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{0095} Figure 9 showsa chart of various deposition parameters according to the present

invention for various embodiments of target 12 and the indices of refraction, both before and

after an anneal step, for the resulting deposited film on substrate 16. Each deposition was

accomplished with an embodiment of apparatus 10 based on the AKT 1600 PVDreactor.

Anneals were accomplished at 725° C for 30 min. Specific examplesofparticular depositions

and characteristics of the resulting films deposited on substrate 16 are further discussed below.

[0096] Figure 10 shows the dependenceof the index of refraction ofsilica layers deposited

according to the present invention with process conditions. Figure 11 shows the dependence of

index of refraction on the O2/Ar flow ratio for the deposition ofpure alumina according to the

  
present vention. Figure 12 shows the dependence of index for pure aluminafilms on the

frequency of the pulsed DC powerapplied to target 12. Both parameters can be utilized to

reliably control the index of refraction of films deposited on substrate 16 over a range of index

values without the use of an additional cationic species, a so called ‘dopant’. A third process

parameter that can be utilized to adjust the index ofrefraction of a film deposited on substrate 16

is the bias powerapplied to substrate 16. Increasing the oxygen flow ratio, the frequency ofthe

pulsed DC powerapplied to target 12 or the bias power applied to substrate 16 will

systematically increase the index of refraction of the aluminafilm deposited on substrate 16. In
 

the case ofpure aluminafilms, minor to no change in the index occurs due to a subsequent

anneal process,

[0097] Figure 13 showsthe index ofrefraction of a film deposited on substrate 16 from an

embodimentof target 12 with about 92 cat. % of Si and about 8 cat. % of Al for a series of

sequential depositions in an embodimentofapparatus 10 based on the AKT 4300 PVD reactor,

each following a metallic process condition. For constant high oxygen flow conditions, a small

upward trend in the index of refraction is observed. As is generally true, the index of films

deposited with higher substrate bias poweris systematically lower than films deposited without

substrate bias.

 
0098] Figure 14 showsthe upward trend ofthe index ofrefraction after metallic mode
precondition of an embodiment of target 12 having composition of about 83 cat. % Si and about

17 cat. % Al for a series of depositions in an embodimentof apparatus 10 based on the AKT

1600 PVD reaction. As is shown in Figure 14, longer metallic preconditioning of target 12

results in the index of refraction of the films deposited on substrate 16 having a higherrate of
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increase than for cases with less prolonged metallic preconditioning of target 12. The vertical

lines on Figure 14 indicate places where target 12 was preconditioned with only Ar for the

indicated periods of time. Figure 15 showsa decrease in the change in index for sequential films

with this embodiment of target 12 deposited with reduced-oxygen flow rates at a constanttotal

pressure. A flow rate for oxygen was determined so that the run to run variation for the index of

refraction of the film deposited on substrate 16 from this target was about .0001 (see the circled

data points on the graph of Figure 15) whichis similar to the variance of the index over the entire

wafer of substrate 16, which is about 70 parts per million.

[0099] In some embodiments, films deposited by a pulsed DC biased method according to

the present invention are uniformly amorphous throughout their thickness. As has been
discussed above, biasing of substrate 16 leads to densification and uniformity in the deposited

film. Figures 16A through 16D show a TEM photographofa film 1601 deposited according to

the present invention. Further, diffraction patterns shown in Figures 16B, 16C and 16D at points

a, b and c, respectively, in deposited film 1601 show that the film is ammorphousthrough the

thickness of the film. The diffraction patterns ofFigures 16B, 16C and 16D show noeffects of

crystallization. Further, the smoothnessofthe surface of film 1601 indicates a defect free film.

The film deposited in Figure 16A is deposited with an 0.8/0.8 target (i.¢., a target having the

composition 52.0 cat. % of Si, 41.0 cat. % of Al, 0.8 cat. % of Er and 0.8 cat. % of Yb). The

 
film is deposited at 6 kW of 120 kHz pulsed DC powerwith a reverse time of 2.3 ps. The Argon

and Oxygen flow rates are 60 sccm and 28 sccm,respectively. Substrate 16 is biased with 100

W ofpower.

[0100] Figure 17 showsthe optical loss per centimeter, measured at 1310 nm,using a three

prism coupling to the so called slab mode ofthe film on a 10 micron oxide, silicon wafer. As

deposited the biased, pulsed DC film from a 60 cat. % Si and 40 cat. %A1 film demonstrated

about .1dB/cm loss. After an 800° C annealin air, the loss was less than the measurement

sensitivity of the prism coupling method. This data clearly demonstrates that films deposited

according to embodiments of the present invention can be used for the purpose of constructing

low loss planar light wave circuits.

[0101] Deposition of films according to the present invention can be utilized to deposit cladding

layers, active core layers, and passive core layers of an optical amplifier structure or optical
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waveguide structure. In someapplications, for example multiplexer structures, the separation

between adjacent waveguides can be small, for example about 8 um. In some embodiments, the

deposition parameters of the upper cladding layer can be adjusted to not only adjust the index of

refraction ofthe layer, but also to insure that the spacing between adjacent waveguidesis small.

{0102} Figure 18 shows an example planarization deposition over a multiplexer structure. In the

particular example ofupper cladding layer 1803 shown in Figure 18, the deposition parameters

from a 92 cat. % Si and 8 cat. % Alis: 5.5 Kw of Pulsed DC power applied at 200 KHz with 2.2

ps of reverse time, gas flow of 75 sccm Ar and 100 sccm On»,a substrate bias of 650 W (at 2

MHz), and a substrate temperature of 200 °C. Layer 1803 was deposited with an AKT 4300

based embodimentof apparatus 10. As shownin Figure 18, the layer thickness in areas other

than over waveguide structures 1801 and 1802 is 11.4 um. Waveguidestructures 1801 and 1802

are 8.20 um high waveguides and separated by 6.09 tum at the base and by 8.40 pm attheir top.

In Figure 18, the undercladding layer 1804 is about 1.98 um thick.

[0163] Figure 19 illustrates deposition of material over a structure. Upper cladding layer 1803,

in region 1901, will be angled from the horizontal by an angle 8. The deposition and etching

rates of a deposited layer depends on the angle 8. Figures 20 and 21 illustrate different cases of

deposition and etch rates as a function of the angle 9. The relationship betweenthe rate of

deposition and the etch rates can be adjusted by adjusting the deposition parameters. For

example, the bias power to substrate 16 can be adjusted to control the relationship between the

etch rates and deposition rates ofmaterial.

[0104] Figure 22 illustrates deposition rates over a structure 2201 as a function of time. In

Figure 2201, h is the thickness deposited over structure 2201. The planarization when layer

1803 becomesflat.

(0105] The timefor planarization can be estimated as

W
—tana+ H

1 =2 ;
P a.

a — mn
Jat cosa

where W is the width of structure 2201, H is the height of structure 2201, aga, refers to the
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accumulation rate on the flat surface, am, refers to the accumulation rate on the minimum

accumulation slope, and a is the surface angle from the horizontal plane of the minimum

accumulation slope.

[0106] Figure 23 showsa deposited film 1803 as shown in Figure 18, except that the bias power

to substrate 16 is set to 400 W instead of 650 W. As can be seen in Figure 23, a keyhole 2301is

formed with an incomplete filling ofuppercladding layer 1803 between structures 1801 and

1802. Deposition of uppercladding layer 1803 substantially follows the trends illustrated in

Figures 19 through 22.

 
[0107] Figure 24 showsdeposition as shown in Figure 18, except that the bias powerto substrate

16 is set to 600 W instead of 650 W. As can be seen in Figure 24, keyhole 2301 has closed

 
leaving a small line defect 2401 inthefill.

[0108] Figure 28 shows deposition as shown in Figure 18, except that the bias power to substrate

16 is set to 900 W instead of 650 W. As can be seen in Figure 28, the etch rate has been

increased to such an extent that the corners of structures 1801 and 1802 have been etched to form

slopes 2501 and 2502, respectively.

[0109] Therefore, asillustrated in figures 18 through 25, an uppercladding layer can be

 
deposited in accordance with the present invention such that it fills the space between adjacently

placed waveguides. In general, the parameters can be optimized for index control and the bias

powerto substrate 16 can be adjusted for fill. In some embodiments, other parameters(e.g., the

constituency ofprocess gas, frequency and powerofpulsed DC powersource 14, and other
parameters) in order to adjust the deposition and etch rates and thereby effectively planarize the

structure as described.

[0110] Therefore, depositions ofvarious films in embodiments of apparatus 10 according to the

present invention with several embodiments of target 12 and the effects on index ofrefraction,

uniformity of films, andfill characteristics of varying several of the process parameters has been

discussed above. In some embodiments,stress effects due to wafer bowing of substrate 16 can

also be reduced. Wafer bowing of substrate 16 can be reduced, reducing the stress in a film

deposited on substrate 16, by, for example, depositing a film on the backside of substrate 16

before deposition of a film on substrate 16. In some embodiments,a film having a similar
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thicknessof a similar layer of material can be deposited on backside of substrate 16 prior to

deposition of the film on substrate 16 according to the present invention. The wafer bowing
resulting from differing thermal expansionsof the film and substrate 16 is therefore countered by
a similar stress from anotherfilm deposited on the backside of substrate 16.

[0111] Several specific examples film depositions utilizing apparatus 10 are discussed below.
Further, examplesofoptical amplifiers produced utilizing the ceramictiles accordingto the

present invention are presented. These examplesare provided for illustrative purposes only and
are not intended to be limiting. Unless otherwise specified, apparatus 10 utilized in the

following examples was based on the AKT 1600 reactor. Further, unless otherwise specified, the

temperature of substrate 16 washeld at about 200° C andthe distance between substrate 16 and

target 12 was 4 s/scan. The separation between substrate 16 and target 12 is about 6 cm.

EXAMPLE1

[0112] An AKT1600basedreactor can be utilized to deposit a film. In this example, a wide

area metallic target of dimension 550X 650 mm with composition (Si/Al/Er/Yb) being about

57.0 cat. % Si, 41.4 cat. % Al, 0.8 cat. % Er, and 0.8 cat. % Yb (a “.8/.8” target) was fabricated

as described in the ‘247 patent.

[0113] In step 402, a 150 mm P-typesilicon wafer substrate was placed in the center ofa

400x500 mm glasscarrier sheet 17. Power supply 14 wasset to supply 6000 watts ofpulse DC

powerat a frequency of 120KHzwith a reverse pulsing time of about 2.3us. Magnet 20, which
is a race-track shaped magnetof approximate dimension 150mmx600mm,was sweptover the

backsideof the target at a rate of about 4 seconds per one-way scan. The temperature of

substrate 16 was held at 200C and 100W of 2 MHz RF powerwasapplied to substrate 16. The

target 12 to substrate 16 distance was about 6.5 cm. The sputtering gas was a mixture of Argon

and Oxygen. Substrate 16 and carrier 17 was preheated to 350°Cforat least 30min prior to

deposition. The active film was deposited in the poison mode. Deposition efficiency was

approximately 1um/hr.

[0114] Figure 5 showsthe hysteresis curve of this particular embodimentof target 12. When

target 12 under goesthe transition from metallic to poison mode,the target voltage drops from
-24-
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an average of about 420V to an average of about 260V. Before each film deposition, in step

401, target 12 is cleaned by pure Argon sputtering in the metallic mode. Then target is then

conditioned in poison mode with the oxygen flow much higher than the flow requiredat the

 
transition region.

[0115] Tables 1A through 1C shows some effects on the deposited films of depositions with the

0.8/0.8 target under different operating conditions. Table 1A includes photoluminescence

(pumpedat 532 nm) andindexofrefraction for films deposited on substrate 16 with different

At/O» gas flow ratios with no bias power applied to substrate 16.

 
Table LA

Reverse Bias (W)|PL/um
Pulsing
Time (us)
 

   
{0116] Table 1B showsthe variation in photoluminescence (pumpedat 532 nm)and index of

refraction of the film deposited on substrate 16 with deposition processes having with the same

Ar/O, ratios but different pulsed DC powerfrequencies from power supply 14.

At/O2|Frequency|Reverse Bias (W) PL/um Index
(KHz) Pulsing (532nm)

Time(us)

60/28 3. 5 100 2340 1.5 189
6eons[120]23105Fs

Table 1B

  
 

 
Target

(ewy
 

  
  

 

  

[0117] Table 1C shows the photoluinescence and index as deposited where the bias powerto

substrate 16 is varied.
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Table 1C

Target Frequency|Reverse Bias (W)|PL/um Index
Power Pulsing (532nm)

Time(us)

 

 

 
 

60/28_|200 2187 1.5244
3952 1.5229

200

 

 
  

  
 

[0118] The photoluminescence values can be measured with a Phillips PL-100. The deposited
film can be pumped with a 532 nm laser and the luminescence at 980 is measured. The indexis
the index of refraction. Typically, films deposited are annealed in orderto activate the erbium.

Figure 6 showsthe photoluminescence and lifetime versus anneal temperaturefor a typical film
deposited as described in this example.

 
EXAMPLE2 
[0119] A waveguide amplifier can be deposited according to the present invention. An
embodimentof target 12 having composition 57.4 cat. % Si, 41.0 cat. % Al, 0.8 cat. % Er 0.8 cat.

% Yb (the “.8/.8 target”) can be formedas disclosed in the ‘245 application. The Er-Yb (0.8/0.8)
co-doped Alumino-Silicate film was deposited onto a 6 inch wafer of substrate 16 which

includes a 10 um thick thermaloxide substrate, which can be purchased from companies such as

Silicon Quest International, Santa Clara, CA. Target 12 wasfirst cleaned by sputtering with Ar
(80 sccm) only in the metallic mode. Target 12 was then conditioned in poison mode by flowing
60 sccm of Argon and 40 sccm of oxygen respectively. The powersuppliedto target 12 during

conditioning was kept at about 6 kW.

{0120] An active core film was then deposited on substrate 16. The thickness of the deposited

film is approximately 1.2 ym. The deposition parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 2.
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. Target Power|Ar/O2 (sccm)
(KW)

Bias (W) Reverse pulsing
time (us)

Pulsing
Frequency
(KHz)

 
  
   
 

 

 

6 60/28   
 

[0121] A straight waveguide pattern can then formed by standard photolithography techniques.

Theactive core was etched using reactive ion etch followed by striping and cleaning. Next, a 10

tum top cladding layer is deposited using a similar deposition process according to the present

invention. An embodimentoftarget 12 with composition 92 cat. % Si and 8 cat. % Al as shown

in Figure 9 to form the top cladding layer. The index difference between the top cladding layer

and the active layer is about 3.7%. The amplifier is then annealed at 725° C for about 30 min

(see Figure 6, for example).

[0122] The erbium excited-state lifetime and the up-conversion coefficient were measured to be

3ms and 4.5 x 10!® cm’/s, respectively. A net gain of about 4dB for small signal (about —20

dBm) with fiber to waveguide andto fiber coupling was obtained. Waveguide length was 10cm

and the width was about 1.5 to 8 ym. The coupling loss between the fiber and the waveguideis

3-4 dB/facet, and passive excessloss is 0.1-0.2 dB/cm for 3um waveguide. The waveguide was

both co- and counter pumped with 150 mW 980nm laserperfacet.

EXAMPLE3

[0123] This example describes production of a dual core Erbium/Yttrbium co-doped amplifier

according to the present invention. In one example, substrate 16 is a silicon substrate with an

undercladding layer of thermally oxidized $102 ofabout 15 um thick. Substrate 16 with the

thermal oxide layer can be purchased from companies such as Silicon Quest International, Santa

Clara, CA. A layer of active core material is then deposited on substrate 16 with a Shadow Mask

as described in the ‘138 application. Use of a shadow maskresults in a vertical taper on each

side ofa finished waveguide which greatly enhances the coupling of light into and out ofthe

waveguide.

-27-
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[0124] Active core layer is deposited from a 0.8/0.8 target as described in the ‘247 application

having composition 57.4 cat. % Si, 41.0 cat. % Al, 0.8 cat. % Er, and 0.8 cat. % Yb. The

deposition parameters are identical to that of Example 2 described above. The active layeris

deposited to a thickness of about 1.2 um.

[0125] A passive layer of aluminasilicate is then deposited over the active layer. A passive layer

of about 4.25 tum thickness can be deposited with an embodimentof target 12 having

 
composition of Si/Al of about 87 cat. %Si and about 13 cat. % Al. The passive layer and active

layer are then patterned by standard lithography techniques to form a core that has a width of

about 5.0 um for the active core and tapering to about 3.5 pm at the top of the passive core with

an effective length of about 9.3 cm.

[0126] Upper cladding layer is then deposited from a Si/AI target of 92 cat. % Si and 8 cat. %

Al. Deposition of the upper cladding layer is shown in Figure 9. In some embodiments, the

upper cladding layer can be deposited with a non-biased process. The thickness ofthe upper

cladding layer can be about 10 um. The amplifier formed by this process is then annealed at

725° C for about 30 min. 
[0127] The as-deposited Erbium and Ytterbium concentrationsin the active layer of core 303 is

2.3 X 10”° cm? Erbium concentration and 2.3 X 107° cm® Ytterbium concentration. The index

of the core is 1.508 and the index of cladding layers are 1.4458 for undercladding layer 302 and

   
1.452 for uppercladding layer 304. The parameter An/nis therefore about 5.0%.

[0128] A reverse taper mode size converter, see the ‘138 application,is utilized for coupling

 
light into waveguide amplifier 300. The insertion loss at 1310 nm is about 2 dB. Figure 26

showsthe amplifier performance of this example. In Figure 26, amplifier 300 is pumped with

150 mW from one side pumping with 984 nm light. Gain flattening is achieved within about 1

dB in the range 1528 nm to 1562 nm for small input signals (-20 dBm). For large input signals

(0 dBm), gain flattening is also achieved within about I dB.

EXAMPLE4
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[0129] Another example ofproduction of a waveguide amplifier is described here. Again,

substrate 16 can be a Si wafer with about a 15 um thick thermal oxide as can be purchased from

Silicon Quest International, Santa Clara, CA. The embodimentoftarget 12 for the deposition of

the active core can have a composition of about 50 cat. % Si, 48.5 cat. % Al, 1.5 cat. % Er (the

“1.5/0” target), which can be fabricated as discussed in the ‘138 application. Target 12 was first

cleaned by sputtering with Ar (80 sccm) only in the metallic mode. Target 12 was then

conditioned in poison mode by flowing 60 sccm of Argon and 40 sccm of oxygen respectively.

[0130] The pulsed DC power supplied to target 12 was about 6 kW. Whenever a brand new

target was used or whenthe target has been expose to atmosphere, a long time of condition (for

example more than 30hrs of conditioning) may be necessary to ensure films with the best active

core property (longest life time and highest photoluminescence) are deposited. Substrate 16 is

then preheat at about 350° C for about 30min before deposition.

[0131] The active core film was deposited onto a 6 inch thermal oxide wafer, which has been

previously discussed, from the 1.5/0 target. The thermal oxide thickness was about 10 um as

described in previous examples. The active core is deposited to a thickness of about 1.2 um with

a deposition time of approximately 1 hr. The process condition are as listed in Table 4 below.

  
Table 3

Target Power Ar/Q2 (secm) Pulsing Bias (W)
(KW) Frequency

(KHz)
6«60/28

 
   Reverse pulsing

time (us)  
[0132] A straight waveguide pattern can then be formed by a standard photolithography

procedure. The active core was etched using reactive ion etch followed by striping and cleaning.

Finally, a 10 wm top cladding layer is deposited using a similar process. A target having

composition 92 cat. % Si and 8 cat. % Al with deposition parameters as described in Figure 9

was used to deposit the top cladding. The difference between the index of refraction between the

core and the cladding is then about 3.7%.  
-29-
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[0133] In this example, annealing of the amplifier structure was performed at various anneal

temperatures. The results of the various anneals are shown graphically in Figures 27 and 28.

Figure 27 showsboth internal gain in the C-band andinsertion loss at 1310 nm of a 2.5um wide,

10.1 cm long waveguide as deposited in this example as a function of annealing temperature.

The life time in ms and up-conversion constants in cm™/s measurements for the deposited active

core film at different annealing temperature are shown in Figure 28.

 
EXAMPLE5

[0134] One of the problems encountered during the reactive sputtering from an alloy metallic

target is that the film composition drifts from run to run dueto the difference in sputtering yields

from the elements that forms the target alloy. For example, with Ar as a sputtering gas, the

sputtering yield of Aluminumis about 3-4 times that of Silicon, while sputtering yield of

 
Aluminais only about 50% that of Silica. Therefore, during the metal burn in, more Aluminum

is sputtered from the target, resulting in a Si rich target surface. When sputtering in the poison

mode, more Silica will be removed from target. Thus, as deposition goes on, the composition of

the film deposited on substrate 16 will drift from lower Aluminaconcentration to higher

Alumina concentration. This results in the index of refraction of a film drifting up with

subsequent depositions from a target 12, as is shown for the deposition described in Example 4

in Figure 29. Figure 30 showsthe drift in photoluminescence pumped at 532 nm with

subsequent depositions. Figure 31 showsdrift in the excited state lifetime with subsequent

depositions from a target. The embodimentoftarget 12 utilized in Figures 29 through 31 is the

1.5/0 target and the deposition parameters are as described above in Example4.

[0135] The drift can be stabilized by recondition target 12 prior to deposition. The recondition

process (or bur in) consists ofboth sputtering in metallic mode and then sputtering in poison

mode to condition target 12. The burn in time in metallic mode needsto be as short as possible

and at the same time insure no arcing during the poison mode deposition. Figure 32 shows the
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much improveddrift in the index ofrefraction and the photoluminescence when target 12 is
reconditioned between subsequent depositions.

EXAMPLE6

[0136] This example describes the fabrication of another Er-Yb codoped waveguide amplifier
according to the present invention. The active core is deposited with an embodimentoftarget 12
with composition about 49 cat. % Si, 48 cat. % Al, 1.6 cat. % Er and 0.5 cat. % Yb, which
can be fabricated as described in the ‘247 application. Target 12 wasfirst cleaned by sputtering

with Ar (80 sccm) only in the metallic mode. Target 12 was then conditioned in poison mode by
flowing 60 sccm of Argon and 40 sccm of oxygen respectively. The pulsed DC power supplied
to target 12 was kept at 5 kW. Table 4 shows photoluminescence and index ofrefraction of as-
deposited films from this example at some typical process conditions. The units for
photoluminescence are the numberof counts per micron. Lifetime and photoluminescence
measuredafter annealing at various different temperatures are shown in Table 5.

Target 4 
Pulsing
Frequency

 
 

 

 
   

[0137] A waveguide amplifier was fabricated usingthis material in the similar fashion as
described in examples 2-4. The active core wasfirst deposited on substrate 16, which includes a
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10um thermal oxide layer, using the following deposition parameters: target power 5KW,

pulsing frequency 120KHz,bias 100W,reverse time 2.3us, Argon and Oxygen flow are 60 sccm
and 30sccm respectively. The active core thickness is deposited to a thickness about 1.2um,

which takes approximately 1 hr. All wafers are preheated at about 350° C for 30min before

deposition. A straight waveguidepattern is then formed by standard photolithography
procedure. The active core wasetched using reactive ion etch following by striping and
cleaning. Next, a 10jm top cladding layeris deposited using similar process. The “92/8” (92
cat. % Si and 8 cat. % Al) metallic target was used to deposit top clad according to deposition

parameters shown in Figure9, resulting in a 4 % index difference between active core and
cladding. The wave guide was then annealed at 800° C for about 30 min.

[0138] This waveguide wastested for gain using the method described in previous examples.
Howeverno net gain was observed from this waveguide since the passive loss was too high.

EXAMPLE 7

[0139] In addition to active material layers(i.e., layers having rare-earth ion concentrations),
passive layers can also be deposited. Figure 9 shows deposition parameters for several target

 
compositions, including sometargets for deposition of passive (i.e., alloys of Al and Si with no

 
tare earth ion concentration) layers. In this example, an embodimentoftarget 12 with a material

composition ofpure silicon is utilized.

[0140] Apparatus 10 can be based on an AKT 1600 reactor and deposited with about 1 to 3 kW
ofpulsed DCtarget power supplied to target 12. Particular depositions have been accomplished
at 2.5 kW and 1.5 kW. The frequency of the pulsed DC poweris between about 100 and 200

Khz. Some depositions were performed at 200 kHz while others were performedat 100 kHz.
The reverse time was varied between about 2 ps and about 4 us with particular depositions

performedat 2.3 us and 3.5 us. The bias powerto substrate 16 wassetto zero.

[0141] Index variation of SiO2 films with bias to substrate 16 and deposition rates as a function

ofbias power to substrate 16 is shown in Figure 10.
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[0142] The process gas included a mixture of Ar, N2 and O2. The Ar flowrates wasset at 20
sccm while the O> flow rate was varied between about 5 and about 20 sccm and the N> flow rate

was varied from about 2 to about 35 sccm. Figure 33 showsthevariation in the index of

refraction ofa film deposition on substrate 16 as the O2/N2ratio is varied.

EXAMPLE8

[0143] Alternatively, films can be deposited on substrate 16 from a pure aluminatarget. In an

example deposition with an embodimentoftarget 12 of alumina in an embodimentof apparatus
10 based on the AKT 1600reactor, the pulsed DC target power was set at 3 kW andthe

frequency was varied between about 60 kHz and 200 kHz. The reverse time wasset at 2.5 pus.

Again, no bias power wassupplied to substrate 16. The Oflow rate was varied from about 20
to about 35 sccm, with particular depositions performed at 22 and 35 sccm. The Ar flowrate

wasset at 26 sccm. A post deposition anneal of substrate 16 at 800° C for 30 min. was

performed.
 

[0144] Figure 12 showsthe variation of refractive index of the film deposited on substrate 16

with varying frequencyofthe pulsed DC power supplied to target 12. Figure 11 showsthe
variation in refractive index ofa film deposited on substrate 16 with varying O2/Ar ratio. As can

be seen from Figures 33, 34 and 35, the index ofrefraction of films deposited from alumina can

be adjusted by adjusting the process gas constituents or by adjusting the frequency of the pulsed

DC powersupplied to target 12 during deposition.

EXAMPLE9

[0145] Additionally, passive films can be deposited from targets having a composition of Si and

Al. For example, layers have been deposited from embodimentsoftarget 12 with composition
83 % Siand 17% Al. About 4.5 kW ofpulsed DC powerat about 200 kHz frequency was

supplied to target 12. The reverse time was about 2.2 us. A bias power of about 150 W was

-33-
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supplied to substrate 16 during deposition. Figures 14 and 15 show variation ofthe index of

refraction for subsequent runs from this target.

[0146] The examples and embodiments discussed above are exemplary only and are not

intended to be limiting. Oneskilled in the art can vary the processes specifically described here

in various ways. Further, the theories and discussions of mechanismspresented aboveare for

discussion only. The invention disclosed herein is not intended to be bound byanyparticular

theory set forth by the inventorsto explain the results obtained. As such, the inventionis limited

only by the following claims.
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Claims

Weclaim:

1. A method of depositing a film on a substrate, comprising:
 

providing pulsed DC powerthrougha filter to a target;

providing bias powerto a substrate positioned opposite thetarget;

providing process gas between the target and the substrate,

wherein the filter protects a pulsed DC power supply from the bias power.

2. The method of Claim 1, further including holding the temperature of the substrate

substantially constant.

3. The method of Claim 1, wherein providing pulsed DC powerthroughthefilter includes

supplying up to about 10 kW ofpowerat a frequency ofbetween about 40 kHz and about 350

kHz anda reverse time pulse between about 1.3 and 5 ps.

4. The method of Claim 1, wherein providing bias powerto the substrate includes supplying up

to 1000 W of RF powerto the substrate.

 
5. The method of Claim 4, wherein the filter is a bandreject filter at the frequency of the bias

power.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the bias poweris zero.

7. The method of Claim 1, wherein the film is an upper cladding layer of a waveguide structure

and the bias poweris optimized to provide planarization.

8. The method of Claim 1, wherein the process gas includes a mixture of Oxygen and Argon.

9. The method of Claim 9, wherein the Oxygen flow is adjusted to adjust the index ofrefraction

of the film.

 
10. The method of Claim 8, wherein the process gas further includes nitrogen.
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11. The method of Claim 1, wherein providing pulsed DC powerto a target includes providing
pulsed DC power to a target which has an arealarger than that ofthe substrate.

12, The method of Claim 1, further including uniformly sweeping the target with a magnetic
field.

13. The method of Claim 12, wherein uniformly sweeping the target with a magnetic field

includes sweeping a magnetin onedirection across the target wherethe magnet extends beyond
the target in the opposite direction.

14. The method of Claim 1, further including depositing a film on the backside of target 12.
 

15. A reactor according to the present invention, comprising:

a target area for receiving a target;

a substrate area opposite the target area for receiving a substrate;

a pulsed DC powersupply; and

a bias powersupply coupled to the substrate. 
16. The reactor of Claim 15, wherein the target has a surface area greater than the surface area

of the substrate.

17. The reactor of Claim 15, further including a scanning magnet which provides uniform
erosion of the target.

18. The reactor of Claim 17, wherein the scanning magnet scans acrossthe targetin a first
 

direction and extends in a seconddirection perpendicular to the first direction.

19. The reactor of Claim 18, wherein the magnet extends beyondthe target in the second
direction.

20. A method ofdepositing a film on a substrate, comprising:

conditioning a target;

preparing the substrate;
-36-  
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

adjusting the bias powerto the substrate;

setting the process gas flow; and

applying pulsed DC powerto thetarget to deposit the film.

The method of Claim 20, wherein conditioning the target includes sputtering with the target

in a metallic mode to remove the surface ofthe target and sputtering with the target in

poisonous modeto prepare the surface.

The method of Claim 21, wherein setting the process gas flow includes adjusting

constituents in order to adjust the index ofrefraction ofthe film.

The method of Claim 21, wherein applying pulsed DC power includessetting the frequency

in order to adjust the index of refraction of the film.

The method of Claim 21, further including adjusting a temperature of the substrate in order

to adjust the index of refraction of the film.

A method of forming a waveguide amplifier, comprising:

providing a substrate with an undercladding layer;

providing a target having a concentration of rare-earth ions opposite the substrate;

supplying process gas between the target and the substrate,

applying pulsed DC powerthroughafilter to the target to deposit a film;

patterning the film to form a core;

depositing an uppercladding layer over the core.

26. The method of Claim 25, wherein providing a substrate includes providing a silicon

substrate with a thermal oxide layer.

27. The method of Claim 25, wherein providing a target includes providing a target having a

concentration of up to about 5 cat. % of rare earth ions.

-37-
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28. The method of Claim 27, wherein providing a target includes providing a target of Al and Si.

29. The method of claim 25, wherein providing a target includes providing a target with a

concentration of Al.

30. The method of Claim 29, wherein providing a target includes providing a target with a

 
concentration of Si.

31. The method of Claim 29, wherein providing a target includes providing a target with a

concentration of rare earth ions.

32. The method of Claim 25, further including providing bias powerto the substrate.

33. The method of Claim 25, further including scanning a magnetoverthetarget.

34. The method of Claim 25, wherein scanning the magnet overthe target includes moving the

magnet in a first direction.

35. The method of Claim 34, wherein the magnet extends beyondthe target in a second

direction perpendicular to the first direction.

  
36. The method of Claim 25, wherein the target has a surface area greater than the surface area

of the substrate.

37. The method of Claim 32, wherein the filter rejects power at a frequency of the bias power.

38. A sputtering apparatus, comprising:

means for providing pulsed DC powerto a target; and

means for providing bias powerto a substrate.

39. The apparatus of Claim 38, further including

means for providing process gas between the target and the substrate.
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Biased Pulse DC Reactive Sputtering of Oxide Films

Hongmei Zhang
Mukundan Narasimhan

Ravi Mullapudi
Richard E. Demaray

Abstract

A biased pulse DC reactor for sputtering of oxide films is presented. The biased pulse

DCreactor couples pulsed DC at a particular frequency to the target through a filter which filters

out the effects of a bias power applied to the substrate, protecting the pulsed DC power supply.

Films deposited utilizing the reactor have controllable material properties such as the index of

refraction. Optical components such as waveguide amplifiers and multiplexers can be fabricated

using processes performed on a reactor accordingto the present inention. 
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Attorney Docket No.: M-12245 US

DECLARATIONFOR PATENT APPLICATION
AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

Myresidence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below adjacent to my name.

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one nameis listed below) or an original, first and
joint inventor(ifplural namesare listed below) of subject matter (process, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter, or an improvement thereof) which is claimed and for which a patent is sought by
way ofthe application entitled

Biased Pulse DC Reactive Sputtering of Oxide Films

which (check) [Xx] is attached hereto.

LJ and is amended by the Preliminary Amendmentattached hereto.

T wasfiledon as Application Serial No.

LJ and was amended on _(if applicable).

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified specification,
including the claims, as amended by any amendmentreferred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information, which is material to patentability as defined in Title 37,
Code of Federal Regulations, § 1.56.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, § 119(a)-(d) of any foreign
application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or any PCT international application(s) designating at least
one country other than the United States ofAmerica listed below and havealso identified below any
foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or any PCT international application(s)
designating at least one country other than the United States of America filed by me on the same subject
matter having a filing date before that of the application(s) of which priority is claimed:

Prior Foreign Application(s) Priority Claimed Na—SC‘“‘(CSCS*S*SCSCSCCSC~*~*sNSY

Thereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § 119(e) of any United States provisional
application(s) listed below:

Provisional Application Number Filing Date
N/A

 

 

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § 120 of any United States application(s) or
PCTinternational application(s) designating the United States of Americalisted below and, insofar as the
subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior application(s) in the
mannerprovided bythe first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, § 112, I acknowledge the duty to
disclose information, which is material to patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations,
§ 1.56, which became available between the filing date of the prior application(s) and the national or PCT
international filing date of this application:

Application Serial No. Filing Date Status (patented, pending, abandoned)

NAS
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Attorney Docket No.: M-12245 US

I hereby appoint the following practitioners to prosecute this application andto transact all business in the
United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Customer Number 24251 aa

Please direct all telephonecalls to:

Gary J. Edwards

Telephone: 408-453-9200

I declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true, all statements made herein on
information and belief are believed to be true, andall statements made herein are made with the knowledge
that whoever, in any matter within the jurisdiction of the Patent and Trademark Office, knowingly and
willfully falsifies, conceals, or covers up by any trick, scheme, or device a material fact, or makes any
false, fictitious or fraudulent statements or representations, or makes or uses any false writing or document
knowing the same to contain any false, fictitious or fraudulent statement orentry, shall be subject to the
penalties including fine or imprisonmentor both as set forth under 18 U.S.C. 1001, and that violations of
this paragraph may jeopardize the validity of the application or this document, or the validity or
enforceability of any patent, trademark registration, orcertificate resulting therefrom.

Full nameoffirst joint inventor: Hongmei Zhang
Inventor’s Signature: Date:

Residence:

Post Office Address: Citizenship:

Full name of third joint inventor: Mukundan Narasimhan

Inventor’s Signature: Date:

Residence:

Post Office Address: Citizenship:

Full name of second joint inventor: Ravi B. Mullapudi
Inventor’s Signature: Date:

Residence: San Jose, California

Post Office Address: 2117 Shiangzone Court Citizenship: India
San Jose, California 95121

Full nameof fourth joint inventor: Richard E. Demaray
Inventor’s Signature: Date:

Residence: Portola Valley, California

Post Office Address: 190 Fawn Lane Citizenship: USA
Portola Valley, California 94028
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TENT NUMBERand
ISSUE DATE

APPL NUM FILING DATE jc : 5 EXAMINER... amoug.
10101863 03/16/2002 : aN pty ‘

“*APPLICANTS: Zhang Hongmei; Narasimhan Mukundan; Mullapudi Ravi; Demaray
Richard;

“*CONTINUING DATA VERIFIED:

** FOREIGN APPLICATIONS VERIFIED:

* [PG-pus [po NoT PuBLisH O) Rescinp UJ
Foreign priority claimed OD yes no ATTORNEY DOCKET NO

| 35 USC 119 conditions met Q yes Ono
Verified and Acknowledged Examiners's intials M-12245 US

U.S.DEPT. OF COMM /PAT.& TM-PTO-436L(Rev. 12-94)

“] WARNING: The information disclosed herein may be restricted.
Unauthorized disclosure may be prohibited by the United States Code Title 35,

Sections122, 181 and 368, Possession outside the U.S. Patent & Trademarkis festrictedtoauthorized emp!
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o_b Docket No.: M-12245US %e, SS
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Commissioner ForPatents ~~4ao —_~
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Washington, D. C. 20231

Enclosed herewith forfiling is a patent application, as follows:

Zhang,-Hongmei; Narasimhan, Mukundan; Mullapudi, Ravi; and Demaray, Richard E.

 

 

 

Inventor(s):

Title: Biased Pulse DC Reactive Sputtering of Oxide Films

xX Return Receipt Postcard
_X This Transmittal Letter (in duplicate)

2 page(s) Declaration For Patent Application and Power of Attorney (unsigned)
34 page(s) Specification (not including claims)
4 page(s) Claims
1 page Abstract
27 Sheet(s) ofDrawings

Applicant(s) assert(s) entitlement to small entity status for the attached patent applicationKL

CLAIMSASFILED (fees computed under 37 CFR §1.9(f)
Basic Fee

 

Number Number

For Filed Extra Rate $ 370.00
Total Claims 39 -20 = 9 4 $ 9.00 = $ 81.00

Independent 5 3 = 2 x $42.00 = $ 84.00
Claims

[] Fee of for the first filing of one or more $
multiple dependent claims per application

$ [_] Fee for Request for Extension of Time

Please make the following charges to Deposit Account 19-2386:

$ 525.00(-] Totalfee for filing the patent application in the amount of
[1 The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be

 
 

____required, or credit overpaymentto Deposit Account 19-2386.
| EXPRESS MAIL LABEL NO: Respectfully submytféd,

| EL 941 069 152 US L
Gary J. Edwards
Attorney for Applicant(s)
Reg. No. 41,008
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Express Mail Label No.
EL 941069152 US.

Biased Pulse DC Reactive Sputtering of Oxide Films

Hongmei Zhang
Mukundan Narasimhan

Ravi Mullapudi
Richard E. Demaray

Background

lnk L. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to deposition of oxide and oxynitride films and, in

particular, to deposition of oxide and oxynitride films by pulsed DC reactive sputtering.

2. Discussion of Related Art

[0002] Deposition of insulating materials and especially optical materials is

technologically important in several areas including production of optical devices and production

of semiconductor devices. In semiconductor devices, doped aluminasilicates can be utilized as

 
“2 high dielectric insulators.

[0003] The increasing prevalence of fiber optic communications systems has created an

unprecedented demand for devices for processing optical signals. Planar devices such as optical

waveguides, couplers, splitters, and amplifiers, fabricated on planar substrates, like those

commonly used for integrated circuits, and configured to receive and process signals from

optical fibers are highly desirable. Such devices hold promise for integrated optical and

electronic signal processing on a single semiconductor-like substance.

[0004] The basic design ofplanar optical waveguides and amplifiers is well known, as

described, for example, in U. S. Patent Nos. 5,119,460 and 5,563,979 to Bruceetal., 5,613,995

to Bhandarkar et al., 5,900,057 to Buchalet al., and 5,107,538 to Bentonetal., to cite only a few.

These devices, very generally, include a core region, typically bar shaped, of a certain refractive
index surroundedby a cladding region of a lowerrefractive index. In the case of an optical

amplifier, the core region includesa certain concentration of a dopant, typically a rare earth ion

-l-
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such as an erbium or praseodymium ion which, when pumpedbya laser, fluoresces, for

example, in the 1550 nm and 1300 nm wavelength ranges used for optical communication, to

amplify the optical signal passing through thecore.

[0005] As described, for example in the patents by Bruceet al., Bhandarkar et al, and Buchal et

al., planar optical devices maybe fabricated by process sequences including forminga layer of

cladding material on a substrate; forming a layer of core material on the layer of cladding mater;
patterningthe core layer using a photolighotgraphic mask and an etching process to form a core
ridge; and covering the core ridge with an uppercladding layer.

[0006] The performanceofthese planar optical devices depends sensitively on the value and

uniformity of the refractive index of the core region andofthe cladding region, and particularly 
on the difference in refractive index, An, between the regions. Particularly for passive devices

 such as waveguides, couplers, and splitters, An should be carefully controlled, for example to

values within about 1 %, and the refractive index of both core and cladding need to be highly
uniform, for someapplications at the fewer than parts per thousandlevel. In the case of doped

materials forming the core region ofplanar optical amplifiers, it is important that the dopant be

uniformly distributed so as to avoid non-radiative quenchingor radiative quenching, for example
 

by upconversion. Therefractive index and other desirable properties of the core and cladding

regions, such as physical and chemical uniformity, low stress, and high density, depend, of

course, on the choice of materials for the devices and on the processes by whichtheyare

fabricated.

[0007] Because of their optical properties, silica and refractory oxides such as Al,O3, are good

candidate materials for planar optical devices. Further, these oxides serve as suitable hosts for

rare earth dopants used in optical amplifiers. A common material choice is so-called low

temperature glasses, doped with alkali metals, boron, or phosphorous, which havethe advantage

of requiring lower processing temperatures. In addition, dopants are used to modify the

refractive index. Methods such as flame hydrolysis, ion exchange for introducing alkali ions in

glasses, sputtering, and various chemical vapor deposition processes (CVD)have beenused to

form films of doped glasses. However, dopants such as phosphorous andboron are hygroscopic,

and alkalis are undesirable for integration with electronic devices. Control of uniformity of

doping in CVD processes can be difficult and CVD deposited films can havestructural defects
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leading to scattering losses whenusedto guide light. In addition, doped low temperature glasses

may require further processing after deposition. A method for eliminating bubbles in thin films

of sodium-boro-silicate glass by high temperature sintering is described, for example, in the ‘995

patent to Bhandarkaretal.

[0008] Typically, RF sputtering has been utilized for deposition of oxide dielectric films.

However, RF sputtering utilizes ceramic targets which are typically formed of multiple smaller

tiles. Since thetiles can not be madevery large, there may be a large problem of arcing between
tiles and therefore contamination of the deposited film dueto this arcing. Further, the reactors

required for RF sputtering tend to be rather complicated. In particular, the engineering of low

capacitance efficient RF powerdistribution to the cathodeis difficult in RF systems. Routing of

low capacitance forward and return powerinto a vacuum vessel of the reaction chamber often

exposes the power path in such a way that diffuse plasma discharge is allowed under some
conditions of impedancetuning of the matching networks.

[0009] Therefore, there is a need for new methods of depositing oxide and oxynitride films and

for forming planaroptical devices.

Summary

[0010] In accordance with the present invention, a sputtering reactor apparatus for depositing

oxide and oxynitride films is presented. Further, methods for depositing oxide and oxynitride

films for optical waveguide devices are also presented. A sputtering reactor accordingto the

present invention includes a pulsed DC power supply coupled throughafilter to a target and a

substrate electrode coupled to an RF powersupply. A substrate mountedon the substrate

electrode is therefore supplied with a bias from the RF powersupply.

[0011] The target can be a metallic target made of a material to be deposited on the substrate. In

some embodiments, the metallic target is formed from Al, Si and variousrare-earth ions. A

target with an erbium concentration, for example, can be utilized to deposit a film that can be

formed into a waveguideoptical amplifier.

[0012] A substrate can be any material and, in some embodiments,is a silicon wafer. In some
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embodiments, RF powercan be supplied to the wafer. In some embodiments, the wafer and the

electrode can be separated by an insulating glass.

{0013] In some embodiments, up to about 10 kW of pulsed DC powerat a frequency of between
about 40 kHz and 350 kHzanda reverse pulse time of up to about 5 1s is supplied to the target.

The wafer can be biased with up to about several hundred watts of RF power. The temperature

of the substrate can be controlled to within about 10° C and can vary from about -50° C to

several hundred degrees C. Process gasses can be fed into the reaction chamberof the reactor

apparatus. In some embodiments, the process gasses can include combinations of Ar, No, Oo,

C2F6, CO2, CO and other process gasses.

[0014] Several material properties of the deposited layer can be modified by adjusting the

composition of the target, the composition and flow rate of the process gasses, the power

supplied to the target and the substrate, and the temperature of the substrate. For example, the

index of refraction of the deposited layer depends on deposition parameters. Further, in some

embodiments stress can be relieved on the substrate by depositing a thin film of material on a

back side of the wafer. Films deposited according to the present invention can be utilized to

form optical waveguide devices such as multiplexers and rare-earth doped amplifiers.

[0015] These and other embodiments, along with examples of material layers deposited

according to the present invention, are further described below with respect to the following

figures.

Brief Description of the Figures

[0016] Figures 1A and 1B show a pulsed DC sputtering reactor according to the present
invention.

[0017] Figure 2 showsa planar view oftarget utilized in a reactor as shownin Figures 1A and

1B.

[0018] Figure 3 showsa cross-section view of an exampletargetutilized in a reactor as shown in

Figures 1A and 1B.
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[0019] Figure 4 showsa flow chart of an embodimentofa process for depositing a film on a

substrate according to the present invention.

[0020] Figure 5 showsa hysterises curveoftarget voltage versus oxygen flow rates for an

example target in an embodimentof a reactor accordingto the present invention.

[0021] Figure 6 showsa photo-luminescenceandlifetimes of a film deposited in a process

according to the present invention as a function of after deposition anneal temperature.

[0022] Figure 7 showstherelationship betweenthe index of refraction of a film as a function of

deposited oxide layers according to the present invention and dueto oxide build-up on thetarget.

[0023] Figure 8 showsa graph of the index of refraction of a film deposited according to the

present invention as a function of the aluminum content in a composite AJ/Sitarget.

[0024] Figure 9 showsa graph of typical indices of refraction of material layers deposited

according to the present invention.

[0025] Figure 10 showsa table of indices ofrefraction fora silica layer deposited according to

the present invention as a function of different process parameters.

{0026] Figure 11 showsthe refractive indices as a function of 03/Ar ratio utilized in an Alumina

process accordingto the present invention.

[0027] Figure 12 showsthe refractive indices as a function of DC pulsed power frequency for an

Aluminalayer deposited according to the present invention.

[0028] Figure 13 showsvariation in the refractive index over time during repeated depositions

from a single target.

[0029] Figure 14 showsvariation in refractive index over time for repeated depositions from a

target of another material layer according to the present invention.

[0030] Figure 15 showsthevariation refractive index over time for repeated depositions from a

target of another material layer according to the present invention.

[0031] Figure 16A through 16D shows a TEM film deposited according to the present invention.
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[0032] Figure 17 showsthe transparency ofa film deposited accordingto the present invention.

[0033] Figure 18 shows an uppercladding layer deposited according to the present invention

over a multiple-waveguide structure such that the deposited layer is substantially planarized.

[0034] Figure 19 illustrates the deposition of a film over a waveguidestructure.

[0035] Figures 20 and 21 illustrate different etch and deposition rates for deposition offilms as a

function of the surface angle of the film.

[0036] Figure 22 illustrates calculation of the planarization time for a particular deposition

process.

[0037} Figures 23 through 25 through illustrate adjustment of process parameters in orderto

achieve planarization of a film deposited over a waveguidestructure according to the present

invention.

[0038] Figure 26 showsthe gain characteristics of an erbium doped waveguide amplifier formed

of films depositions according to the present invention.

[0039] Figures 27 showsgain, insertion loss of a waveguide with an active core deposited

according to the present invention.

[0040] Figure 28 shows up-conversion constants, and lifetimes of the active core layer of Figure

27 deposited according to the present invention.

[0041] Figure 29 showsdrift in the index ofrefraction with subsequent depositions for films

deposited from a target according to the present invention.

[0042] Figure 30 showsdrift in the photoluminescence with subsequent depositions according to

the present invention.

. [0043] Figure 31 showsdrift in the excited state lifetime with subsequent depositions according

to the present invention.

[0044] Figure 32 showsstabilization of the index of refraction in subsequent depositions.

[0045] Figure 33 showsthe index ofrefraction of a film formed fromapuresilicon target as a
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function of the ratio of O2/N2 in the process gas.

[0046] In the figures, elements having the same designation have the same or similar function.

Detailed Description

[0047] Reactive DC magnetron sputtering of nitrides and carbides is a widely practiced

technique, but the reactive dc magnetron sputtering of nonconducting oxides is donerarely.

Films such as aluminum oxidé are almost impossible to deposit by conventional reactive DC

magnetron sputtering due to rapid formation of insulating oxide layers on the target surface. The

insulating surfaces charges up andresult in arcing during process. This arcing can damage the

powersupply, produce particles and degrade the properties of deposited oxide films.

[0048] RF sputtering of oxide films is discussed in Application Serial No. 09/903,050 (the ‘050

application) by Demarayetal., entitled “Planar Optical Devices and Methodsfor Their

Manufacture,” assigned to the same assigneeas is the present invention, herein incorporated by

reference in its entirety. Further,-targets that can be utilized in a reactor according to the present

invention are discussed in U.S. Application serial no. {Attorney Docket No. M-12247 US}(the

‘247 application), filed concurrently with the present disclosure, assigned to the same assignee as

is the present invention, herein incorporated by referencein its entirety. A gain-flattened

amplifier formedof films deposited according to the present invention are described in U.S.

Application serial no. {Attorney Docket No. M-12652 US} (the ‘652 application), filed

concurrently with the present disclosure, assigned to the same assignee as is the present
invention, herein incorporated by referencein its entirety. Further, a mode size converter formed

‘with films deposited according to the present invention is described in U.S. Application serial no.
{Attorney Docket No. M-12138 US} (the ‘138application), filed concurrently with the present

disclosure, assigned to the sameassignee as is the present invention, herein incorporated by

referencein its entirety.

[0049] Figure 1A shows a schematic of a reactor apparatus 10 for sputtering of material from a

target 12 according to the present invention. In some embodiments, apparatus 10 may, for
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example, be adapted from an AKT-1600 PVD (400 X 500 mm substrate size) system from

Applied Komatsu or an AKT-4300 (600 X 720 mm substrate size) system from Applied

Komatsu, Santa Clara, CA. The AKT-1600reactor, for example, has three deposition chambers

connected by a vacuum transport chamber. These Komatsu reactors can be modified such that

pulsed DC poweris supplied to the target and RF poweris supplied to the substrate during

deposition of a material film.

[0050] Apparatus 10 includes a target 12 whichis electrically coupled througha filter 15 to a

pulsed DC power supply 14. In some embodiments, target 12 is a wide area sputter source

target, which provides material to be deposited on substrate 16. Substrate 16 1s positioned

parallel to and opposite target 12. Target 12 functions as a cathode when poweris appliedto it

and is equivalently termed a cathode. Application ofpowerto target 12 creates a plasma 53.

Substrate 16 is capacitively coupled to an electrode 17 through an insulator 54. Electrode 17 can.

be coupled to an RF power supply 18. Magnet 20 is scanned acrossthe top oftarget 12.

[0051] For pulsed reactive dc magnetron sputtering, as performed by apparatus 10, the polarity

of the power supplied to target 12 by power supply 14 oscillates between negative andpositive

potentials. During the positive period, the insulating layer on the surface of target 12 is

discharged andarcing is prevented. To obtain arc free deposition, the pulsing frequency exceeds

a critical frequency that depend on target material, cathode current and reverse time. High

quality oxide films can be made using reactive pulse DC magnetron sputtering in apparatus 10.

[0052] Pulsed DC power supply 14 can be any pulsed DC powersupply, for example an AE

Pinnacle plus 10K by Advanced Energy, Inc. With this example supply, up to 10 kW of pulsed

DC powercan be supplied at a frequency of between 0 and 350 KHz. The reverse voltageis

10% ofthe negative target voltage. Utilization of other power supplies will lead to different
powercharacteristics, frequency characteristics and reverse voltage percentages. The reverse

time on this embodiment of power supply 14 can be adjusted between 0 and 5 us.

[0053] Filter 15 prevents the bias power from powersupply 18 from coupling into pulsed DC

powersupply 14. In some embodiments, power supply 18 is a2 MHz RF powersupply, for

example can be a Nova-25 power supply made by ENI, Colorado Springs, Co.

[0054] Therefore, filter 15 is a2 MHz bandrejection filter. In some embodiments, the band
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width of the filter can be approximately 100 kHz. Filter 15, therefore, prevents the 2 MHz

power from the bias to substrate 16 from damaging powersupply 18.

[0055] However, both RF and pulsed DC deposited films are not fully dense and mostlikely

have columnar structures. These columnarstructures are detrimental for optical wave guide

applications dueto the scattering loss caused bythe structure. By applying a RF bias on wafer

16 during deposition, the deposited film can be dandified by energetic ion bombardmentand the

columnarstructure can be substantially eliminated.

[0056] In the AKT-1600 based system, for example, target 12 can have an active size of about

675.70 X 582.48 by 4 mm in orderto deposit films on substrate 16 that have dimension about

400 X 500 mm. The temperature ofsubstrate 16 can be held at between —50C and 500C. The

distance between target 12 and substrate 16 can be between about 3 and about 9 cm. Process gas

can be inserted into the chamberofapparatus 10 at a rate up to about 200 sccm while the .

pressure in the chamberofapparatus 10 can be held at between about .7 and 6 millitorr. Magnet

20 provides a magnetic field of strength between about 400 and about 600 Gaussdirectedin the

plane of target 12 and is movedacrosstarget 12 at a rate of less than about 20-30 sec/scan. In

some embodimentsutilizing the AKT 1600 reactor, magnet 20 can be a race-track shaped

magnet with dimension about 150 mm by 600 mm.

[0057] A top down view of magnet 20 and wide area target 12 is shown in Figure 2. A film

deposited on a substrate positioned on carrier sheet 17 directly opposed to region 52 of target 12

has good thickness uniformity. Region 52 is the region shown in Figure 1B that is exposed to a

uniform plasma condition. In some implementations, carrier 17 can be coextensive with region

52. Region 24 shown in Figure 2 indicates the area below which both physically and chemically

_ uniform deposition can be achieved, where physical and chemical uniformity providerefractive

index uniformity, for example. Figure 2 indicates that region 52 of target 12 that provides

thickness uniformity is, in general, larger than region 24 of target 12 providing thickness and

chemical uniformity. In optimized processes, however, regions 52 and 24 maybe coextensive.

[0058] In some embodiments, magnet 20 extends beyondarea 52 in onedirection, the Y

direction in Figure 2, so that scanning is necessary in only onedirection,the X direction,to
provide a time averaged uniform magnetic field. As ‘shown in Figures 1A and 1B, magnet 20
can be scannedoverthe entire extent of target 12, whichis larger than region 52 of uniform
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sputter erosion. Magnet 20 is movedin a plane parallel to the plane of target 12.

[0059] The combination of a uniform target 12 with a target area 52 larger than the area of

substrate 16 can provide films of highly uniform thickness. Further, the material properties of

the film deposited can be highly uniform. The conditions of sputtering at the target surface, such

as the uniformity of erosion, the average temperature of the plasmaat the target surface and the

equilibration of the target surface with the gas phase ambientofthe process are uniform over a _

region whichis greater than or equal to the region to be coated with a uniform film thickness. In

addition, the region ofuniform film thicknessis greater than or equal to the region ofthe film

whichis to have highly uniform optical properties such as index of refraction, density,

transmission or absorptivity.

[0060] Target 12 can be formed of any materials, but is typically metallic materials such as, for

example, combinations of Al and Si. Therefore, in some embodiments,target 12 includes a

metallic target material formed from intermetalic compoundsofoptical elements such asSi, Al,

Er and Yb. Additionally, target 12 can be formed, for example, from materials such as La, Yt,

Ag, Au, and Eu. To form optically active films on substrate 16, target 12 can include rare-earth

ions. In some embodimentsoftarget 12 with rare earth ions, the rare earth ions can be pre-

alloyed with the metallic host components to form intermetalics. See the ‘247 application.

[0061] In several embodiments of the invention, material tiles are formed. Thesetiles can be

mounted on a backing plate to form a target for apparatus 10. Figure 3A shows an embodiment

of target 12 formed with individual tiles 30 mounted on a cooled backplate 25. In order to form

a wide area target of an alloy target material, the consolidated material of individualtiles 30

should first be uniform to the grain size of the powder from whichit is formed. It also should be

formedinto a structural material capable of forming and finishing to a tile shape having a surface

roughnesson the order of the powdersize from whichit is consolidated. A wide area sputter

cathode target can be formed from a close packed array of smaller tiles. Target 12, therefore,

mayinclude any numberoftiles 30, for example between 2 to 20 individual tiles 30. Tiles 30 are

finished to a size so as to provide a margin of non-contact,tile to tile, 29 in Figure 3A, less than

about 0.010”to about 0.020”or less than half a millimeter so as to eliminate plasma processes

between adjacent ones oftiles 30. The distance betweentiles 30 of target 12 and the dark space

anodeor groundshield 19, in Figure 1B can be somewhatlarger so as to provide non contact

assembly or provide for thermal expansion tolerance during process chamberconditioning or
-10-
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operation.

[0062] Several useful examples of target 12 that can be utilized in apparatus 10 according to the

present invention include the following targets compositions: (Si/Al/Er/Yb)being about

(57.0/41.4/0.8/0.8), (48.9/49/1.6/0.5), (92/8/0/0), (60/40/0/0), (50/50/0/0), (65/35/0/0),

(70/30/0,0), and (50,48.5/1.5/0) cat. %, to list only a few. These targets can be referred to as the

0.8/0.8 target, the 1.6/5 target, the 92-8 target, the 60-40 target, the 50-50 target, the 65-35
target, the 70-30 target, and the 1.5/0 target, respectively. The 0.8/0.8, 1.6/0.5, and 1.5/0 targets

can be madebypre-alloyed targets formed from an atomization and hot-isostatic pressing

(HIPing) process as described in the ‘247 application. The remaining targets can be formed, for

example, by HIPing. Targets formed from Si, Al, Er and Yb can have any composition. In some

embodiments,the rare earth content can be up to 10 cat. % ofthe total ion contentin the target.

Rare earth ions are added to form active layers for amplification. Targets utilized in apparatus

10 can have any composition and can include ions other than Si, Al, Er and Yb, including: Zn,

Ga, Ge, P, As, Sn, Sb, Pb, Ag, Au, and rare earths: Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy Ho,Er,

Tm Yb and Lu.

[0063] Optically useful materials to be deposited onto substrate 16 include oxides, fluorides,

sulfides, nitrides, phosphates, sulfates, and carbonates, as well as other wide band gap

semiconductor materials. To achieve uniform deposition, target 12, itself can be chemically

uniform and of uniform thickness over an extendedarea.

[0064] Target 12 can be a composite target fabricated from individualtiles, precisely bonded

together on a backing plate with minimal separation, asis discussed further with respect to
Figure 3. In some embodiments, the mixed intermetalllics can be plasma sprayeddirectly onto a

backing plate to form target 12. The complete target assembly can also includesstructures for

cooling the target, embodiments of which have been described in U.S. Patent No. 5,565,071 to

Demarayetal, and incorporated herein by reference.

[0065] Substrate 16 can be a solid, smooth surface. Typically, substrate 16 can be a silicon

waferora silicon wafer coated with a layer of silicon oxide formed by a chemical vapor

deposition process or by a thermal oxidation process. Alternatively, substrate 16 can be a glass,

such as Corning 1737 (Corning Inc., Elmira, NY), a glass-like material, quartz, a metal, a metal

oxide, or a plastic material. Substrate 16 can be supported on a holderorcarrier sheet that may
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be larger than substrate 16. Substrate 16 can be electrically biased by power supply 18.

[0066] In some embodiments, the area of wide area target 12 can be greater than the area on the

carrier sheet on which physically and chemically uniform-deposition is accomplished. Secondly,

in some embodimentsa central region on target 12, overlying substrate 16, can be provided with

a very uniform condition of sputter erosion of the target material. Uniform target erosion is a

consequence of a uniform plasma condition. In the following discussion, all mention of uniform
condition of target erosion is taken to be equivalent to uniform plasma condition. Uniform target

erosion is evidencedbythe persistence of film uniformity throughout an extendedtargetlife. A

uniformly deposited film can be defined_as a film having a nonuniformity in thickness, when

measured at representative points on the entire surface of a substrate wafer, of less than about 5

% or 10%. Thickness nonuniformity is defined, by convention, as the difference between the

minimum and maximum thickness divided by twice the average thickness. If films deposited
from a target from which more than about 20 % ofthe weight of the target has been removed

continue to exhibit thickness uniformity, then the sputtering process is judged to be ina

condition of uniform target erosion forall films deposited during thetarget life.

[0067] As shown in Figure 1B, a uniform plasmacondition can be created in the region between

target 12 and substrate 16 in a region overlying substrate 16. A plasma 53 can becreated in

region 51, which extends underthe entire target 12. A central region 52 of target 12, can

experience a condition of uniform sputter erosion. As discussed further below,a layer deposited

on a substrate placed anywhere below central region 52 can then be uniform in thickness and

other properties (i.e., dielectric, optical index, or material concentrations).

[0068] In addition, region 52 in which deposition provides uniformity of deposited film can be

larger than the area in which the deposition provides a film with uniform physical or optical

properties such as chemical composition or index of refraction. In some embodiments,target 12

is substantially planar in order to provide uniformity in the film deposited on substrate 16. In

practice, planarity of target 12 can mean thatall portions of the target surface in region 52 are
within a few millimeters of a planar surface, and can be typically within 0.5 mm of a planar

surface.

[0069] Other approachesto providing a uniform condition of sputter erosion rely on creating a

large uniform magnetic field or a scanning magnetic field that produces a time-averaged,
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uniform magnetic field. For example, rotating magnets or electromagnets can be utilized to

provide wide areas of substantially uniform target erosion. For magnetically enhanced sputter

deposition, a scanning magnet magnetron sourcecan beused to provide a uniform, wide area

condition of target erosion.

[0070} Asillustrated in FIG. 1A, apparatus 10 can include a scanning magnet magnetron source

20 positioned abovetarget 12. An embodiment of a scanning magnetron source used for dc

sputtering ofmetallic films is described in U.S. Patent No. 5,855,744 to Halsey,et. al.,

(hereafter ‘744), which is incorporated herein by referencein its entirety. The ‘744 patent

demonstrates the improvementin thickness uniformity that is achieved by reducing local target

erosion due to magnetic effects in the sputtering of a wide area rectangular target. As described

in the ‘744patent, by reducing the magnetic field intensity at these positions, the local target

erosion was decreased andthe resulting film thickness nonuniformity was improved from 8%, to

4%, over a rectangular substrate of 400 x 500 mm.

[0071] The process gas utilized in reactor 10 includesan inert gas, typically argon, used as the

background sputtering gas. Additionally, with some embodiments oftarget 12, reactive

components suchas, for example, oxygen may be addedto the sputtering gas. Other gasses such

as N2, NH3, CO, NO, COn, halide containing gasses other gas-phase reactants can also be

utilized. The deposition chambercan be operated at low pressure, often between about .5

millitorr and 8-10 millitorr. Typical process pressure is below about 3-S5millitorr where there are

very few collisions in the gas phase, resulting in a condition ofuniform “free molecular” flow.

This ensures that the gas phase concentration of a gaseous componentis uniform throughout the

process chamber. For example, background gas flow rates in the range of up to about 200 sccm,

used with a pump operatedat a fixed pumping speed of about 50 liters/second,result in free

molecular flow conditions.

[0072] The distance d, in Figure 1A, between target 12 and substrate 16 can, in some

embodiments, be varied between about 4 cm and about 9 cm.A typical target to substrate

distance d is about 6 cm. Thetarget to substrate distance can be chosen to optimize the thickness

uniformity of the film. At large source to substrate distances the film thickness distribution is

domeshaped with the thickest region of the film at the center of the substrate. At close source to

substrate distance the film thicknessis dish shaped with the thickest film formed at the edge of

the substrate. The substrate temperature can be held constant in the range of about -40 °C to
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about 550°C and can be maintained at a chosen temperature to within about 10 °C by means of

preheating substrate 16 and the substrate holderprior to deposition. During the course of

deposition, the heat energy impressed upon the substrate by the process can be conducted away

from substrate 16 by cooling the table on which substrate 16 is positioned during the process, as

knownto those skilled in the art. The process is performed under conditions of uniform gas

introduction, uniform pumping speed, and uniform application of powerto the periphery of the

target as knownto skilled practitioners.

[0073] The speed at which a scanning magnet 20 can be sweptoverthe entire target can be
determined such that a layer thickness less than about 5 to 10 A, corresponding roughly to two to

four monolayers of material,is deposited on each scan. Magnet 20 can be movedatrates up to

about 30 sec/one-way scan and typically is moved at a rate of about 4 sec/one-way scan. The

rate at which material is deposited dependson the applied powerand onthe distance d, in Figure

1A, between the target 12 and the substrate 16. For deposition of optical oxide materials, for

example scanning speeds between about 2 sec/one-wayscan across the target to 20-30 sec/scan

provide a beneficial layer thickness. Limiting the amount of material deposited in each pass

promotes chemical and physical uniformity of the deposited layer.

[0074] Substrate bias has been used previously to planarize RF sputtered deposited quartz films.

A theoretical model of the mechanism by which substrate bias operates, has been put forward by

Ting et al. (J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 15, 1105 (1978)). When poweris applied to the substrate, a so-

called plasma sheath is formed aboutthe substrate and ions are coupled from the plasma. The

sheath serves to accelerate ions from the plasma so that they bombard thefilm asit is deposited,

sputtering the film, and forward scattering surface atoms, densifying the film and eliminating
columnar structure. The effects of adding substrate bias are akin to, but more dramatic than, the

effects of adding the low frequency RF componentto the sputter source.

[0075] Biasing substrate 16 results in the deposited film being simultaneously deposited and

etched. The net accumulation of film at any point on a surface depends ontherelative rates of

deposition and etching, which depend respectively, on the powerapplied to the target and to the

substrate, and to the angle that the surface makes with the horizontal. Therate of etching is

greatest for intermediate angles, on the order of 45 degrees, that is between about 30 and 60

degrees.
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[0076] Powersto target 12 and substrate 16 can be adjusted suchthat the rates of deposition and

etching are approximately the samefor a range of intermediate angles. In this case, films

deposited with bias sputtering have the following characteristics. At a step where a horizontal

surface meets a vertical surface, the deposited film makes an intermediate angle with the

horizontal. On a surface at an intermediate angle, there will be no net deposition since the

deposition rate and etch rate are approximately equal. There is net deposition on a vertical

surface.

[0077] Target 12 can have an active size of about 675.70 X 582.48 by 4 mm,for example, in a

AKT-1600 based system in order to deposit films on a substrate 16 that is about 400 X 500 mm.

The temperature of substrate 16 can be held at between —-50C and 500C. Thedistance between

target 12 and substrate 16 can be between 3 and 9 cm. Processgas can beinserted into the

chamberofapparatus 10 at a rate ofbetween about 30 to about 100 sccm while the pressure in

the chamber of apparatus 10 can be held at below about2 millitorr. Magnet 20 provides a

magnetic field of strength between about 400 and about 600 Gaussdirected in the plane of target

12 and is movedacrosstarget 12 at a rate of less than about 20-30 sec/scan.

[0078] Therefore, any given process utilizing apparatus 10 can be characterized by providing the

powersupplied to target 12, the power supplied to substrate 16, the temperature of substrate 16,

the characteristics and constituents of the reactive gasses, the speed of the magnet, and the

spacing betweensubstrate 16 and target 12.

[0079] Sputtered oxide films according to some embodiments of the present invention can be

deposited onto a Si wafer or thermal oxide wafers at pressure of between about 3 and about6

mTorr. The ratio of O2/Ar gas flow can beset at a value to ensure that target 12 is operating

within a poison mode. The poison modeis defined as the ratio where the oxide is etched from

the surface of target 12 as fast as the oxide layer is formed. Operating in the poison moderesults

in the stoichiometric film. Sub-stoichiometric oxides maynotbe optically transparent. The

pulsing frequency range for power supply 14 can be from about up to about 250 KHz. The

frequency 40 KHz is approximately the lowest frequency at which no arcing will occur during

deposition in, for example, the AKT 1600 based system. Thereverse pulsing time is determined

by the amountof arcing generated during the process. Longer reverse time means longer

discharge time and thus less arcs. However, if the reverse time is too long, the deposition rate

will decrease. Power supply 18 is a2 MHz RF powersupply operated at powers upto several
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hundred Watts.

[0080] Figure 4 shows an embodimentofa process procedure 400 performed on apparatus 10.

In step 401, the target is prepared for the deposition. In some embodiments, target 12 can be

cleaned by pure Ar sputtering. In other words, apparatus 10 is operated with pure Ar gas only

(referred to as the metal mode) in order to sputter away a surface layer oftarget 12.

[0081] Figure 7 showsthetypical drift in the index of refraction with deposition of oxide layers
for several different targets over different runs for each target. In Figure 7, the compositions of

the target materials utilized in target 12 for the depositions shownare as follows: Si: 60 cat. %
and Al: 40 cat. %; Si: 50 cat. % and Al: 50 cat. %; Si: 85 cat. % and Al: 15 cat. %; Si: 35 cat. %

and Al: 65 cat. %; and Si: 92cat. % and 8 cat. %. Each deposition was operated under the same

process parameters: 4.5 kW of pulsed DC powerat 200 kHz with a reverse time of 2.3 ps _
applied to target 12, Oz flow at 44 sccm, Ar flow at 30 sccm introducedto apparatus 10, 100 W
ofbias power at 2 MHzapplied to substrate 16, the temperature of substrate 16 held at 200° C,

and the distance between substrate 16 and target 12 being set at6 cm. For each target measured,

the index drifted up during repeated utilization.

[0082] Figure 8 showsthe relationship between the index ofrefraction of a film deposited

according to the present invention and the amountof aluminum in the composite target. As can

be seen from Figure 8, the index of refraction of the deposited film dependsstrongly on the

aluminum content. Therefore, as the aluminum in a metaltarget is depleted, the index of

refraction drifts. In some embodiments, the ratio of Ar and O) utilized in the process can be

maintained to providefilms of uniform index over a large numberofdepositions on the target.

[0083] Reactive sputtering from a metal or metallic alloy target 12 can be characterized by two

modes of operation. In the first mode, which is sometimesreferred to as the ‘metallic mode’.the

surface of target 12 is substantially metallic. This mode is characterized by a small addition of

reactive gas to the inert gas flow of apparatus 10 as well as a higher impedance magnetron

discharge. It is also characterized by incomplete oxidation offilm deposited on substrate 16 and

therefore higher index films. As the proportion of reactive to inert gas is increased, the sputter

voltage at target 12 beginsto fall at constant power.

{0084} Figure 5 showsthe voltage on target 12 of an embodiment of apparatus 10 according to
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the present invention as a function of process gas constitution. In the exampleillustrated in

Figure 5, for example, a metallic target with composition .8 cat. % Er, .8 cat. % Yb, 57.4 cat. %

Si and 41 cat. % Si, which can be formed as described in the ‘247 application, was sputtered in

an embodimentofapparatus 10 based on the AKT-1600 PVD system with 6 kW of pulsed DC

powerat a frequency of 120 kHz and a reverse time of 2.3 micro seconds. The Argon gas flow

wasset at 60 sccm and the Oxygen gas flow wasvaried from zero up to 40 sccm. For more

details regarding this deposition, see Example 1 below.

[0085] As shown in Figure 5, the voltage on target 12 during deposition (the “target voltage’’)

wasconstant at about 420 Volts for oxygen flow rates up to about 20 sccm. Thisis clearly the

metallic mode of operation for this embodimentof target 12. Films deposited in this range of

oxygen flow are characterized as metallic with an oxygen content that increases with oxygen

flow rate during deposition. As the oxygen flow is increased up to about 26 sccm, the voltage on

target 12 begins to decrease, indicating that the surface of target 12 is beginning to form an oxide
layer. The oxide layer on the surface of target 12 has a higher secondary electron yield under the

influence of the Argon ion flux. The additional electron flux to the magnetron electron trap

increases the ion production in the plasma, which, in turn, decreases the impedance of the plasma

discharge in apparatus 10.

[0086] At slightly higher oxygen flow during deposition, the oxide layer on target 12 forms a

continuouslayer and the voltage of target 12 during deposition falls rapidly to the range of about

190 to about 270 Volts, indicating complete coverageofthe surface of target 12 with an oxide

that is at least as thick as the material removed during one scan of. the magnetron. Underthis

condition, the rate of oxide formation on the surface of target 12 equals or exceedsthe rate of

sputter removal of the surface of target 12 by the moving magnetron 20. This condition is

sometimes referred to as the ‘poisoned mode’.

[0087] Under steady state DC voltage conditions, the oxide layer on target 12 soon chargesup,

leading to reduced rate of sputtering and increased micro-arc discharging in apparatus 10. This

dischargingleadsto particulation of the oxide layer on target 12, which degradesthe quality of a

film deposited on substrate 16. In the example shown with Figure 5, the negative going DC

Voltage is reduced at a frequency of 120 kHz to a positive value for a period of about 2.3 micro

secondspercycle, allowing charge neutralization of the surface of target 12, increasing the
steady state sputter and deposition rates as well as decreasing the rate of micro-arcing.
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[0088] In the case of a magnetron configuration of magnet 20 havinga significant deep local

target erosion (rather than a configuration of magnet 20 described above whichyields uniform
target erosion), the changein the target voltage of target 12 is more gradual with increasing

oxygen flow sinceit is more difficult to establish an oxide condition at the center of an intense

region of local erosion. The resulting deposited film, however, will be rich in metallic sputtered

flux to the substrate in the region of higher sputter erosion, leading to non uniform stoicheometry

and non-uniform indices of refraction in a film deposited on substrate 16. In the case ofa

scanning magnetron 20 with uniform target erosion, the change in the surface condition from

metallic to poisoned is more abrupt, as the formation rate of the oxide increases to equal the

sputter removalof the oxide over a wide area ofthe target. In this case, there is uniform

distribution of sputtered oxide from the target. Uniform stoicheometry and uniform indices of

refraction result for the film deposited on substrate 16.

(0089) Figure 8 showsthe range of indices of refraction of films deposited for targets of

differing silica and alumina compositions, as deposited and after a subsequent anneal step. In the

case of a puresilicon target, the as-deposited index of refraction can be as high as 3.4 for pure

amorphoussilicon. In Figure 8, pure silica films (zero Al%) can be deposited with a reactive

pulsed DC andsubstrate bias deposition accordingto the present invention with substantially

complete oxygen stoicheometry, so as to approximate monolithic amorphoussilica. The index

of refraction of such films decreases with a subsequentheat treatment of between about 700-

900° C, indicating somewhat more complete oxidation reaction of the material of the film

together with some degreeofstress relaxation ofthe film deposited on substrate 16.

[0090] At the opposite extreme, a pure aluminum embodimentoftarget 12 (100% Al) can be

utilized to deposit films on substrate 16 under similar process conditionsas is utilized to deposit

puresilica films on substrate 16. In the case of the pure aluminum reactive deposition, the

dependenceofthe index ofrefraction of the film deposited on substrate 16 on oxygen flow as

well as on the frequency of the pulsed DC process can be examined. As a result, a larger range

of effective index of refraction is achieved together with a reduced or zero dependence of the

index on the subsequent anneal process. Six targets having differing aluminum composition

were utilized to evaluate the index of refraction of sputtered films on substrate 16 of related

composition. Thelargest change of index with the sputtering conditions is achieved for

composition near the middle of the Al/Si composition range (about 50% Al and 50% Si).

.18-
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[0091] Figure 7 showsthe changein film index for oxide films for several embodiments of

target 12 and processes with an initial 30 minutes of Argon only sputtering, followed by
continuous deposition with an oxygen flow rate sufficient for operation in the poisonous mode.

Note that the rate of increase in the index ofrefraction of a resulting film deposited on substrate

16 with continuous poisoned mode deposition is proportional to the concentration of aluminum

in the composition of target 12. This result is due to the depletion of the aluminum from the

target surface during the metallic sputtering or pre-condition process. The aluminum in target 12

is preferentially sputtered over the silicon in target 12, leaving the surface of target 12 rich in

silicon. At the onset of poisoned modesputtering, the film deposited on substrate 16 is rich in

silica and demonstrates a systematic and reproducible decrease in index ofrefraction. During

continuous poisoned modedeposition, the silicon rich surface of target 12 can be sputtered away

and the aluminum portion substantially returned to the bulk composition of target 12.

Consequently, a metallic pre-condition step can be utilized to achieve a subsequentprocess for

the deposition of a film having an increasing index of refraction under conditions of oxide/metal

stoicheometry.

[0092] In step 402 of Figure 4, substrate 16 is prepared. Substrate 16 can be mountedon carrier

sheet 17 and placed in apparatus 10. In step 403, gas flow parameters are adjusted for the
particular deposition to be performed. The constituency and flow rates of the process gas are

fixed. In some embodiments,the ratio ofAr and O», for example, can beset and the flow rate of

each gas set. Further, the combination of flow rate and vacuum system of apparatus 10
determines the pressure during deposition in apparatus 10.

[0093] In step 404, the substrate temperature is set. Substrate 16 may be brought to

temperature overa period of time. In step 405, the scan characteristics of magnet 20 are fixed.

In step 406, the powersetting for power supply 18 is set. Finally, in step 407, the parameters of

pulsed DC powersupply 14 is set, including the power, frequency, and reverse pulsing time. In
step 408, then, a film that depends on the parameters of reactor apparatus 10 is deposited on

substrate 16. In some embodiments, films deposited by procedure 400 are thermally annealed

after deposition.

[0094] Figure4 illustrates an example deposition process only. Embodiments of deposition

processes accordingto the present invention can be performed in variousdifferent orders.
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[0095] Figure 9 showsa chart of various deposition parameters accordingto the present

invention for various embodimentsof target 12 and the indices of refraction, both before and
after an anneal step, for the resulting deposited film on substrate 16. Each deposition was

accomplished with an embodimentof apparatus 10 based on the AKT 1600 PVDreactor.

Anneals were accomplished at 725° C for 30 min. Specific examplesofparticular depositions

and characteristics of the resulting films deposited on substrate 16 are further discussed below.

[0096] Figure 10 showsthe dependenceofthe index ofrefraction ofsilica layers deposited

according to the present invention with process conditions. Figure 11 shows the dependence of

index of refraction on the O2/Ar flow ratio for the deposition ofpure aluminaaccordingto the

present invention. Figure 12 shows the dependenceofindex for pure aluminafilms on the
frequency of the pulsed DC powerapplied to target 12. Both parameters can beutilized to

reliably control the index ofrefraction of films deposited on substrate 16 over a range of index

values without the use of an additional cationic species, a so called ‘dopant’. A third process

parameter that can be utilized to adjust the index of refraction of a film deposited on substrate 16

is the bias powerapplied to substrate 16. Increasing the oxygen flow ratio, the frequency of the

pulsed DC powerapplied to target 12 or the bias powerapplied to substrate 16 will

systematically increase the index of refraction of the alumina film deposited on substrate 16. In

the case of pure alumina films, minor to no changein the index occurs due to a subsequent

anneal process.

[0097] Figure 13 showsthe index of refraction of a film deposited on substrate 16 from an

embodimentof target 12 with about 92 cat. % of Si and about 8 cat. % of Al for a series of

sequential depositions in an embodimentof apparatus 10 based on the AKT 4300 PVD reactor,

each following a metallic process condition. For constant high oxygen flow conditions, a small

upward trend in the index of refraction is observed. As is generally true, the index of films

deposited with higher substrate bias poweris systematically lower than films deposited without
substrate bias.

[0098] Figure 14 shows the upward trend ofthe index ofrefraction after metallic mode
precondition of an embodimentoftarget 12 having composition of about 83 cat. % Si and about

17 cat. % Al for a series of depositions in an embodiment of apparatus 10 based on the AKT

1600 PVDreaction. As is shown in Figure 14, longer metallic preconditioning of target 12

results in the index of refraction of the films deposited on substrate 16 having a higherrate of
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increase than for cases with less prolonged metallic preconditioning of target 12. The vertical

lines on Figure 14 indicate places where target 12 was preconditioned with only Ar for the

indicated periods of time. Figure 15 shows a decrease in the change in index for sequential films

with this embodimentof target 12 deposited with reduced-oxygenflow rates at a constanttotal

pressure. A flow rate for oxygen was determinedso that the run to run variation for the index of

refraction of the film deposited on substrate 16 from this target was about .0001 (see the circled
data points on the graph of Figure 15) which1s similar to the variance of the index overthe entire

wafer of substrate 16, which is about 70 parts per million.

[0099] In some embodiments, films deposited by a pulsed DC biased method according to

the present invention are uniformly amorphous throughout their thickness. As has been
discussed above, biasing of substrate 16 leads to densification and uniformity in the deposited

film. Figures 16A through 16D show a TEM photograph ofa film 1601 deposited according to

the present invention. Further, diffraction patterns shown in Figures 16B, 16C.and 16D at points

a, b and c, respectively, in deposited film 1601 showthat the film is ammorphousthrough the

thickness of the film. Thediffraction patterns of Figures 16B, 16C and 16D show noeffects of

crystallization. Further, the smoothness of the surface of film 1601 indicates a defect free film.

The film deposited in Figure 16A is deposited with an 0.8/0.8 target (i.e., a target having the

composition 52.0 cat. % of Si, 41.0 cat. % of Al, 0.8 cat. % of Er and 0.8 cat. % of Yb). The

film is deposited at 6 kW of 120 kHz pulsed DC powerwith a reverse time of 2.3 us. The Argon
| and Oxygen flow rates are 60 sccm and 28 sccm, respectively. Substrate 16 is biased with 100
W of power.

[0100] Figure 17 showsthe optical loss per centimeter, measured at 1310 nm,using a three

prism coupling to the so called slab mode ofthe film on a 10 micron oxide,silicon wafer. As

deposited the biased, pulsed DC film from a 60 cat. % Si and 40 cat. %AI film demonstrated

about .1dB/cm loss. After an 800° C anneal in air, the loss was less than the measurement

sensitivity of the prism coupling method. This data clearly demonstrates that films deposited

according to embodiments of the present invention can be used for the purpose of constructing

low loss planar light wavecircuits.

[0101] Deposition of films according to the present invention can beutilized to deposit cladding

layers, active core layers, and passive core layers of an optical amplifier structure or optical
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waveguide structure. In some applications, for example multiplexer structures, the separation

between adjacent waveguides can be small, for example about 8 um. In some embodiments, the

deposition parameters of the upper cladding layer can be adjusted to not only adjust the index of

refraction of the layer, but also to insure that the spacing between adjacent waveguidesis small.

[0102] Figure 18 shows an example planarization deposition over a multiplexer structure. In the

particular example of upper cladding layer 1803 shown in Figure 18, the deposition parameters

from a 92 cat. % Si and 8 cat. % Alis: 5.5 Kw of Pulsed DC powerapplied at 200 KHz with 2.2

us of reverse time, gas flow of 75 sccm Ar and 100 sccm Oz, a substrate bias of 650 W (at 2

MHz), and a substrate temperature of 200 °C. Layer 1803 was deposited with an AKT 4300

based embodimentofapparatus 10. As shownin Figure 18, the layer thickness in areas other

than over waveguide structures 1801 and 1802 is 11.4 um. Waveguidestructures 1801 and 1802

are 8.20 um high waveguides and separated by 6.09 um at the base and by 8.40 um at their top.

In Figure 18, the undercladding layer 1804 is about 1.98 um thick.

[0103] Figure 19 illustrates deposition of material over a structure. Upper cladding layer 1803,

in region 1901, will be angled from the horizontal by an angle 8. The deposition and etching

rates of a deposited layer depends on the angle 8. Figures 20 and 21 illustrate different cases of

deposition and etch rates as a function of the angle 8. The relationship between the rate of

deposition and the etch rates can be adjusted by adjusting the deposition parameters. For

example, the bias power to substrate 16 can be adjusted to control the relationship between the

etch rates and deposition rates ofmaterial.

[0104] Figure 22 illustrates deposition rates over a structure 2201 as a function of time. In

Figure 2201, h is the thickness deposited over structure 2201. The planarization when layer

1803 becomesflat.

[0105] The time for planarization can be estimated as

Ww
—tana+H

t =2Pp >

a... — ain
fat cosa

where W is the width ofstructure 2201, H is the height of structure 2201, aga refers to the
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accumulation rate on the flat surface, amin refers to the accumulation rate on the minimum

accumulation slope, and a is the surface angle from the horizontal plane of the minimum

accumulation slope.

[0106] Figure 23 showsa deposited film 1803 as shown in Figure 18, except that the bias power

to substrate 16 is set to 400 W instead of 650 W. As can be seen in Figure 23, a keyhole 2301 is

formed with an incompletefilling of uppercladding layer 1803 between structures 1801 and

1802. Deposition of uppercladding layer 1803 substantially follows the trendsillustrated in

Figures 19 through 22.

[0107] Figure 24 shows deposition as shown in Figure 18, except that the bias powerto substrate

16 is set to 600 W instead of 650 W. Ascan be seen in Figure 24, keyhole 2301 has closed

leaving a small line defect 2401 in thefill.

[0108] Figure 28 shows deposition as shown in Figure 18, except that the bias powerto substrate

16 is set to 900 W instead of 650 W. As can be seen in Figure 28, the etch rate has been
increased to such an extent that the corners of structures 1801 and 1802 have been etched to form

slopes 2501 and 2502, respectively.

[0109] Therefore, as illustrated in figures 18 through 25, an uppercladding layer can be

deposited in accordance with the present invention suchthatit fills the space between adjacently

placed waveguides. In general, the parameters can be optimized for index control and the bias

powerto substrate 16 can be adjusted for fill. In some embodiments, other parameters(e.g., the

constituency of process gas, frequency and power ofpulsed DC powersource 14, and other
parameters) in order to adjust the deposition and etch rates and thereby effectively planarize the

structure as described.

[0110] Therefore, depositions of various films in embodiments of apparatus 10 according to the

present invention with several embodiments oftarget 12 and the effects on index ofrefraction,

uniformity of films, and fill characteristics of varying several of the process parameters has been

discussed above. In some embodiments,stress effects due to wafer bowing of substrate 16 can

also be reduced. Wafer bowingof substrate 16 can be reduced, reducing the stress in a film

deposited on substrate 16, by, for example, depositing a film on the backside of substrate 16
before deposition of a film on substrate 16. In some embodiments,a film having a similar
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thickness of a similar layer of material can be deposited on backside of substrate 16 prior to

deposition of the film on substrate 16 according to the present invention. The wafer bowing

resulting from differing thermal expansionsofthe film and substrate 16 is therefore countered by

a similar stress from anotherfilm deposited on the backside of substrate 16.

[0111] Several specific examples film depositionsutilizing apparatus 10 are discussed below.

Further, examples of optical amplifiers produced utilizing the ceramic tiles according to the

present invention are presented. These examplesare provided forillustrative purposes only and

are not intendedto be limiting. Unless otherwise specified, apparatus 10 utilized in the

following examples was based on the AKT 1600 reactor. Further, unless otherwise specified, the
temperature of substrate 16 was held at about 200° C andthe distance between substrate 16 and

target 12 was 4 s/scan. The separation between substrate 16 and target 12 is about 6 cm.

EXAMPLE1

[0112] An AKT 1600 basedreactor can be utilized to deposit a film. In this example, a wide

area metallic target of dimension 550X 650 mm with composition (Si/Al/Er/Yb) being about

57.0 cat. % Si, 41.4 cat. % Al, 0.8 cat. % Er, and 0.8 cat. % Yb(a “.8/.8” target) was fabricated

as described in the ‘247 patent.

[0113] In step 402, a 150 mm P-typesilicon wafer substrate was placed in the center of a

400x500 mm glass carrier sheet 17. Power supply 14 was set to supply 6000 watts of pulse DC

powerat a frequency of 120KHz with a reverse pulsing time of about 2.3us. Magnet 20, which

is a race-track shaped magnet of approximate dimension 150mmx600mm,was sweptoverthe

backside ofthe target at a rate of about 4 seconds per one-way scan. The temperature of __

substrate 16 was held at 200C and 100W of 2 MHz RF powerwas applied to substrate 16. The

target 12 to substrate 16 distance was about 6.5 cm. The sputtering gas was a mixture of Argon

and Oxygen. Substrate 16 and carrier 17 was preheated to 350° C for at least 30min priorto

deposition. Theactive film was deposited in the poison mode. Deposition efficiency was
approximately lum/hr.

[0114] Figure 5 shows the hysteresis curve of this particular embodimentof target 12. When

target 12 under goesthetransition from metallic to poison mode,the target voltage drops from
-24-
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an average of about 420V to an average of about 260V. Before each film deposition, in step

401, target 12 is cleaned by pure Argon sputtering in the metallic mode. Then target is then

conditioned in poison mode with the oxygen flow muchhigher than the flow required at the

transition region.

[0115] Tables 1A through 1C shows someeffects on the deposited films of depositions with the

0.8/0.8 target under different operating conditions. Table 1A includes photoluminescence

(pumped at 532 nm)andindexofrefraction for films deposited on substrate 16 with different

Ar/O, gas flow ratios with no bias powerapplied to substrate 16.

Table 1A
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PL/um Index
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[0116] Table 1B showsthe variation in photoluminescence (pumpedat 532 nm)and index of

refraction of the film deposited on substrate 16 with deposition processes having with the same

Ar/O; ratios but different pulsed DC power frequencies from power supply 14.

Table 1B

Frequency|Reverse Bias (W) PL/um

 
[0117] Table 1C showsthe photoluinescence and index as deposited where the bias powerto

substrate 16 is varied.
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Table 1C

‘Ar/O2 Frequency
(KHz) 

[0118] The photoluminescence values can be measured with a Phillips PL-100. The deposited

film can be pumped with a 532 nm laser and the luminescenceat 980 is measured. The index is

the index of refraction. Typically, films deposited are annealed in orderto activate the erbium.

Figure 6 showsthe photoluminescenceand lifetime versus anneal temperature for a typical film

deposited as described in this example.

EXAMPLE2

[0119] A waveguide amplifier can be deposited according to the present invention. An

embodimentof target 12 having composition 57.4 cat. % Si, 41.0 cat. % Al, 0.8 cat. % Er 0.8 cat.

% Yb (the “.8/.8 target””) can be formedas disclosed in the ‘245 application. The Er-Yb (0.8/0.8)

co-doped Alumino-Silicate film was deposited onto a 6 inch wafer of substrate 16 which

includes a 10 um thick thermal oxide substrate, which can be purchased from companies such as

Silicon Quest International, Santa Clara, CA. Target 12 wasfirst cleaned by sputtering with Ar

(80 sccm)only in the metallic mode. Target 12 was then conditioned in poison modeby flowing

60 sccm of Argon and 40 sccm of oxygen respectively. The powersupplied to target 12 during

conditioning was kept at about 6 kW.

[0120] An active core film was then deposited on substrate 16. The thickness of the deposited

film is approximately 1.2 um. The deposition parameters are shown in Table2.

Table 2.
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Reverse pulsing
time (us)      2.3|6«|60/28

[0121] A straight waveguide pattern can then formedbystandard photolithography techniques.

The active core was etched using reactive ion etchfollowed by striping and cleaning. Next, a 10

um top cladding layer is deposited using a similar deposition process accordingto the present

invention. An embodimentof target 12 with composition 92 cat. % Si and 8 cat. % Al as shown

in Figure 9 to form the top cladding layer. The index difference between the top cladding layer

and the active layer is about 3.7%. The amplifier is then annealed at 725° C for about 30 min

(see Figure 6, for example).

[0122] The erbium excited-state lifetime and the up-conversion coefficient were measured to be

3ms and 4.5 x 10'’ cm?/s, respectively. A net gain of about 4dB for small signal (about —20

dBm) with fiber to waveguideandto fiber coupling was obtained. Waveguide length was 10cm

and the width was about 1.5 to 8 um. The coupling loss between the fiber and the waveguideis

3-4 dB/facet, and passive excessloss is 0.1-0.2 dB/cm for 3um waveguide. The waveguide was

both co- and counter pumped with 150 mW 980nm laserperfacet.

EXAMPLE3

[0123] This example describes production of a dual core Erbium/Yttrbium co-doped amplifier

according to the present invention. In one example, substrate 16 is a silicon substrate with an

undercladding layer of thermally oxidized SiO, of about 15 xm thick. Substrate 16 with the

thermal oxide layer can be purchased from companies such as Silicon Quest International, Santa
Clara, CA. A layer of active core material is then deposited on substrate 16 with a Shadow Mask

as described in the ‘138 application. Use of a shadow maskresults in a vertical taper on each

side of a finished waveguide which greatly enhances the couplingoflight into and out of the

waveguide.
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[0124] Active core layer is deposited from a 0.8/0.8 target as described in the ‘247 application

having composition 57.4 cat. % Si, 41.0 cat. % Al, 0.8 cat. % Er, and 0.8 cat. % Yb. The

deposition parameters are identical to that of Example 2 described above. Theactive layeris

deposited to a thickness of about 1.2 pm.

[0125] A passive layer of aluminasilicate is then deposited over the active layer. A passive layer

of about 4.25 um thickness can be deposited with an embodimentof target 12 having

composition of Si/Al of about 87 cat. % Si and about 13 cat. % Al. The passive layer and active

layer are then patterned by standard lithography techniques to form a core that has a width of

about 5.0 um for the active core and tapering to about 3.5 im at the top of the passive core with

an effective length of about 9.3 cm.

[0126] Upper cladding layer is then deposited from a Si/Altarget of 92 cat. % Si and 8 cat. %

Al. Deposition of the upper cladding layer is shownin Figure 9. In some embodiments, the

upper cladding layer can be deposited with a non-biased process. The thickness of the upper
cladding layer can be about 10 um. The amplifier formed by this processis then annealed at
725° C for about 30 min.

[0127] The as-deposited Erbium and Ytterbium concentrations in the active layer of core 303 is

2.3 X 10” cm® Erbium concentration and 2.3 X 107° cm® Ytterbium concentration. The index

of the core is 1.508 and the index of cladding layers are 1.4458 for undercladding layer 302 and

1.452 for uppercladding layer 304. The parameter An/n is therefore about 5.0%. |

[0128] A reverse taper mode size converter, see the ‘138 application,is utilized for coupling

light into waveguide amplifier 300. The insertion loss at 1310 nm is about 2 dB. Figure 26

showsthe amplifier performance of this example. In Figure 26, amplifier 300 is pumped with

150 mW from oneside pumping with 984 nm light. Gain flattening is achieved within about 1

dB in the range 1528 nm to 1562 nm for small input signals (-20 dBm). For large input signals

(0 dBm), gain flattening is also achieved within about 1 dB.

EXAMPLE4
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[0129] Another example of production of a waveguide amplifier is described here. Again,

substrate 16 can be a Si wafer with about a 15 jum thick thermal oxide as can be purchased from

Silicon Quest International, Santa Clara, CA. The embodimentoftarget 12 for the deposition of

the active core can have a composition of about 50 cat. % Si, 48.5 cat. % Al, 1.5 cat. % Er (the

“1.5/0”target), which can be fabricated as discussed in the ‘138 application. Target 12 wasfirst

cleaned by sputtering with Ar (80 sccm) only in the metallic mode. Target 12 was then

conditioned in poison mode by flowing 60 sccm of Argon and 40 sccm of oxygenrespectively.

[0130] The pulsed DC powersupplied to target 12 was about 6 kW. Whenevera brand new

target was used or whenthe target has been expose to atmosphere, a long time of condition (for

example more than 30hrs of conditioning) may be necessary to ensure films with the best active

core property (longest life time and highest photoluminescence) are deposited. Substrate 16 is

then preheat at about 350° C for about 30min before deposition.

[0131] The active core film was deposited onto a 6 inch thermal oxide wafer, which has been

previously discussed, from the 1.5/0 target. The thermal oxide thickness was about 10 um as

described in previous examples. The active core is deposited to a thickness of about 1.2 um with

a deposition time of approximately 1 hr. The process condition are as listed in Table 4 below.

       
  

Table 3

Target Power Ar/O2 (sccm) Pulsing Bias (W) Reverse pulsing
(KW) Frequency time (us)  

  
 (KHz)
(6«60/28 100  2.3  

[0132] A straight waveguide pattern can then be formed bya standard photolithography

procedure. The active core was etched usingreactive ion etch followed bystriping and cleaning.

Finally, a 10 um top cladding layer is deposited using a similar process. A target having

composition 92 cat. % Si and 8 cat. % Al with deposition parameters as described in Figure 9

was usedto deposit the top cladding. The difference between the index of refraction between the
core andthe cladding is then about 3.7%.
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[0133] In this example, annealing of the amplifier structure was performed at various anneal

temperatures. The results of the various anneals are shown graphically in Figures 27 and 28.

Figure 27 showsboth internal gain in the C-band andinsertion loss at 1310 nm of a 2.5um wide,

10.1 cm long waveguide as deposited in this example as a function of annealing temperature.

The life time in ms and up-conversion constants in cm/s measurementsfor the deposited active

core film at different annealing temperature are shownin Figure 28.

EXAMPLE5

[0134] One of the problems encountered during the reactive sputtering from an alloy metallic

target is that the film composition drifts from run to run dueto the difference in sputtering yields

from the elements that formsthe target alloy. For example, with Ar as a sputtering gas, the

sputtering yield of Aluminum is about 3-4 times that of Silicon, while sputtering yield of

Aluminais only about 50% that of Silica. Therefore, during the metal burn in; more Aluminum

 
is sputtered from thetarget, resulting in a Si rich target surface. When sputtering in the poison

mode, moreSilica will be removed from target. Thus, as deposition goes on, the composition of

the film deposited on substrate 16 will drift from lower Alumina concentration to higher

Alumina concentration. This results in the index ofrefraction of a film drifting up with

subsequentdepositions from a target 12, as is shown for the deposition described in Example 4

in Figure 29. Figure 30 showsthe drift in photoluminescence pumpedat 532 nm with

subsequent depositions. Figure 31 showsdrift in the excited state lifetime with subsequent

depositions from a target. The embodimentoftarget 12 utilized in Figures 29 through 31 is the

1.5/0 target and the deposition parameters are as described above in Example 4.

[0135] The drift can be stabilized by recondition target 12 prior to deposition. The recondition

process(or burn in) consists ofboth sputtering in metallic modeandthen sputtering in poison

mode to condition target 12. The burn in time in metallic mode needsto be as short as possible

and at the sametime insure no arcing during the poison mode deposition. Figure 32 showsthe
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muchimproveddrift in the index of refraction and the photoluminescence whentarget 12 is

reconditioned between subsequent depositions.

EXAMPLE6

[0136] This example describes the fabrication of another Er-Yb codoped waveguide amplifier

according to the present invention. The active core is deposited with an embodimentoftarget 12

with composition about 49 cat. % Si, 48 cat. % Al, 1.6 cat. % Er and 0.5 cat. % Yb, which

can be fabricated as described in the ‘247 application. Target 12 wasfirst cleaned by sputtering
with Ar (80 sccm) only in the metallic mode. Target 12 was then conditioned in poison mode by

flowing 60 sccm of Argon and 40 sccm of oxygen respectively. The pulsed DC power supplied

to target 12 was kept at 5 kW. Table 4 shows photoluminescence and index of refraction of as-

deposited films from this example at sometypical process conditions. The units for

photoluminescence are the numberof counts per micron. Lifetime and photoluminescence

measured after annealing at various different temperatures are shown in Table S.

Target 4

Target A1/O2 Pulsing Bias|Reverse 532 nm Index
Power (sccm) Frequency (Ww) pulsing time|PL/um
K KHz) us   

  

Table 5

Anneal Temperature °C Life Time (ms) PL (532nm)/um
72 70003

of7500)
po88560
po810000
jpOG

   
  
 

N oO

eo o  oe oS

  oS
 

 1700©  

[0137] A waveguide amplifier was fabricated using this material in the similar fashion as -

described in examples 2-4. The active core wasfirst deposited on substrate 16, which includes a
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10um_ thermaloxide layer, using the following deposition parameters: target power SKW,

pulsing frequency 120KHz,bias 100W,reverse time 2.3us, Argon and Oxygen flow are 60 sccm

and 30sccm respectively. The active core thicknessis deposited to a thickness about 1.2m,

which takes approximately 1 hr. All wafers are preheated at about 350° C for 30min before

deposition. A straight waveguide pattern is then formed by standard photolithography

procedure. Theactive core was etched using reactive ion etch following by striping and

cleaning. Next, a 10um top cladding layer is deposited using similar process. The “92/8” (92

cat. % Si and 8 cat. % Al) metallic target was used to deposit top clad according to deposition

parameters shownin Figure 9, resulting in a 4 % index difference between active core and
cladding. The wave guide was then annealed at 800° C for about 30 min.

[0138] This waveguide was tested for gain using the method described in previous examples.

Howeverno net gain was observed from this waveguide since the passive loss was too high.

EXAMPLE7

[0139] In addition to active material layers(i.e., layers having rare-earth ion concentrations),

passive layerscan also be deposited. Figure 9 shows deposition parameters for several target
compositions, including sometargets for deposition of passive(1.e., alloys of Al and Si with no

rare earth ion concentration) layers. In this example, an embodimentof target 12 with a material

composition ofpuresilicon is utilized.

[0140] Apparatus 10 can be based on an AKT 1600 reactor and deposited with about 1 to 3 kW

ofpulsed DC target powersupplied to target 12. Particular depositions have been accomplished

at 2.5 kW and 1.5 kW. The frequency of the pulsed DC poweris between about 100 and 200

Khz. Some depositions were performed at 200 kHz while others were performed at 100 kHz.

The reverse time wasvaried between about 2 ps and about 4 ps with particular depositions

performedat 2.3 ys and 3.5 ys. The bias powerto substrate 16 wassetto zero.

[0141] Index variation of SiO2 films with bias to substrate 16 and deposition rates as a function

ofbias powerto substrate 16 is shown in Figure 10.
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[0142] The process gas included a mixture of Ar, N2 and O3. The Ar flowrates was set at 20

sccm while the O2 flow rate was varied between about 5 and about 20 sccm and the N> flow rate

wasvaried from about2 to about 35 sccm. Figure 33 showsthe variation in the index of

refraction of a film deposition on substrate 16 as the O2/N:2ratio is varied.

EXAMPLE8

[0143] Alternatively, films can be deposited on substrate 16 from a pure aluminatarget. In an

example deposition with an embodiment of target 12 of alumina in an embodiment of apparatus

10 based on the AKT 1600 reactor, the pulsed DC target power wasset at 3 kW and the

frequency was varied between about 60 kHz and 200 kHz. The reverse time wasset at 2.5 ps. 
Again, no bias power wassupplied to substrate 16. The QO; flow rate was varied from about 20ae

fine

to about 35 sccm, with particular depositions performed at 22 and 35 sccm. The Ar flow rate‘hl

wasset at 26 sccm. A post deposition annealof substrate 16 at 800° C for 30 min. wasna
iHHfthaa

performed. 
[0144] Figure 12 showsthe variation of refractive index of the film deposited on substrate 16

with varying frequency of the pulsed DC powersupplied to target 12. Figure 11 shows the

variation in refractive index of a film deposited on substrate 16 with varying O2/Ar ratio. As can

be seen from Figures 33, 34 and 35, the index ofrefraction of films deposited from alumina can

be adjusted by adjusting the process gas constituents or by adjusting the frequency of the pulsed
DC power supplied to target 12 during deposition.

EXAMPLE9

[0145] Additionally, passive films can be deposited from targets having a composition of Si and

Al. For example, layers have been deposited from embodimentsof target 12 with composition

83 % Si and 17% Al. About 4.5 kW of pulsed DC powerat about 200 kHz frequency was

supplied to target 12. The reverse time was about 2.2 us. A bias power of about 150 W was
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supplied to substrate 16 during deposition. Figures 14 and 15 showvariation of the index of

refraction for subsequent runs from this target.

- [0146] The examples and embodiments discussed above are exemplary only and are not

intended to be limiting. One skilled in the art can vary the processes specifically described here

in various ways. Further, the theories and discussions of mechanismspresented aboveare for

discussion only. The invention disclosed herein is not intended to be bound byany particular
theory set forth by the inventors to explain the results obtained. As such, the invention is limited

only by the following claims.
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Claims

Weclaim:

1. A method of depositing a film on a substrate, comprising:

providing pulsed DC powerthroughafilter to a target;

providing bias power to a substrate positioned opposite the target;

providing process gas betweenthe target and the substrate,

wherein the filter protects a pulsed DC powersupply from the bias power.

2. The method of Claim 1, further including holding the temperature of the substrate

substantially constant.

3. The method of Claim 1, wherein providing pulsed DC powerthroughthefilter includes

supplying up to about 10 kW of powerat a frequency ofbetween about 40 kHz and about 350

kHz and a reverse time pulse between about 1.3 and 5 us.

4. The method of Claim 1, wherein providing bias powerto the substrate includes supplying up

to 1000 W ofRF powerto the substrate.

5. The method of Claim 4, wherein thefilter is a band reject filter at the frequency ofthe bias

power.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the bias poweris zero.

7. The method of Claim 1, wherein the film is an upper cladding layer of a waveguide structure

and the bias poweris optimized to provide planarization.

8. The method of Claim 1, wherein the process gas includes a mixture of Oxygen and Argon.

9. The method of Claim 9, wherein the Oxygen flow is adjusted to adjust the index of refraction

of the film.

10. The method of Claim 8, wherein the process gas further includesnitrogen.
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11. The method of Claim 1, wherein providing pulsed DC powerto a target includes providing

pulsed DC powerto a target which has an arealarger than that of the substrate.

12. The method of Claim 1, further including uniformly sweeping the target with a magnetic

field.

13. The method of Claim 12, wherein uniformly sweeping the target with a magnetic field

includes sweeping a magnetin one direction across the target where the magnet extends beyond

the target in the opposite direction.

14. The method of Claim 1, further including depositing a film on the backside oftarget 12.

15. A reactor according to the present invention, comprising:

a target area for receiving a target;

a substrate area opposite the target area for receiving a substrate;

a pulsed DC powersupply; and

a bias power supply coupled to the substrate.

16. The reactor of Claim 15, wherein the target has a surface area greater than the surface area

of the substrate.

17. The reactor of Claim 15, further including a scanning magnet which provides uniform
erosion ofthe target.

18. The reactor of Claim 17, wherein the scanning magnet scansacrossthetarget inafirst

direction and extendsin a seconddirection perpendicular to the first direction.

19. The reactor of Claim 18, wherein the magnet extends beyond the target in the second

direction.

20. A method of depositing a film on a substrate, comprising:

conditioninga target;

preparing the substrate;
-36-
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25,

adjusting the bias powerto the substrate;

setting the process gas flow; and

applying pulsed DC powerto the target to deposit the film.

The method of Claim 20, wherein conditioning the target includes sputtering with the target

in a metallic mode to removethe surface of the target and sputtering with the target in

poisonous modeto prepare the surface.

The method of Claim 21, wherein setting the process gas flow includes adjusting
constituents in order to adjust the index ofrefraction ofthe film.

The method of Claim 21, wherein applying pulsed DC powerincludessetting the frequency

in order to adjust the index ofrefraction ofthe film.

The method of Claim 21, further including adjusting a temperature of the substrate in order

to adjust the index of refraction of the film.

A method of forming a waveguide amplifier, comprising:

' providing a substrate with an undercladdinglayer;

providing a target having a concentration of rare-earth ions opposite the substrate;

supplying process gas between the target and the substrate;

applying pulsed DC powerthrough a filter to the target to deposit a film;

patterning the film to form a core;

depositing an uppercladding layer overthe core.

26. The method of Claim 25, wherein providing a substrate includes providinga silicon

substrate with a thermal oxide layer.

27. The method of Claim 25, wherein providingatarget includes providing a target having a _
concentration of up to about 5 cat. % of rare earth ions.
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28. The method of Claim 27, wherein providing a target includes providing a target of Al and Si.

29. The method of claim 25, wherein providing a target includes providing a target with a

concentration of Al.

30. The method of Claim 29, wherein providing a target includes providing a target with a
concentration of Si.

31. The method of Claim 29, wherein providing a target includes providing a target with a

concentration of rare earth ions.

32. The method of Claim 25, further including providing bias powerto the substrate.

33. The method of Claim 25, further including scanning a magnetoverthe target.

34. The method of Claim 25, wherein scanning the magnet overthe target includes moving the

magnetin a first direction.

35. The method of Claim 34, wherein the magnet extends beyond the target in a second

direction perpendicular to the first direction.

36. The method of Claim 25, wherein the target has a surface area greater than the surface area

of the substrate.

37. The method of Claim 32, wherein the filter rejects power at a frequency of the bias power.

38. A sputtering apparatus, comprising:

meansfor providing pulsed DC powerto a target; and

means for providing bias powerto a substrate.

39. The apparatus of Claim 38, further including . ,

meansfor providing process gas between the target and the substrate.
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Biased Pulse DC Reactive Sputtering of Oxide Films

Hongmei Zhang
Mukundan Narasimhan

Ravi Mullapudi
Richard E. Demaray

Abstract

A biased pulse DC reactor for sputtering of oxide films is presented. The biased pulse

DCreactor couples pulsed DCat a particular frequency to the targetthrough a filter whichfilters

out the effects of a bias powerapplied to the substrate, protecting the pulsed DC powersupply.

Films deposited utilizing the reactor have controllable material properties such as the index of

refraction. Optical components such as waveguide amplifiers and multiplexers can be fabricated

using processes performed on a reactor according to the present inention. 
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e Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $255

= $171 for 19 total claims over 20.
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a Page 2 of 2
= $84 for 2 independentclaims over3.

 

A copy ofthis notice MUSTbereturnedwith the reply.

Custom rvice/@enter

Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202
PART 3 - OFFICE COPY
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE
COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
WasHincton, 0.C. 20231

 
www.uspto.gov

10/101,863 03/16/2002 Hongmei Zhang M-12245 US

a | CONFIRMATION NO.6938
Skjerven Morrill Macpherson LLP FORMALITIES LETTER
Suite 700 |Se sangeantonoan

Date Mailed: 05/17/2002

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment:
BESTAVAILABLECOPY

An application numberandfiling date have been accorded tothis application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHSfrom the date of this Notice within whichtofile all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

e Thestatutory basic filing fee is missing.
Applicant must submit $ 370 to complete the basicfiling fee for a small entity.

e The oath or declaration is unsigned.
e To avoid abandonment, a late filing fee or oath or declaration surcharge as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(I) of

$65 for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27, must be submitted with the missing items identified
in this letter.

Items Required To Avoid Processing Delays:

Theitem(s) indicated below are also required and should be submitted with any reply to this notice to avoid
further processing delays. ,

e Additional claim fees of $255 as a small entity, including any required multiple dependentclaim fee, are
required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancelthe additional claims for which fees are
due.

08/25/2002 HAHKED! 00000073 192
SUMMARY OF FEES DUE: OL Fcsa01 ; 7$ 192386 10101063

ere ae
Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $690 for a Small Etfeiss1203 17.[00 CH00 CH

e $370 Statutory basicfiling fee.
e $65 Late oath or declaration Surcharge.
e Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $255

a $171 for 19 total claims over 20.
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Customer Servite Center
Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202

’ PART 2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE
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Y Kanaa | a Lip¢ fs
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Hongmei Zhang, Mukundan Narasimhan,Ravi B. Mullapudi and
Richard E. Demaray

Symmorphix,Inc.

Biased Pulse DC Reactive Sputtering Of Oxide Films 10/101,863 Filing Date: March16, 2002

Unknown Group Art Unit: Unknown

| DocketNo.:  -M-12245 US

San Jose, California
August 19, 2002

| BOX MISSING PARTS
| COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
| Washington, D.C. 20231

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NON-

PROVISIONAL APPLICATION - FILING DATE GRANTED

7 Dear Sir:
’ In responseto the “Notice to File Missing Parts of Non-Provisional Application -

Filing Date Granted” mailed by the United States Patent and Trademark Office on May 17,

| 2002, the following documents are enclosed to complete the filing of the above-identified

patent application:

1. A declaration signed by the inventors in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63;

2. Copy of Notice to File Missing Parts of Non-Provisional Application - Filing
Date Granted; and

3. Petition for Extension of Time.

The United States Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge the
LAW OFFICES OF

SKJERVEN MORRILL Lr : :

following fees to Deposit Account No. 19-2386:25 METRO DRIVE
SUITE 700 .

SAN JOSE, CA 95110

(408) 453-9200 1FAX (408) 453-7979 Surcharge for filing declaration on a date later than the $65.00
filing date of the application.

| 888501 v1 -l- Serial No. 10/101,863
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| 2. Statutory basic filing fee $370.00
3, 19 extra claims at $9.00 each $171.00

4. 2 extra independentclaims at $42.00 each $84.00

5. Petition for Extension of Time $55.00

| 6. TOTAL FEES: $745.00

a The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge any additional fees, which may be

 | required, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 19-2386.

It is hereby respectfully submitted that the enclosed documents complete the filing of

| the above patent application andjustify the filing date of March 16, 2002. Please telephone

| the undersignedat (408) 453-9200,if there are any questions. This form is being submitted in

) | I hereby certify that this correspondenceis being deposited with |
| | the United States Postal Service as First Class Mail in an envelope

| addressed to: Box Missing Parts, Commissionerfor Patents,
| | Washington, D.C. 20231, on August 19, 2002.

 
 

Respectfully submitted,

Gary J. Edwards
Attorney for Applicant
Reg. No. 41,008

  
  

TE
LAW OFFICES OF

SKJERVEN MORRILL tip

SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 453-9200

FAX (408) 453-7979

] 888501 v1 -2- Serial No. 10/101,863
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SENT BY: SYMMORPHIX ; ; 408 541 5901; AUG-8-02 6:21PM; PAGE 7

RECEIVED: 8/ 6/02 }:20PM; “rr ; #92 ; PAGE 6 fox
_ - ltt=§23—-P.006/011 F872Aug-06-2002 16:68 rom-SKJERVEN,WORRULL LLP +4084537078 =

4 RES
Pyaya :

ome — Attomey Dock “f No.: M-12245 US
ail

en DECLARATION FOR PATENT APPLICATION
AND POWER OF ATTORNEY 

ed inventor, | hereby declare thar;

Myresidence] post office address and citizenship are us stated below adjscent to my naifie,
I believe I amithe original, first and sole Inventor (ifonly one nameis listed below) or 5 original
joint inventor ifplural names are listed below) ofSubject marter (process, machine, mag score,aame
campasition of matt, or an improvementthereof) whichis claimed and for which a paint is sougin byway of the epplication entitled ,

Biased Pulse DC Reactive Sputtering of Oxide Films

which (check)} [) is attached hereto. :
0 and is amended by the Preliminary Amendment atached he D.
& was filed on March 16, 2002 a3 Application Serlal No. onal R63.
0 and was amended on —_(if applicable), :

&

__BESTAVAILABLECOPY
! hereby siate unat I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified sr bcification,
including the claims, as amended by any amendmentreferred to above. ‘

T acknowledge the duty to disclose information, which is material ro atentability as defi Lain TiCode ofFederaj Regulations, § 1.56. P ity , in Title 37,

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United Stares Code, § 119(2)-(d) dRany foreign :
application(s) for patent or [nventor's certificate or any PCT international application(s) disignating at least :
One Country other than the United States ofAmerica listed below and havealso iden:ifiedtelow any
foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or any PCT intemational applicatthn(s)
designating at least one country other than the United Stares ofAmerica filed by me ont t same subject
matier having ajfiling date before that ofthe application(s) of whic priority is claimed: -

Prior Foreign Application(s) Pi ovity Claimed |
[Namber|Tcoutty—|__DayhionWear Fed] Ws|No |
pFNA JO qfo zs

I hereby claim the benefit under Tide 35, United Srates Code, § 1 19(@) of any United Sta | provisional
application(s) liged below: |

Filagbwe|
a —-
Thereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § 120 ofany United Stares 1 plication(s) or
PCT internationg! application(s) designating the United Stares of America listed belowandl insofar as the
subject matter ofeach ofthe claims ofthis application is notdisclosed in the prior applicatiin(s) in the
manner providedi by the first paragraph ofTitle 35, United States Cade, § 112, J acknowl] die the duty to
disclose information, which is material to patentability as defined in Tite 37, Code of Fedetml Regulations,
§ 1.56, which begame available between thefiling dats ofthe prior application(s) arthe ih donal or PCT
imernztional filing date of this application: :

-—AvalesionSalo, [ingDe[Sis(rndendingtendon)—Nal | |_|

“yaLe:Stromaes:

N/A   

- Page ) of 2-
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SENT BY: SYMMORPHIX  ; 408 541 5901; AUG-8-02 6:21PM; PAGE 8/13

AECEIVEO: 8/ G/02 1:20PM; wre p ORG Fee p
2002 16:84 rom-SKJERVEN, MORRILL, LLP 4084537879 : “623 P.0O?/011 «F-8?2

At rmey Doe 0.; M-12245 US ‘ hereby appojnt the following practitioners to prosecute this application and 1a transectill business in the
nited States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith: ;

Custamer Number 24251 (RGR ee?
eR

Please direct al! telephonecalls to:

Gary J. Edwards  
Telephone: 408-453-9200

1 declare that afi statements made herein of my own knowledge arc true, al) statements nT de herein on
informationandbeliefare believed to be true, andall statememts ivade herein are made with ths knowledge
that whoever,inany matter within the jusisdiction ofthe Patent aud Trademark Office, i owingly and
willfully falsifges, conceals, or covers up by any tick, scheins, or device a material fact, ‘ makes any oomye:BESTAVAILABLECOPY penstties including fine or imprisoamentor both as set forth under 18 U.S.C. LOC . and g
this paragraph jay jeopardize the validity of the application or this document, or ihe vali 4 ity or Spat
enforceability of any patent, trademark reglstration, or certificate resulting therefrom. “

false, fictitious or fraudulent statements or representations, or makes ar uses any false we ing or document :
knowing the same to cantain anyfalse, fictitious or fraudulent statement or entry, shal) bf subject to the t

Al violations of :

Full name ofGp joint (nveagor: Hongmei Zhan, be,: _ : IP" 7060 2 

  
  

 

Residence: San Jose, California . :
Post Office Adgrass: 1330 Rodney Drive Citizenship. =P. - Nple ofRepublic

San Jose, California 95118 CHing
|

Full name of sepond joint inveryor: Mukundan Narasimhan : |
Inventor's Signpwre: ‘ _ Date: q ¥ of od \
Residence: Sen Jose, California -" | :Post Office Ad : 293 Bluefield Drive Citizensl:i3 r

ae*.o “ay,4San Jose, California 95136

set

 
Post Office Address: 9.2117 Shiangzone Court Citizenshir:—{ndfh

San Jose, California 95}21 eeaae6SGmemeaene Full name of fourth joint
Inventor's Signegure cf

Residence é |
Post Office Addgess:=190 Fawa Lane izenship- US;

Ponola Valley, Califomia 94028

+ Page 2 of2 -
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LAW OFFICES OF
SKJERVEN MORRILLLip

25 METRO DRIVE
SUITE 700

SAN JOSE. CA 95110
(408) 453-9200

FAX (408) 453-7979
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IN_THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Hongmei Zhang, Mukundan Narasimhan, Ravi B. Mullapudi andApplicants:
Richard E. Demaray

Assignee: Symmorphix,Inc.

Title: Biased Pulse DC Reactive Sputtering Of Oxide Films

Serial No.: 10/101,863 Filing Date: March 16, 2002

Examiner: Unknown Group Art Unit: Unknown

Docket No.: M-12245 US

San Jose, California
August 19, 2002

BOX Missing Parts
COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

Washington, D.C. 20231

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME

DearSir:

Applicants respectfully petition for a 1-month extension of time within which to

respondto the May 17, 2002 outstanding Notice to File Missing Parts, such extension

allowing the undersigned until August 19, 2002 (as August 17, 2002 is a Saturday)to

respond.

Please charge the amount of $55.00 as set forth in the enclosed Response to Notice to

File Missing Parts.

Cc Respectfully submitted,| I hereby certify that this correspondenceis being deposited with
the United States Postal Service as First Class Mail in an envelope

1 addressed to: Box Missing Parts, Commissionerfor Patents,

| Washington, D.C. 20231, on August 19, 2002. AEE L
(7(O* | Gary J. Edwards

Attorney for Applicants
Reg. No. 41,008

 
SIRE SAAS ALIN + PAAR AGS §5GTRS «Ne fa ;
ses ons 200¢ ARHFRED: EG FS w2e5as Ua obs

88gstt vi Serial No.: 10/101,863
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1

4]

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMEDINVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE  
“ 10/101,863 03/16/2002 Hongmei Zhang M-12245 US 6938

Skjerven Morrill Macpherson LLP ESTRADA, MICHELLE
Suite 700
250 Metro Drive

San Jose, CA 95110 , 2823

DATEMAILED:10/02/2003

Please find below and/orattached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90€ (Rev. 10/03)
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Application No. Jj; Applicant(s)

10/101 ,863 ZHANGETAL.

Office Action Summary . [Examiner Art Unit

Michelle Estrada 2823 |
-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 7 MONTH(S) FROM
THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, maya reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum ofthirty (30) days will be consideredtimely.
\f NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C.§ 133).

- Any reply received by the Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
eared patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)L] Responsive to communication(s)filed on

2a)LJ This action is FINAL. 2b)X] This action is non-final.

3)L] Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)X] Claim(s) 1-39 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claim(s)___ is/are allowed.

6)L) Claim(s)___is/are rejected.

7)L) Claim(s) is/are objectedto.

8) Claim(s) 1-39 are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
Application Papers

9)L] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)L_] The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)L] accepted orb)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

11)L] The proposed drawingcorrection filed on is: a)__] approved b)L] disapproved by the Examiner.

If approved, corrected drawings are requiredin reply to this Office action.

12)L] Theoath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120

13)L] Acknowledgmentis made ofa claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d)or(f).

a)LI Alb) Some * c)L] Noneof:
1.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.

2.L) Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceivedin Application No.

3.1] Copiesofthe certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

14) Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (toa provisional application).
a) L] The translation of the foreign languageprovisional application has been received.

15)L] Acknowledgmentis made ofa claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121.

 
Attachment(s)

1) CT] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) Cc Interview Summary (PTO-413) Paper No(s). :
2) C] Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 5) C] Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)
3) LJ Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449) Paper No(s) . 6)(-) other:

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 04-01) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 5
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Application/Control Number: 10/101 ,863 Page 2

Art Unit: 2823

DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

I. Claims 1-14 and 20-24, drawn to a coating method, classified in class 427,

subclass 1+.

Il. Claims 15-19 and 38-39, drawn to a coating apparatus, classified in class

118, subclass 1+.

I. Claims 25-37, drawn to a process of making a semiconductor device,

classified in class 438, subclass 761.

Inventions | and Il are related as process and apparatusfor its practice. The

inventions are distinct if it can be shownthat either: (1) the process as claimed can be

practiced by another materially different apparatus or by hand,or (2) the apparatus as

claimed can be used to practice another and materially different process. (MPEP §

806.05(e)). In this case the apparatus as claimed can be usedto practice another and

materially different process such as onethat does not require providing a process gas

betweenthetarget and the substrate.

Inventions| and III are related as combination and subcombination. Inventions in

this relationship are distinctif it can be shown that (1) the combination as claimed does

not require the particulars of the subcombination as claimed for patentability, and (2)

that the subcombination has utility by itself or in other combinations (MPEP §

806.05(c)). In the instant case, the combination as claimed does not require the

particulars of the subcombination as claimed because the combination does not require

providing an undercladding layer, patterning the film to form a core and depositing an
|
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Application/Control Number: 10/101 ,863 Page 3

Art Unit: 2823

feesuppercladding layer over the core. The subcombination has separateutility such a

waveguide amplifier to use in semiconductor devices.

Inventions Il and III are related as process and apparatusfor its practice. The

inventions are distinct if it can be shownthat either: (1) the process as claimed can be

practiced by another materially different apparatus or by hand, or (2) the apparatus as

claimed can be used to practice another and materially different process. (MPEP §

806.05(e)). In this case the apparatus as claimed can be used to practice another and

materially different process such as one that does not require providing an

undercladding layer and an uppercladding layer.

Applicant is reminded that upon the cancellation of claims to a non-elected

invention, the inventorship must be amended in compliance with 37 CFR 1.48(b)if one

or more of the currently namedinventors is no longer an inventor of at least one claim

remaining in the application. Any amendmentof inventorship must be accompanied by

a request under 37 CFR 1.48(b) and by the fee required under 37 CFR 1.17(i).

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Michelle Estrada whose telephone numberis (703) 308-

0729. The examiner can normally be reached on MondaythroughFriday.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Olik Chaudhuri can be reached on 703-306-2794. The fax phone numbers
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Application/Control Number: 10/101 ,863 Page 4

Art Unit: 2823

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are 703-308-7722

for regular communications and 703-308-7724 for After Final communications.

Anyinquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should bedirected to the receptionist whose telephone numberis 703-308-

0956.

eorge Fours

Primary Examiner
Art Unit 2823

Ait
Estrada

September28, 2003
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PATENT

Customer No. 22,852
Attorney Docket No. 09140.0016

(formerly M-12245 US)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of: )
)

Zhang,et al. ) Group Art Unit: 2816
)

Application No.: 10/101,863 ) Examiner: Unassigned

_

Filed: March 16, 2002 ) oD zm
“8

For: BIASED PULSE DC REACTIVE ) = =
SPUTTERING OF OXIDE FILMS _) cm Ayoe ©

) ~< f Cc)
o ao M|
mo =

Commissionerfor Patents = an |
Washington, DC 20231 ee

&©
Qo

 
Sir:

, REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY
AND GRANT OF NEW POWER OF ATTORNEY

The undersigned, a representative authorized to sign on behalf of the Assignee owningall

of the interest in this patent, hereby revokesall previous powersof attorney or authorization of

agent granted in this application before the date of execution hereof. The undersigned verifies

that Symmorphix,Inc. is the Assignee of the entire right, title, and interest in the patent

application identified above by virtue of the attached assignment document, which is being

concurrently filed for recordation. The undersignedcertifies that the evidentiary documents have

been reviewed andto the best of the undersigned’s knowledge andbelief, title is in the Assignee

Symmorphix,Inc.
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The undersigned herebygrants its power of attorney to FINNEGAN, HENDERSON,

FARABOW, GARRETT & DUNNER, L.L.P., Douglas B. Henderson, Reg. No. 20,291; Ford

F. Farabow,Jr., Reg. No. 20,630; Arthur S. Garrett, Reg. No. 20,338; Donald R. Dunner, Reg.

No. 19,073; Brian G. Brunsvold, Reg. No. 22,593; Tipton D. Jennings, IV, Reg. No. 20,645;

Jerry D. Voight, Reg. No. 23,020; Laurence R. Hefter, Reg. No. 20,827; Kenneth E. Payne, Reg.

No.23,098; Herbert H. Mintz, Reg. No. 26,691; C. Larry O'Rourke, Reg. No. 26,014; Albert J.

Santorelli, Reg. No. 22,610; Michael C. Elmer, Reg. No. 25,857; Richard H. Smith, Reg. No.

20,609; Stephen L. Peterson, Reg. No. 26,325; John M. Romary, Reg. No. 26,331; Bruce C.

Zotter, Reg. No. 27,680; Dennis P. O'Reilley, Reg. No. 27,932; Allen M. Sokal, Reg. No.

26,695; Robert D. Bajefsky, Reg. No. 25,387; Richard L. Stroup, Reg. No. 28,478; David W.

Hill, Reg. No. 28,220; ThomasL.Irving, Reg. No. 28,619; Charles E. Lipsey, Reg. No. 28,165;

Thomas W. Winland, Reg. No. 27,605; Basil J. Lewris, Reg. No. 28,818; Martin I. Fuchs, Reg.

No.28,508; E. Robert Yoches, Reg. No. 30,120; Barry W. Graham, Reg. No. 29,924; Susan

Haberman Griffen, Reg. No. 30,907; Richard B. Racine, Reg. No. 30,415; Thomas H.Jenkins,

Reg. No. 30,857; Robert E. Converse, Jr., Reg. No. 27,432; Clair X. Mullen, Jr., Reg. No.

20,348; ChristopherP. Foley, Reg. No. 31,354; Roger D. Taylor, Reg. No. 28,992; John C. Paul,

Reg. No. 30,413; David M. Kelly, Reg. No. 30,953; Kenneth J. Meyers, Reg. No. 25,146; Carol

P. Einaudi, Reg. No. 32,220; Walter Y. Boyd, Jr., Reg. No. 31,738; Steven M. Anzalone, Reg.

No.32,095; Jean B. Fordis, Reg. No. 32,984; Barbara C. McCurdy, Reg. No. 32,120; James K.

Hammond, Reg. No. 31,964; Richard V. Burgujian, Reg. No. 31,744; J. Michael Jakes, Reg. No.

32,824; Thomas W.Banks, Reg. No. 32,719; Christopher P. Isaac, Reg. No. 32,616; Bryan C.

Diner, Reg. No. 32,409; M. Paul Barker, Reg. No. 32,013; Andrew Chanho Sonu, Reg. No.

33,457; David S. Forman, Reg. No. 33,694; Vincent P. Kovalick, Reg. No. 32,867; James W.
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Edmondson,Reg. No. 33,871; Michael R. McGurk, Reg. No. 32,045; Joann M. Neth, Reg. No.

36,363; Gerson S. Panitch, Reg. No. 33,751; Cheri M. Taylor, Reg. No. 33,216; Charles E. Van

Horn, Reg. No. 40,266; Linda A. Wadler, Reg. No. 33,218; Jeffrey A. Berkowitz, Reg. No.

36,743; Michael R. Kelly, Reg. No. 33, 921; James B. Monroe, Reg. No. 33,971; Doris Johnson

Hines, Reg. No. 34,629; Lori Ann Johnson, Reg. No. 34,498; R. Bruce Bower, Reg. No. 37,099;

John Rissman, Reg. No. 33,764; Therese A. Hendricks, Reg. No. 30,389; Leslie I. Bookoff,

Reg. No. 38,084; Michele C. Bosch, Reg. No. 40,524; Michael J. Flibbert, Reg. No. 33,234;

Scott A. Herbst, Reg. No. 35,189; Leslie A. McDonell, Reg. No. 34,872; Thalia V. Warnement,

Reg. No. 39,064; Ronald A. Bleeker, Reg. No. 27,773; Kathleen A. Daley, Reg. No. 36,116; C.

Gregory Gramenopoulos, Reg. No. 36,532; Anthony M. Gutowski, Reg. No. 38,742; Yitai Hu,

Reg. No. 40,653; Lionel M. Lavenue; Reg. No. 46,859; Christine E. Lehman, Reg. No. 38,535;

and GaryJ. Edwards, Reg. No. 41,008; both jointly and separately as their attorneys with full

powerof substitution and revocation to prosecute this application and to transact all business in

the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith, and to receive the Letters Patent.

Please send all future correspondence concerning this application to Finnegan,

Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, L.L.P. at the following address:

Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow,
Garrett & Dunner, L.L.P.

1300 I Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3315

07Datea: in} LY) 2003 By: [y QA
. Demaray

Title: Chief Technical Officer

Symmorphix,Inc.
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Attorney Docket No. 09140.0016
(Former Attorney Docket No. M-12245 US) JOINT INVENTION

(Worldwide Rights)

ASSIGNMENT

WHEREASWE, the below namedinventors,{hereinafter referred to as Assignor], have madeaninvention entitled:
BIASED PULSE DC REACTIVE SPUTTERING OF OXIDE FILMS
aannFar|Inite
for which we executed anapplication for United States Letters Patent concurrently herewith or filed an application for United
States Letters Patent March 16, 2002, (Application No. 10/101 ,863); and

WHEREAS, SYMMORPHIX, INC., a corporation of Delaware, whose post office address is 1278 Reamwood
Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94089-2233 (hereinafter referred to as Assignee),is desirous of securing the entire right, title, and
interest in andto this invention in all countries throughout the world, andin and to the application for United States Letters
Patent on this invention and the Letters Patent to be issued upon this application;

NOW THEREFORE,beit known that for good and valuable consideration the receipt of which from Assigneeis
hereby acknowledged, we, as Assignors, have sold, assigned, transferred, and set over, and do hereby sell, assign,
transfer, and set over unto the Assignee,its lawful successors and assigns, myentire right, title, and interest in andto this
invention; and this application, Application No. 10/101,863, filed March 16, 2002; and all divisions, and continuations
thereof, and all Letters Patent of the United States which may be granted thereon, and all reissues thereof, andail rights to
claim priority on the basis of this application, Application No. 10/101,863, filed March 16, 2002, and all applications for
Letters Patent which may hereafter be filed for this invention in any foreign country and all Letters Patent which may be
granted on this invention in any foreign country, and all. extensions, renewals, and reissues thereof; and we hereby
authorize and request the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks of the United States and anyofficial of any foreign
country whosedutyit is to issue patentson applications as described above, to issue all Letters Patent for this invention to
Assignee,its successors andassigns, in accordancewith the termsof this Assignment;

AND, WE HEREBYcovenant that we havethe-full right to convey the interest assigned by this Assignment, andwe
have not executed and will not execute any agreementin conflict with this Assignment; ,

AND, WE HEREBYfurther covenant and agree that we will, without further consideration, communicate with
Assignee, its successors and assigns, any facts knownto us respecting this invention, andtestify in any legal proceeding,
sign all lawful papers whencalled upon to do so, execute and deliver any and all papers that may be necessary or desirable
to perfect the title to this invention in said Assignee, its successors or assigns, execute all divisional, continuation, and
reissue applications, make all rightful oaths and generally do everything possible to aid Assignee, its successors and
assigns, to obtain and enforce proper patent protection for. this invention in the United States and anyforeign country,it
being understood that any expenseincident to the execution of such papers shall be borne by the Assignee,its successors
and assigns. :

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,we havehereunto set our hands.

State of C AU FORM {—_) NAME: ~ Hongmei Zhang
) sss. ADDRESS: 1330 RodneyDriveCounty of SALAA CLA NA. San Jose, CA 95118

BY: al
Hongmei Zhang
  

  nesae
Siar’, Sonta Ciara CountyMy Comm. Expires Apr 22. DATE: of 8/200 Ls

Subscribed and sworn to before methis i day of licn LR , 2003.
otary Public

Page 1 of 2
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Attorney Docket No. 09140:0016
(FormerAttorney Docket No. M-12245 US) oo JOINT INVENTION.

(Worldwide Rights)

b " ‘State of Q LU roku \- ) NAME: Mukundan Narasimhan
) ss. ADDRESS: 293 Bluefield Drive

County of C hut AC hdd ) San Jose, CA 95136

Commission # 1413172 BY: :NMAnY
Notary Public - Catlomia Mukundan Narasimhan

Santa Claro County . |m 122 DATE: . O6f Is Jo

Subscribed and sworn to before methis _|{ i day of , 2003.

 
~

, Notary Public

’ State of a, [FORMAL 4 NAME: Ravi B. MullapudiSS. ADDRESS: 2117 Shiangzone CourtCounty of 2) . San Jose, CA 95121.

we Hibjye be
Ravi B. Mullapudi

] oy UNDA PHILLIPS fte Commission# 1269092
See5 Notary Public - Collfomia  §

Santo Clora County  
 DATE: LG

‘Subscribed and sworn to before methis SS] day of Cefebe rt , 2003.

 a , Notary Public

State of Q A A tok 1D | A) NAME: _ - Richard E. Demaray
ss. ADDRESS: 190 Fawn Lane

County of SHWA CLAD A Portola Valley, CA 94028

UNDA HENSON BY:  
Richard E. Demaray |

DATE:Stak10200S 
  

, Notary Public

Page 2 of 2
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8 F
PATENT

CustomerNo. 22,852
Attorney Docket No. 09140.0016-00000

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

 
In re Application of:

Hongmei Zhang Group Art Unit: 2823

Filed: March 16, 2002

For: BIASED PULSE DC REACTIVE

)
)

Serial No.: 10/101,863 ) Examiner: Michelle Estrada
_)

)

}
SPUTTERING OF OXIDE FILMS )

11930 |S03a~ Commissionerfor Patents
a P.O. Box 1450
ee Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

—

TeE002
/

q

Sir:

0082HAINFOALOWRHOAL
RESPONSETO RESTRICTION REQUIREMENT

In a restriction requirement dated October 2, 2003, the Examiner required

restriction under 35 U.S.C. § 121 between Group| (Claims 1-14 and 20-24, drawn toa

coating method, classified in class 427, subclass 1+), GroupII (Claims 15-19 and 38-39,

drawnto a coating apparatus, classified in class 118, subclass 1+), and Group III

(Claims 25-37, drawn to a process of making a semiconductordevice, classified in class

438, subclass 761.) Applicants provisionally elect to prosecute GroupI, claims 1-14

and 20-24 drawn to a coating method.

Please grant a one-month extension of time required to enter this response and

charge the required small entity extension fee of $55.00 under 37 C.F.R. 1.17(a)(1) to

the deposit account No. 06-0916. Petition for 1-month Extension of Timeis beingfiled

concurrently.

neeCX,105.2,Page 164
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lf there is any additional fee due in connection with thefiling of this Response,

please charge the fee to our Deposit Account No. 06-0916.

Respectfully submitted,

FINNEGAN, HENDERSON, FARABOW,
GARRETT & DUNNER,L.L.P.

Dated: December 2, 2003  
Reg. No. 41,008

‘ CERTIFICATE UNDER 37 CFR § 1.10 OF
MAILING BY "EXPRESS MAIL"

EL 974556529 US December2, 2003

USPS Express Mail Label Number Date of Deposit

| hereby certify that this correspondenceis being deposited with the United States
Postal Services “Express Mail Post Office to Addressee” service under 37 CFR § 1.10
on the date indicated above and is addressed to the Commissionerfor Patents, P.O.

Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Veronica Weinstein
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PATENT

Customer No. 22,852
TS. Attorney Docket No. 09140.0016-00000

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

 
In re Applicationof:

Hongmei Zhang Group Art Unit: 2823

Filed: March 16, 2002

For: BIASED PULSE DC REACTIVE

)
)

Application No.: 10/101,863 ) Examiner: Michelle Estrada
)
)

SPUTTERING OF OXIDE FILMS ) i}1930 QSAISO4uCommissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

u Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
O08ZY3LN3OANOTONHO2! E002

Sir:

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 

Applicants hereby petition for a one month extension of time to reply to the Office

Action of October 2, 2003. This Petition is accompanied by a small entity extension fee

of $55.00 as specified by Section 1.17(a)(1). Please charge $55.00to Deposit Account

No. 06-0916.

Please grant any extensionsof time required to enter the accompanying

response and charge any additional required fees to our deposit account 06-0916.

Respectfully submitted,
12/08/2003 HGUTEHAL 00000005 060916 10101863

OL FceP51 55.00 DA FINNEGAN, HENDERSON, FARABOW,
GARRETT & DUNNER,L.L-P.

Dated: December2, 2003 By:
ary J. Edwards

Reg. No. 41,008
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CERTIFICATE UNDER 37 CFR § 1.10 OF
MAILING BY "EXPRESS MAIL"

EL 974556529 US December2, 2003
USPS Express Mail Label Number Date of Deposit

| hereby certify that this correspondenceis being deposited with the United States
Postal Services “Express Mail Post Office to Addressee” service under 37 CFR § 1.10
on the date indicated above and is addressed to the Commissionerfor Patents, P.O.
Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

; Yd. a
Veronica Weinstein
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[LNumber[Hits[SearchTextCBCTimestamp__|
1 1|(target with "metallic mode") and (target with "poisonous") USPAT; 2004/02/12 13:34

US-PGPUB

"DC power" USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:13
US-PGPUB

bias with substrate USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:13
US-PGPUB

"DC power"with target USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:14
US-PGPUB

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) not USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:23
(@ad>20020316 or @rlad>20020316) US-PGPUB
(((bias with substrate) and ("DC power" with target)) not USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:23
(@ad>20020316 or @rlad>20020316)) and ("DC pwer" with US-PGPUB
filter)
(((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) not USPAT;, 2004/02/11 10:35
(@ad>20020316 or @rlad>20020316)) and ("DC power" with US-PGPUB
filter)
438/769.ccls. USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:35

US-PGPUB

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:35
438/769.ccls. US-PGPUB
438/787.ccls. USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:36

US-PGPUB

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power" with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:36
438/787.ccls. US-PGPUB
438/770.ccls. USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:36

US-PGPUB

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power" with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:36
438/770.ccls. US-PGPUB
438/771.ccls. USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:36

US-PGPUB

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power" with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:36
438/771.ccls. US-PGPUB
438/788.ccls. USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:37

US-PGPUB

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:37
438/788.ccls. US-PGPUB
427/533.ccls. USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:37

US-PGPUB

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power" with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:37
427/533.ccls. US-PGPUB
427/$.ccls. . USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:38

US-PGPUB :

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:38
427/$.ccls. US-PGPUB
(((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:40
427/$.ccls.) not (@ad>20020316 or @rlad>20020316) US-PGPUB
438/$.ccls. USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:40

US-PGPUB

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:40
438/$.ccls. US-PGPUB
(((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 10:40
438/$.ccls.) not (@ad>20020316 or @rlad>20020316) US-PGPUB
204/192.12.ccls. USPAT,; 2004/02/11 11:40

US-PGPUB

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power" with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 11:38
204/192.12.ccls. US-PGPUB
(((bias with substrate) and ("DC power" with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 11:38
204/192.12.ccls.) not (@ad>20020316 or @rlad>20020316) US-PGPUB
((((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT; 2004/02/11 11:39
204/192.12.ccls.) not (@ad>20020316 or @rlad>20020316)) and|US-PGPUB
filter

 
Search History 2/12/04 2:09:22PM Page
C:\APPS\EAST\Workspaces\10101863.wsp
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 USPAT;
US-PGPUB

(((((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and
204/192.12.ccls.) not (@ad>20020316 or @rlad>20020316)) and
filter) and (oxide or oxynitride)
204/192.15.ccls.

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

USPAT;
US-PGPUB  

  
 
  
  
  

  
 

 

 
  
 

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT;
204/192.15.ccls. US-PGPUB
(((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT;
204/192.15.ccls.) and (oxide or oxynitride) US-PGPUB
((((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT;
204/192.15.ccls.) and (oxide or oxynitride)) not (@ad>20020316|US-PGPUB

 
 

or @rlad>20020316)
(((((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and
204/192.15.ccls.) and (oxide or oxynitride)) not (@ad>20020316
or @rlad>20020316)) andfilter

 
 

USPAT;
US-PGPUB
 
  

 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  
 

 
  
  

 
  
 

 
  
  
  
 
  
  

 
  

 
  

 

 
 
 

 

  
  

 
  
 
 

 
 
 

 

  
  

   
 

  
 
  

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

filter with band USPAT;
US-PGPUB

(bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target) USPAT;
US-PGPUB

(filter with band) and ((bias with substrate) and ("DC power" USPAT;
with target)) US-PGPUB
((bias with substrate) and (DC power"with target)) and USPAT;
"cladding layer" US-PGPUB
(deposit$3 with "cladding layer") USPAT;

US-PGPUB

(bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) with USPAT;
(deposit$3 with "cladding layer") US-PGPUB
((bias with substrate) and ("DC power" with target)) same USPAT;
(deposit$3 with "cladding layer") US-PGPUB
((bias with substrate) and ("DC power" with target)) and USPAT;
(deposit$3 with "claddinglayer") US-PGPUB
((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT;
nitrogen US-PGPUB

559562|oxide or oxynitride USPAT;
US-PGPUB

140|(((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT;
nitrogen) and (oxide or oxynitride) US-PGPUB

3362|target with "magneticfield" USPAT;
US-PGPUB

107|((bias with substrate) and (DC power" with target)) and USPAT;
(target with "magnetic field") US-PGPUB

21|deposit$3 with (backside with target) USPAT;
US-PGPUB

5|((bias with substrate) and ("DC power" with target)) and USPAT;
(deposit$3 with (backside with target)) US-PGPUB
@ad>20020316 or @rlad>20020316 USPAT;

US-PGPUB

((((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"withtarget)) and USPAT;
nitrogen) and(oxide or oxynitride)) not (@ad>20020316 or US-PGPUB
@rlad>20020316)
(deposit$3 with (backside with target)) not (((bias with
substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and (deposit$3 with
(backside with target))) ,
(deposit$3 with ("backside of the target")) not (((bias with
substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and (deposit$3 with
(backside with target)))

 

 
 
 USPAT;

US-PGPUB  

 
 

 
 USPAT;

US-PGPUB
  
  

  
  

  

((bias with substrate) and ("DC power"with target)) and USPAT;
(deposit$3 with ("backside of the target")) US-PGPUB
deposit$3 with ("backside of the target") USPAT;

US-PGPUB

("backsideof the target") USPAT;
US-PGPUB  
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ‘4 ,UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O, Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.|CONFIRMATION NO.

10/101,863 03/16/2002 Hongmei Zhang M-12245 US 6938

7590 02/24/2004 EXAMINER

Skjerven Mornll Macpherson LLP ESTRADA,MICHELLE
Suite 700

250 Metro Drive PAPER NUMBER

San Jose, CA 95110 2823

DATE MAILED:02/24/2004

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev.10/03)
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 Applicant(s)

10/101 ,863 ZHANG ETAL.

Examiner Art Unit

Michelle Estrada 2823

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY|S SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) FROM

THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensionsof time may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, maya reply betimelyfiled
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
If the period for reply specified aboveis less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimumofthirty (30) days will be considered timely.
If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximumstatutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).
Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timelyfiled, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

Application No. 
  

 
 

 
 Office Action Summary

 
 
  

  
  

      
  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 02 December 2003.
2a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b)[X] This action is non-final.
3)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)X] Claim(s) 1-39 is/are pending in the application.
4a) Of the aboveclaim(s) 15-39 is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L) Claim(s) ig/are allowed.
6)X] Claim(s) +43.and 20is/are rejected.
7) Claim(s) 7 and 21-24 is/are objected to.

8)L] Claim(s)___ are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.

 
  Application Papers

9)L_] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
10)L_] The drawing(s)filed on is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is requiredif the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

 
  

 

 
  
 Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)[_] Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).
a)LJAll b)LJ) Some * c)L] Noneof:

1.1] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.1] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.1) Copies ofthe certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceivedin this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 
 

  
  
  

  
 
 
  Attachment(s)

 
  

  

1) &] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) (J Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) L] Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date.____
3) L] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/08) 5) L] Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) CT Other:
 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 1-04) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20040211
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Application/Control Number: 10/101,863 Page 2
Art Unit: 2823

DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

Applicant's election of Group| (claims 1-14 and 20-24) in Paperfiled 12/02/03 is

acknowledged. Because applicant did not distinctly and specifically point out the

supposed errors in the restriction requirement, the election has been treated as an

election without traverse (MPEP § 818.03(a)).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis forall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious atthe time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.

Claims 1-13 and 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over the combination of Le et al. (2003/0077914) and Fukuiet al. (5,755,938).

With respect to claim 1, Le et al. disclose providing pulsed DC power(22) to a

target (14) (Page 4, Paragraph [0070]); providing bias power to a substrate (16)

positioned opposite the target; providing process gas between the target and the

substrate (Page 4, Paragraph [0067)).

With respect to claim 7, Le et al. disclose wherein the film is an upper cladding

layer of a waveguide structure and the bias poweris optimized to provide planarization

Page 5, Paragraph [0075].
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Application/Control Number: 10/101 ,863 ; Page 3
Art Unit: 2823

With respect to claim 8, Le et al. disclose wherein the process gas includes a

mixture ofoxygen and argon (Page 4, Paragraph [0067)).

With respect to claim 9, Le et al. disclose wherein the oxygen flow is adjusted to

adjust the index of refraction of the film (Page 5, Paragraph [0076}).

With respect to claim 10, Le et al. disclose wherein the process gas further

includes nitrogen (Page 5, Paragraph [0074)).

With respect to claim 11, Le et al. disclose wherein providing pulsed DC powerto

a target includes providing pulsed DC powerto atarget which has an area larger than

that of the substrate (See fig. 3).

With respect to claim 12, Le et al. disclose further including uniformly sweeping

the target with a magnetic field (Page 5, Paragraph [0073)).

With respectto claim 13, Le et al. disclose wherein uniformly sweeping the target

with a magnetic field includes sweeping a magnet in one direction across the target

where the magnet extends beyond the target in the opposite direction (Page 5,

Paragraph [0073)).

With respect to claim 20, Le et al. disclose conditioning a target (Page 4,

Paragraph [0070]); preparing the substrate (Page 3, Paragraph [0065]); adjusting the

bias powerto the substrate (Page 4, Paragraph [0041]); setting the process gas flow

(Page 4, Paragraph [0067]); and applying pulsed DC powerto the target to deposit the

film (Page 4, Paragraph [007 1)).

With respect to claims 2-4 and 6, Oneofordinary skill in the art would have been

led to the recited temperature, DC power, time pulse and bias power to routine
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Application/Control Number: 10/101 ,863 Page 4
Art Unit: 2823

experimentation to achieve a desire layer thickness, device dimension, device

associated characteristics and device density on the finished wafer in view of the range

of values disclosed. Furthermore, Le et al. disclose that sets of process parameters

depend onthe specific process chamber (Page 6, Paragraph [0081)).

In addition, the selection of temperature, DC power, time pulse and bias power,its

obvious becauseit is a matter of determining optimum process conditions by routine

experimentation with a limited number of species of result effective variables. These

claims are prima facie obvious without showing that the claimed ranges achieve

unexpected results relative to the prior art range. In re Woodruff, 16 USPQ2d 1935,

1937 (Fed. Cir. 1990). See also In re Huang, 40 USPQ2d 1685, 1688 (Fed. Cir.

1996)(claimed ranges or a result effective variable, which do not overlap the prior art

ranges, are unpatentable unless they produce a new and unexpected result which is

different in kind and not merely in degree from the results of the prior art). See also In

re Boesch, 205 USPQ 215 (CCPA)(discovery of optimum value of result effective

variable in knownprocessis ordinarily within skill or art) and In re Aller, 105 USPQ 233

(CCPA 1995) (selection of optimum ranges within prior art general conditions is

obvious).

Note that the specification contains no disclosure of either the critical nature of

the claimed temperature, DC power, time pulse and bias power or any unexpected

results arising therefrom. Where patentability is said to be based upon particular

chosen temperature, DC power, time pulse and bias power or upon anothervariable

recited in a claim, the Applicant must show that the chosen temperature, DC power,
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Application/Control Number: 10/101 ,863 Page 5
Art Unit: 2823

time pulse and bias power are critical. Jn re Woodruf, 919 F.2d 1575, 1578, 16

USPQ2d 1934, 1936 (Fed. Cir. 1990).

Le et al. do not disclose providing a DC powerthrougha filter.

With respect to claims 1 and 5, Fukuiet al. disclose a sputtering process wherein

the DC powersupply (28) is connected through a band-passfilter.

It would have been within the scope of one of ordinary skill in the art to combine

the teachings of Le et al. and Fukui et al. to enable the use of a DC power supply

through a filter to be used in the process of Le etal. to adjust the impedance to have an

infinite value so that no RF waves are superposed on a DC powerform the DC power

supply (Col. 6, lines 32-37).

Allowable Subject Matter

Claims 7 and 21-24 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base

claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the

limitations of the base claim and anyintervening claims.

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Michelle Estrada whose telephone numberis 571-272-

1858. The examiner can normally be reached on MondaythroughFriday.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Olik Chaudhuri can be reached on 571-272-1855. The fax phone numbers
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Application/Control Number: 10/101 ,863 Page 6
Art Unit: 2823

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are 703-308-7722

for regular communications and 703-308-7724 for After Final communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone numberis 571-272-

2800.

fie...
February 12, 2004

Weob
OLIK CHAUDHURI

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 2800
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PATENT

Customer No. 22,852

Attorney Docket No. 09140-0016-00000 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Applicationof: )
)

H. Zhang,et al. ) Group Art Unit: 2823
)

Application No.: 10/101,863 ) Examiner: Michelle Estrada
)

Filed: March 16, 2002 )
)

For: Biased Pulsed DC Reactive Sputtering ) Confirmation No.: 6938
of Oxide Films )

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

REPLY TO OFFICE ACTION

In reply to the Office Action mailed February 24, 2004, please amend the

above-identified application as follows:

Amendmentsto the Specification are included starting on page 2.

Amendments to the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims starting on page 6.

Remarks/Argumentsare includedin this paper starting on page9.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE SPECIFICATION:

Please amendthe specification as follows:

Please amend paragraph [0048] as indicated below:

[0048] RF sputtering of oxide films is discussed in Application Serial No. 09/903,050 (the ‘050

application) (now U.S. Patent No. 6,506,289) by Demarayetal., entitled “Planar Optical Devices

and Methods for Their Manufacture,” assigned to the sameassigneeasis the present invention,

herein incorporated by referencein its entirety. Further, targets that can beutilized in a reactor

according to the present invention are discussed in U.S. Application serial no. tAtterneyDecket-

No-M42247US)the247application) 10/101,341 (the ‘341 application), filed concurrently

with the presentdisclosure, assigned to the same assignee as is the present invention, herein
_ incorporated by referencein its entirety. A gain-flattened amplifier formedoffilms deposited

according to the present invention are described in U.S. Application serial no. tAtterneyDecket-

Ne-M-12652US}(the-652application) 10/101,493 (the ‘493 application), filed concurrently

with the present disclosure, assigned to the sameassigneeasis the present invention, herein .
incorporated byreferencein its entirety. Further, a mode size converter formed with films

_ deposited accordingto the present invention is described in U.S. Applicationserial no. fAtterney

DecketNe-M42138-US}(the-138 application) 10/101,492 (the ‘492 application), filed

concurrently with the present disclosure, assigned to the same assignee asis the present

invention, herein incorporated by referenceinits entirety.

Please amendparagraph [0060] as indicated below:

[0060] Target 12 can be formedof any materials, but is typically metallic materials suchas, for

example, combinations of Al and Si. Therefore, in some embodiments,target 12 includes a

metallic target material formed from intermetalie intermetallic compoundsofoptical elements

such as Si, Al, Er and Yb. Additionally, target 12 can be formed, for example, from materials

- such as La, Yt, Ag, Au, and Eu. To form optically active films on substrate 16, target 12 can

include rare-earth ions. In some embodiments oftarget 12 with rare earth ions, the rare earth

ions can bepre-alloyed with the metallic host components to form imtermetalies intermetallics.

Seethe-247appheation. See the ‘341 application.

-2-
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Please amend paragraph [0062] as indicated below:

' [0062] Several useful examples oftarget, 12 that can beutilized in apparatus 10 according to the

. present invention include the following targets compositions: (Si/Al/Er/Yb) being about

(57.0/41.4/0.8/0.8), (48.9/49/1.6/0.5), (92/8/0/0), (60/40/0/0), (50/50/0/0), (65/35/0/0),

(70/30/0,0), and (50,48.5/1.5/0) cat. %, to list only a few. These targets can be referred toas the

0.8/0.8 target, the 1.6/.5 target, the 92-8 target, the 60-40 target, the 50-50 target, the 65-35

- target, the 70-30 target, and the 1.5/0 target, respectively. The 0.8/0.8, 1.6/0.5, and 1.5/0 targets

can be madebypre-alloyed targets formed from an atomization and hot-isostatic pressing

(HIPing) processas described in the-247appheation the ‘341 application. The remaining

targets can be formed, for example, by HIPing. Targets formed from Si, Al, Er and Yb can have -

any composition. In some embodiments, the rare earth content can be upto 10 cat. % of the total
. ion contentin the target. Rare earth ions are added to form active layers for amplification.

Targets utilized in apparatus 10 can have any composition and can include ionsother than Si, Al,

Er and Yb,including: Zn, Ga, Ge, P, As, Sn, Sb, Pb, Ag, Au, and rare earths: Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm,

Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy Ho, Er, Tm Yb and Lu.

Please amend paragraph [0084] as indicated below:

[0084] Figure 5 showsthe voltage ontarget 12 of an embodimentof apparatus 10 according to

the present invention as a functionofprocess gas constitution. In the exampleillustrated in

Figure 5, for example, a metallic target with composition .8 cat. % Er, .8 cat. % Yb, 57.4 cat. %
Si and 41 cat. % Si, which can be formed as described in the247-appkeation the £341

' application, was sputtered in an embodimentof apparatus 10 based on the AKT-1600 PVD

system with 6 kW ofpulsed DC powerat a frequency of 120 kHz and a reverse time of 2.3 micro

seconds. The Argon gas flow wasset at 60 sccm and the Oxygen gas flow wasvaried from zero

up to 40 sccm. For moredetails regarding this deposition, see Example 1 below.

Please amend paragraph [0112] as indicated below:

-3-
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[0112] An AKT 1600basedreactor can be utilized to deposit a film. In this example, a wide

area metallic target of dimension 550X 650 mm with composition (Si/Al/Er/Yb) being about

57.0 cat. % Si, 41.4 cat. % Al, 0.8 cat. % Er, and 0.8 cat. % Yb (a “.8/.8”target) was fabricated

as described in the-247-patentthe ‘341 application.

Please amendparagraph [0119] as indicated below:

[0119] A waveguide amplifier can be deposited according to the present invention. An

embodimentof target 12 having composition 57.4 cat. % Si, 41.0 cat. % Al, 0.8 cat. % Er 0.8 cat,
- % Yb (the “.8/.8 target”) can be formedas disclosed in the245-appheatien the £341 application.

The Er-Yb (0.8/0.8) co-doped Alumino-Silicate film was deposited onto a 6 inch wafer of

substrate 16 which includes a 10 pm thick thermal oxide substrate, which can be purchased from

companiessuch asSilicon Quest International, Santa Clara, CA. Target 12 was first cleaned by

sputtering with Ar (80 sccm)onlyin the metallic mode. Target 12 was then conditioned in |
. poison modeby flowing 60 sccm of Argon and 40 sccm of oxygen respectively. The power

supplied to target 12 during conditioning was kept at about 6 kW.

Please amendparagraph [0123] as indicated below:

[0123] This example describes production of a dual core Erbium/Yttrbium co-doped amplifier

. according to the present invention. In one example,substrate 16 is a silicon substrate with an

undercladding layer of thermally oxidized SiO, of about 15 pm thick. Substrate 16 with the

thermal oxide layer can be purchased from companies such as Silicon Quest International, Santa

Clara, CA. A layer of active core material is then deposited on substrate 16 with a Shadow Mask
as described in the-138-appleation the ‘492 application. Use of a shadow maskresults in a

' vertical taper on eachsideof a finished waveguide which greatly enhances the coupling of light

into and out of the waveguide.

Please amend paragraph [0128] as indicated below:

_ [0128] A reverse taper mode size converter, see the-138-appleatien the ‘492 application,is

utilized for coupling light into waveguide amplifier 300. The insertion loss at 1310 nm is about
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' 2 dB. Figure 26 shows the amplifier performanceofthis example. In Figure 26, amplifier 300 is

pumped with 150 mW from oneside pumping with 984 nm light. Gain flattening is achieved

within about 1 dB in the range 1528 nm to 1562 nm for smallinput signals (-20 dBm). For large

input signals (0 dBm), gain flattening is also achieved within about 1 dB. , ,

Please amend paragraph [0136] as indicated below:

[0136] This example describes the fabrication of another Er-Yb codoped waveguide amplifier

according to the present invention. The active core is deposited with an embodimentoftarget 12 .

with composition about 49 cat. % Si, 48 cat. % Al, 1.6 cat. % Er and 0.5 cat. % Yb, which

can be fabricated as described inthe+247appheation the ‘341 application. Target 12 wasfirst

| cleaned by sputtering with Ar (80 sccm) only in the metallic mode. Target 12 was then
conditioned in poison modeby flowing 60 sccm of Argon and 40 sccm of oxygenrespectively.

The pulsed DC powersupplied to target 12 was kept at 5 kW. Table 4 shows photoluminescence

and index ofrefraction of as-deposited films from thisexample at some typical process |
conditions. The units for photoluminescence are the numberof counts per micron. Lifetime and

| photoluminescence measured after annealing at various different temperatures are shown in
Table 5.

-5-
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS: 

Thislisting of claims will replace all prior versions andlistings of claimsin the

application:

Please cancel claims 15-19 and 25-39, without prejudice.

Claim 1 (Original): A method of depositing a film on a substrate, comprising:

providing pulsed DC powerthrougha filter to a target;

providing bias powerto a substrate positioned opposite the target;

providing process gas betweenthetarget and the substrate,

wherein the filter protects a pulsed DC powersupply from the bias power.

Claim 2 (Original): The methodofClaim 1, further including holding the temperature ofthe

substrate substantially constant.

_ Claim 3 (Original): The method of Claim 1, wherein providing pulsed DC powerthrough the
filter includes supplying up to about 10 kW of powerat a frequency of between about 40 kHz

and about 350 kHz and a reverse time pulse between about 1.3 and 5 ps.

Claim 4 (Original): The method of Claim 1, wherein providing bias powerto the substrate

includes supplying up to 1000 W of RF powerto the substrate.

Claim 5 (Original): The method of Claim 4, whereinthefilter is a bandrejectfilter at the

frequency of the bias power.

Claim 6 (Original): The method of claim 4, wherein the bias poweris zero.

_ Claim 7 (Original): The method of Claim 1, wherein the film is an upper cladding layer of a

waveguidestructure and the bias power is optimized to provide planarization.

Claim 8 (Original): The method of Claim 1, wherein the process gas includes a mixture of

Oxygen and Argon.

-6-
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Claim 9 (Original): The method of Claim 9, wherein the Oxygen flow is adjusted to adjust the

index of refraction of the film.

. Claim 10 (Original): The method of Claim 8, wherein the process gas further includes nitrogen.

Claim 11 (Original): The method of Claim 1, wherein providing pulsed DC powertoatarget

includes providing pulsed DC powerto a target which has an area larger than that of the

substrate.

_ Claim 12 (Original): The method of Claim 1, further including uniformly sweeping the target

with a magnetic field.

Claim 13 (Original): The method of Claim 12, wherein uniformly sweeping the target with a

magnetic field includes sweeping a magnetin onedirection across the target where the magnet
extends beyondthetarget in the opposite direction.

Claim 14 (Original): The method of Claim 1, further including depositing a film on the backside

of target 12.

Claims 15-19 (Canceled).

_ Claim 20 (Currently Amended): A method of depositing a film on a substrate, comprising:

conditioninga target;

preparing the substrate;

adjusting [[the]] a bias powerto the substrate;

setting [[the]] a process gas flow; and

applying pulsed DC powertothetarget through a filter to deposit the film.

Claim 21 (Original): The method of Claim 20, wherein conditioning the target includes

- sputtering with the target in a metallic mode to remove the surface of the target and sputtering

with the target in poisonous modeto prepare the surface.
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Claim 22 (Original): The method of Claim 21, wherein setting the process gas flow includes

adjusting constituents in order to adjust the index of refraction of the film.

Claim 23 (Original): The method of Claim 21, wherein applying pulsed DC powerincludes ~

setting the frequency in order to adjust the index of refraction ofthe film.

Claim 24 (Original): The method of Claim 21, further including adjusting a temperature of the

substrate in order to adjust the index of refraction of the film.

Claims 25-39 (Canceled).
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REMARKS

Claims 1-39 are pending in the above identified application. Claims 15-19 and 25-39

have been withdrawn from consideration in this application. Claims 1-14 and 20-24 are being

considered in the present application. The Examinerhas rejected claims 1-6, 8-13, and 20 and

has objected to claims 7 and 21-24. Applicants herein traverse these rejections and request

reconsideration by the Examiner. Applicants have amendedthe specification only to update

references to pending applicationsthat are referenced in the disclosure. Claim 20 has been

amended. No new matter has been added by these amendments.

Election/Restrictions

The Examiner acknowledged Applicant’s election of Group I claims for consideration in

the present application. On the Office Action Summary form, the Examinerhasincorrectly

' indicated that claims 15-39 have been withdrawn from this application. Instead, claims 15-19

and 25-39 have been withdrawing while claims 1-14 and 20-24 are to be considered in the

present application.

Claim Rejections under 35 USC§103

The Examinerhasrejected claims 1-13 and 20 under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over the combination ofLeet al. (2003/0077914) and Fukuiet al. (5,755,938).

However, the combination of Le and Fukui doesnot teachall of the elements of the claims.

’ Further, there is no motivation to combinethe references Le and Fukui as suggested by the

Examiner.

Asis discussed in the MPEP,
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[t]o establish a prima facie case of obviousness, three basic criteria
must be met. First, there must be some suggestion or motivation,
either in the references themselvesor in the knowledge generally
available to one of ordinary skill in the art, to modify the reference
or to combinereference teachings. Second, there must be a
reasonable expectation of success. Finally, the prior art reference
(or references when combined) mustteach or suggest all the claim
limitations. The teaching or suggestion to make the claimed
combination and the reasonable expectation of success must both
be foundin the prior art, and not based on applicant's disclosure. In
re Vaeck, 947 F.2d 488, 20 USPQ2d 1438 (Fed. Cir. 1991). See
MPEP § 2143 - § 2143.03 for decisions pertinent to each of these
criteria.

MPEP§ 2142. In particular, there is no motivation to combine Le and Fukui asis suggested. by

the Examiner. Further, even if Le and Fukui were combined as suggested by the Examiner,the

- combination doesnotteach or suggest all of the claim elements of claims 1-13 and 20.

1. Claims 1-13 and 20 are allowable over Le and Fukui because the combination of Le and 

Fukui does not teach all of the elements of these claims

Claim 1 recites “providing pulsed DC powerthrougha filter to a target” and “providing

bias power to a substrate ... .” Claim 20 recites “adjusting a bias power to the substrate” and

“applying pulsed DC powerto the target throughafilter to deposit the film.” Le and Fukui do

not teach the combination of providing pulsed DC powerto the target and a bias powerto the

substrate or providing pulsed DC powerthrougha filter.

Le teaches “processing of an anti-reflective coating on a substrate.” (Le, par. 0001). In

particular, Le teaches a process chamber, as shownin Figure 3 of Le, where

[t]he substrate 16 is introduced into the chamber 36a through a
substrate loading inlet (not shown) in a sidewall 45 of the chamber
36a and placed on the support 18. The support 18 can belifted or
lowered by support lift bellows (not shown) andalift finger
assembly (also not shown) can be usedto lift and lower the

-10-
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substrate 16 onto the support 18 during transport of the substrate
16 into and out of the chamber36a.

(Le, par. 0066). Process gas is introduced to the chamber through supply 23 of Figure 3. (See,

~ Le, pars. 0067-0069). Additionally, Le teaches that

[t]he PVD chamber36a further comprises a sputtering target 14
comprising titanium, facing the substrate 16. A collimator (not
shown) may be mounted betweenthe target 14 and the substrate
support 18 if desired. The PVD chamber 36a mayalso have a
shield 20to protect a wall 12 of the chamber 36a from sputtered
material, and typically, to also serve as an anode grounding plane.
Theshield 20is electrically floating or grounded. Thetarget 14 is
electrically isolated from the chamber 36a and is connected to a
voltage source, such as a pulsed DC powersource 22, but which
mayalso be other types of voltage sources. In one version, the
pulsed DC powersource 22, target 14, and shield 20 operate as a
gas energizer 90 that is capable of energizing the sputtering gas to
sputter material from the plasma. The pulsed DC powersource 22
applies a pulsed DC voltage to the target 14 relative to the shield
20. The electric field generated in the chamber 36a from the
voltage applied to the sputtering target 14 energizes the sputtering
gas to form a plasmathat sputters off the target material.

(Le, par. 0070).

Therefore, as described in Le, a pulsed DC power supply is connected to the target.

However,no biasis applied to the substrate as is suggested by the Examiner. (See, OA,pgs. 2).

At best, Le teachesthat “shield 20 is electrically floating or grounded,” (Le, par. 0070), which is

not a bias as claimed in claims 1 and 20 of the present application.

Furthermore, as opposed to the Examiner’s suggestion, the teaching of Fukui etal. does

not cure the defects in the teachings of Le. In particular, Fukui teaches “[a]n apparatus which

allowsa first film to be formed on a substrate by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)and a second

film to be formed on the substrate by sputtering ... .” (Fukui, abstract). In particular, Fukui

_ teaches a process chamberas shownin Figure | of Fukui. As described by Fukui,

-11-
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/

[iJn the deposition chamber 10, as shownin FIG.1, a first
electrode 20 is disposed in a top portion thereof anda target 21 is
detachably attached to a lowersurface ofthefirst electrode 20,
while a second electrode 22 is disposed in a bottom portion of the
deposition chamber 10 and a substrate 23 is detachably attached to
an uppersurface of the second electrode 22. The target 21 can be
attached in place by using a knowntarget mounting mechanism
such an electrostatic chuck.

(Fukui, col. 6, lines 10-18). Further, Fukui teachesthat

[a]n RF powersupply(first power supply) 25 for outputting RF
poweris connectedto the first electrode 20 with a matchingcircuit
26 inserted betweenthefirst electrode 20 and the RF power supply
25. The matching circuit 26 serves to make zero reflected waves of
the RF power.

(Fukui, col. 6, lines 26-30). Therefore, Fukui teaches that RF poweris coupledto the target

through a matching circuit. In addition, Fukui teaches that a DC power supply is coupled.to bias -

the target. As Fukuistates,

[a]lso connected to the first electrode 20 is a dc power supply 28
through a band-passfilter 27 such as a low-passfilter for
adjustment of impedance. The band-passfilter 27 serves to adjust
the circuit impedanceto have an infinite value so that no RF waves
are superposed on a dc powerfrom the dc power supply 28.

(Fukui, col. 6, lines 26-36). Therefore, Fukui teaches utilizing a DC power supply coupled

throughafilter to the target. Additionally, Fukui teaches applying another RF powersupply to

the second electrode. Asis stated in Fukui,

[f]urther, an RF power supply (second powersupply) 30 for
outputting RF poweris connected to the second electrode 22 with a
matching circuit 31 inserted between the second electrode 22 and
the RF powersupply 30, the matching circuit 31 servingto act as
with the matchingcircuit 26.

(Fukui,col. 6, lines 37-41).

Therefore, Fukui teaches applying RF power supplies to both target and substrate and .

_ applying a DCvoltageto the target. Fukui does not teach a pulsed DC powersupply or applying

-12-
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powerfrom a pulsed DC power supply througha filter to the target, as is suggested by the

| Examiner. (OA, page5).

Therefore, the combination of Le and Fukui do not teach “providing pulsed DC power

througha filter to a target”asis recited in claim 1 or “applying pulsed DC powerto thetarget

through a filter to deposit the film”as is recited in claim 20. Additionally, the combination of Le

and Fukui does not suggest the combination of providing pulsed DC powerto the target and a

bias powerto the substrate or providing pulsed DC powerthroughafilter. Therefore, claims 1

and 20 are allowable over the combination of Le and Fukuibecause that combination does not

| teach all of the elements of the claims.

Claims 2-13 depend from claim 1 and are therefore allowablefor at least the same

reasons as is claim 1. The Examiner’s comments with regard to claims 2-13 are rendered mute

by this discussion andtherefore Applicant’s neither comments on nor agrees with those

_ comments.

2. Claims 1-13 and 20 are allowable over Le and Fukui because there is no motivation to

combine Le and Fukui as is suggested by the Examiner

 

The Examinerhasnotfulfilled the burden required to show obviousness of claims 1-13

and 20 over Le and Fukui. Instead, the Examinerhas utilized impermissible hindsight to

combine these two references. As discussed in the MPEP,

[t]he initial burden is on the examiner to provide some suggestion
of the desirability of doing what the inventor has done. "To support
the conclusion that the claimed invention is directed to obvious

subject matter, either the references must expressly or impliedly
suggest the claimed invention or the examiner must present a
convincing line of reasoning as to whythe artisan would have
found the claimed invention to have been obviousin light of the

-13-
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teachings of the references." Ex parte Clapp, 227 USPQ 972, 973
(Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1985). See MPEP § 2144 - § 2144.09 for
examples of reasoning supporting obviousnessrejections.

MPEP§ 2142. The Examinersimplystates that “[i]t would have been within the scope of one of

ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of Le et al. and Fukuiet al. to enable the use of

a DC powersupply througha filter to be used in the processof Leetal. to adjust the impedance

to have an infinite value so that no RF waves are superposed on a DC powerform [sic] the DC

powersupply (Col. 6, lines 32-37).” (OA, page 5). However, Le utilizes a pulsed DC power

supply and not a DC power supply. Therefore,utilizing a filter provided for a DC power supply

is not obvious and maynotbe necessaryin the system taught by Le because ofthe lack of a bias.

Fukui teaches an RF powersupply coupledto the target but does not teach a pulsed DC

powersupply. Instead, Fukui utilizes a dual RF system where an RF powersupply is coupledto

the target and another RF powersupply is coupledto the substrate. There is no suggestion in

Fukui that a pulsed DC power supply can be substituted for the RF power supply coupled to the

~ target, nor would oneskilled in the art be inclined to replace that RF power supply with a pulsed

DC powersupply. Further, there is no suggestion in Le to substitute a pulsed DC supply for an

RF powersupply.

Additionally, Fukui claims several advantages to utilizing separate RF power supplies on

~ the twoelectrodes (i.e., coupled to the target and the substrate) during depositions, in effect

teaching awayfrom application of other powersupplies. In particular, Fukui suggeststhat

“(since the first and second electrodes are provided in the deposition chamberand are supplied

with the RF powerseparately, the ion bombardmentenergy andthe ionflux can be controlled

independently of each other.” (Fukui, col. 9, lines 23-26). As a result, several benefits of the

Fukui process are discussed in Fukui, including controlled cleaning ofthe deposition chamber,

-14-
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See Fukui, col. 9, lines 26-29, film depositions can be performed in optimum conditions, See

Fukui, col. 9, lines 35-36, and along with a small DC bias placed on thetarget, greater sputtering .

efficiency can be achieved, See Fukui, col. 9, lines 46-48. |
Asdiscussed above,therefore, there is no motivation for one skilled in the art to combine

the references Le and Fukuiin the fashion suggested by the Examiner. Therefore, claims 1 and

20 are not obvious from the references Le and Fukui. Claims 2-13 depend from claim 1 and are

therefore allowable for at least the same reasonsasis claim 1. The Examiner’s comments with

regard to claims 2-13 are rendered mute by this discussion and therefore Applicant’s neither

comments on nor agrees with those comments.

Allowable Subject Matter

The Examinerhas objected to claims 7 and 21-24 “as being dependent upona rejected

base claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form includingall of the

limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims.” (OA, page 5). As discussed above,

claim 1 is allowable over the cited art. Claim 7 depends from claim 1 andis therefore allowable

for at least the same reasonsas is claim 1. Applicants, therefore, decline to amend claim 7 to

include the limitations of claim 1.

Similarly, claims 21-24 depend onthe allowable claim 20 and are therefore allowable for |

_ at least the samereasonsasis claim 20. Applicants, therefore, decline to amend claims 21-24 to

includethe limitations of claim 20 and any intervening claims.

-15-
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Conclusion

In view ofthe foregoing amendments and remarks, Applicant respectfully requests

reconsideration and reexamination ofthis application and the timely allowance of the pending

claims.

Please grant any extensions of time requiredto enter this response and charge any

additional required fees to our deposit account 06-0916.

Respectfully submitted,

FINNEGAN, HENDERSON, FARABOW,
GARRETT & DUNNER,L.L.P.

Dated: July 23, 2004 By: t
y ¥. Edwards

Reg. No. 41,008
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xX Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge a fee of $180 to our deposit account No. 06-0916 to -
cover filing of Information Disclosure Statement under 37 C.F.R. §1.97(c).

C] A check for $0 to cover the above fee(s) is enclosed.
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material or constitute “prior art." If the Examiner applies any of the documentsaspriorart
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Description

This invention relatesto the field of magnetrons and
particular configurations for their use with sputtering
chambersto contro! film thickness for sputter deposited
film. In particular this invention relates to controlling the
deposited film thickness on substrates by varying the
distance between a portion of the permanent magnets
comprising the magnet array in the magnetron and the
sputtering target as the magnetron moveslaterally
across the back of the sputtering target during sputter-
ing.

Sputtering describes a number of physical tech-
niques commonly used in, for example, the semicon-
ductor industry for the Ceposition of thin films of various
metals such as aluminum. aluminum alloys, refractory
metal silicides, gold, copper, titanium, titanium-tung-
Sten, tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum and less com-

monly silicon dioxide and silicon on an item (a sub-
strate), for example a substrale or glass plale being
processed.In general. the techniques involve producing
a gas plasmaof ionized inert gas "particles" (atoms or
molecules) by using an electrical field in an evacuated
chamber. The ionized particles are then direcled toward
a “target” and collide with it. As a result of the collisions.
free atoms or neutral or ionized groups of atoms of the
target material are released from the surfaceof the tar-
get, esseniially liberating target material are released
from the surface of the target, essentially liberating
atomic-level particles from the targei material. Many of
the free particles which escapethe target surface con-
dense and form (deposit) a thin film on the sudace of
the object (e.g. wafer, substrate) being processed,
whichis located a relatively short distance trom the tar-
get.

One common sputtering technique is magnetron
sputtering. When processing substrates using magnet-
ron sputtering. sputtering action is concentrated in the
region of the magnetic field on the target surface so that
sputtering occurs at a higher rate andat a lower process
pressure than possible without the use of magnets. The
larget itsell is electrically biased with respect tothe sub-
strate and chamber, and functions as a cathode. Objec-
lives in engineering the cathode andits associated mag-
netic field source include uniform erosion of the target
and uniform deposition of pure target material on the
substrate being processed.

Hf, during sputtering, magnels generaling a magnel-
ic field are stationary at a location, then continuous sput-
tering consumesa disproportionatefraction of the’ sput-
tering target thicknessat that location quickly and gen-
erates hot spois at the locations of sputtering. Therefore
magnets are coniinuously moved acrossthe back side
of the target in a path designed to cause uniform utiliza-
tion of the target's surface and sputter deposit a corre-

spondingly unilorm film thickness on the substrate being
processed. Sputtering a target creates a deposition pat-
tern on the substrate which generally matchesthe ulili-
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Zation (erosion) pattern on the targel suriace.
To avoid contamination of the processing chamber

and substrate processed therein. sputtering is stopped
before the non-uniform sputtering wear pattern has con-
sumed the full thickness of the target material al any
point. If any point on the plate behind the target were to
be reached, sputlering of the target backing plate ma-
terial (often copper) would occur, contaminating the vac-
uum chamberand the substrate being processed with
the target backing material. Because of the non-uniform
pattern of largetutilization, sputtering is usually stopped
whena large percentageof the target remains.

Asthe target erodes, the distance betweenthetar-
get surface (which is eroding away) and the substrate
being sputteredis slowly increasing. The changein the
distance betweenthe target suriace and the substrate
being sputtered creates a changein the qualities of the
sputtered material deposited andits uniformity. When
material is deposited on large areas such as glass
plates, variationsin the thickness of deposited sputtered
material are measurable and, may be unacceptable.

In generating the gas plasma and creating ion
streams impacting on the cathode, considerable energy
is supplied. This energy must be dissipated to avoid
melting or nearly melting the structures and components
involved. A commontechnique used for cooling sputter-
ing targets is to pass water or other cooling liquid
throughatfixed intemal passageof the sputtering target.
Another cooling technique which is commonly used is
to expose a backside of a target toa cooling bath. Cool-
ing liquid circulating through the bath containerassists
in controlling ihe temperature of the back of the target
assembly. A magnet assembly (magnetron) located on
the back side of the target with a backside cooling bath
moves within the liquid of the cooling bath.

Figures 1, 2, and 3showa prioran sputtering cham-
ber 50 in which a rectangular substrate 64 (shown in
dashedlines in Fig. 1) is supported on a pedestal 52. A
target assembly 58, consisting of a target backing plate
56 anda target 54 havinga front face facing the pedestal
52, covers the upperflange of the processing chamber
sealing it. On the side of the target assembly opposite
from the pedestal 52 a magnetron chamber 60 encloses
a magnetron assembly 62. The magnetron chamber 60
can be made vacuum tight to reduce the differential
pressure across thetarget assembly 58 (with cooling flu-
id being routed through the target assembly}, or it can
be filled with cooling liquid to provide a cooling bath in
contact with the backside of the target assembly 58. To
enhance sputtering of a rectangular shaped substrate
64 (generally matching the shape of the outside of the
chamber50) the magnetron assembly 62is a linear bar
with rounded ends. The magnetron assembly 62 moves
in a horizontal, back and forth (reciprocal) pattern within
the magnetron chamber 62 as shownin by the arrows
68. The magnetron assembly passes through the mag-
netron chamber 62 and to the dashedoutline of the mag-
netron assembly 62a. The outline of the area covered
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by magnetron movementis shown by the dashedline
66.

The magnetron assembly 62 as shownin Figure 3
runs parallel to the target assembly 58 along oneof a
range of elevations betweenthelow and high extremes
(e.g., 96, 98), which are greatly exaggerated in this fig-
ure. The particular elevation (e.g., 96, 98) is dependent
on the desired distance 92 from the front face of the tar-

get 54, whichin turn determines the degree of sputtering
enhancementdesired for a particular process chamber

pressure and sputtering process being used.
A conceptualized illustration of the magnetic field

present aroundthe strong Neodymium Boron Iron mag-
nets used in the magnetron assembly is shown in the
cross section of Figure 4. The positive poles 72, 74, 76,
78 of the magnets shown,e.g., 70, are on the top (away
from the sputtering target) in the outside toop 84 (Fig.
1) of permanent magnets and on the bottom (close to
the sputtering target) in the inside loop 62 (Fig. 1), al
thoughthe polarilies may be reversed. A magnet back-

.ing plate 80 bridges the magnetic field on the top side
of the magnetron thus preventing the magnetic field
irom extending up from the top side of magnetron as-
sembly. In contrast, the magnetic field on the bottom
side between adjacent magnets is conceptualized by
the loops 86 showing a diminishing magnetic field
strength tarther down from the magnetron assembly 62.
The loops of the magneticfield lines 86, portray a com-
paratively strong magnetic field in the loop 88 adjacent
to the magnets, and drop off in the magnetic field
strength rapidly as a function of the distance to a com-
paratively weakened magnetic field strength at the loop
SO farthest from the magnets. (The loops show an ap-
proximation of the diminution of the magnet field
strength with distance). Any vertical movement of the
magnetron assembly 62 thatincreasesthe distance be-
tween thefront face of the target and the magnetron as-

sembly 62 irom the distance 92 (Fig. 3) to the distance
94 (Fig. 5), reduces the magnetic field strength at the
surface of the target facing the pedestal 52 by a factor
of approximately 5, relative to the rangeof field strength
loops shown in Figure 4.

Figure 6 showsa target erosion profile for a target
of 6061 Al in 2000 kilowatt hour powerrange. The con-
tours shown by the plot show a generally uniform utili-
Zationof the target with a slight increase in erosion near
the endsof the profile (a dwell location). The pattern ob-
servable {rom at the dwell locations correspondsto the

shape of the magnetfield emanating from magnetron
assembly. The target erosion profile as shown hereis
related to the rate of deposition and film thickness uni-
formity or thickness control on a substrate being sput-
tered located opposite such a target (areas showing
greater erosion on the target result in areas having
greater deposition on the substrate). In this particular
instance,there are two areasof relatively high erosion,
oneat the upper right corner 242 and the otherat lower
left hand corner 244 of Figure 6, which producecorre-
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sponding deposition thickness anomalies on the sub-
strate being sputtered.

The current specifications for target film thickness
uniformity (even for large plates, such as the 50 by 60
centimeter plate shown in Figure 6) is 5%or better. The
anomalies of high erosion at the corners of the target as
shown by the regions 242, 244 cause greal concerin
meeting the specification as they distort the film thick-
ness uniformity so thatafilm thickness uniformity of only
approximately 7%can be achieved.To improve uniform-
ity the excessive erosion in the two regions 242, 244
must be reducedoreliminated so that the specification
for film thickness uniformity can be met.

The observation of the high erosion in the comers
hasinitiated a great deal of scrutiny without an identifi-
cation of its true source. The positioning of an array of
permanent magnets in the magnetron assembly as-
sures a uniform magnetic field throughout the magnet-
ron assembly. The generaluniformity of the magnetfield
emanaiing from the magnetronis confirmed by the gen-
erally uniform erosion profile across the center of face
of the target. Speculation about the sourceof the reason
for the anomalyin the corners included research to de-
termine whethera source of electrical or magnetic field
anomalies could be identified. None has beenidentified.

Figure 7 is a plot representing the film thickness on
the surface of a substrate. It confirms the uniformity of
the film thickness on the surface of a rectangular sub-

strate. This plot shows an approximately mirror image
correlation with the target erosion profile of Figure 6.

In the field of thin film deposition, a size of sub-
strates is becoming larger and larger sincethere is in-
creasing needfor larger size LCD screen. For example,
current substrate size for production is up to 400 mm X
500 mm, however, the size will be expanded up to 600
mm X 700 mm orlarger in the future.

Oneof the mostdifficult tasks in thin film deposition
is how to achieve uniform deposition over a substrate.
This shortcoming becomesthe dominantfactor prevent-
ing the economical production of larger and larger LCD
screens.

The shoricomings in film thickness uniformity or
thickness control of the existing sputtering target sys-
lems as described above continuetoinhibit the wide use

of sputtering asan efficient and cost-effective meansfor
applying surface coalings on large substrates.

A struclure and method according to the invention
reduces the film thickness anomalies as discussed
above.

Wheretarget erosion anomalies occur, a change in
the strength of the magnetic field exposed to the target
at those locations has been found to improve the uni-
formity or control the variation in thicknessof the depos-
ited film. One way to changethefilm thickness at any
such location is to provide a localized change in the
magnetic field strength while maintaining the uniformity
of magnetic field strength overthe rest of the target area.

A magnet member(the magnetron assembly)is lo-
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cated in proximity to the sputtering target, andis provid-
ed with a magnetic membercycling system (drive sys-
tem), which causes the magnet memberto movein a
sel or-recurring pattern. The recurring pattern is defined
by a sel of points defining a pattern reference surface.
The pattern reference surface is defined bya set oflat-
eral coordinates and a set of vertical coordinatesof the

pattern. The lateral coordinatesestablish a grid defining
the lateral locations at which the vertical coordinates de-

fine a set of elevations of the pattern reference sunlace,
either on the reference surface or onanoffset reference

surface (whichis parallel to but offsel from the reference
surface).

The pattern reference surface includesa divergent
portion (a preset pattern of relative motion) having a
subset of elevations which tall outside a rangeof toler-

ancetor parallelism betweenthe pattern surface and a
reference surtace of the sputtering target. Movementof

the magnetron in the divergent portion reduces orin-
creases the magnetronfield strengih at the surface of
the target.

The reference surface of the sputtering target can
be its front face. It could be a middle axis of the sputter-

ing target. or it could be a backface.it should be obvious
to persons of ordinary skill in the art thatthe intensity of
the magnetic field should be approximately equal over
the surface of the sputtering target lacing the sputtering
chamber. Therefore. the definition of the reference sur-

face of a sputtering target can be any surface real or
imaginedthat can be defined generally by geometric or
mathematical means as being parallel to the surface of
a spultering target, whether that surface be straight or
curved. |t is assumed that such a straight or curved sur-
face is 4 continuous one (without sudden steps) andis

generally used as a reference tor parallelism before
spultering occurs (an un-used pre-sputtering configura-
tion). because after sputtering has begunthe target ero-
sion will delorm the shapeof the sputtering target and
start to generate differences in the uniformity of film
thickness due to small, but detectable, differencesin the

largel erosion rate acrossits surface.
It may be desirable to have uniform film thickness

over someportions of the substrate and have varying
thicknessesin other regions. The structure and method
according to the invention allows contro!of the film thick-
ness deposited, by varying the strength of the magnetic
field. An approximately uniform film thickness can be
achieved, but so can a prescribed pattern of film thick-
ness which is not necessarily uniform, for example one
which is thicker at the edges to provide an easier con-
nection to external wiring.

in one configuration, a changein the magneticfield
strength can be accomplished whenusing a two bearing
rail system merely bytilting opposite corners of oppos-
ing rails in opposite directions (the magnetron acting as
a bearing truck betweenthe rails). For example,by pro-
viding a high end and a low end on onebearingrait while
the opposile bearing rail hasits low end opposite the
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high endofthe first bearing rail. Suchatilted configura-
tion will cause a flight path or surface pattern (profile)
for the magnetron assembly thal includes regions of the
surface pattern that fall outside a standard tolerance for
parallelism between the magnetron path pattern refer-
ence surface and the reference surface of the target. In

one configuration the magnetronis tilled in one direction
at one end of the back andforth travel, and is tilted in

the opposite direction at the opposite end of the back
and forth travel. A changein rail elevation as small as
0.020° - 0.030" (500-750pm) in central regions of the
travel has a noticeable effect becauseof the strength of

the magnetic field decreases greatly over a small dis-
tance. The effect of a change in the elevationof a linear
rai! of 0.030° end to end of a 2-foot travel path provides

an improvementin the variation in tilm thickness uni-
formity from approximately 8% to approximately 3-4%
(providing a improvement which meets the 5% specifi-
cation).

In another conliguralion, according to the invention,
it is possible that when utilizing two bearing rails that
they be curved or otherwise patterned lo move the mag-
net member (magnetron assembly or one end of the as-
sembly) close to and away from the target surface in a
particularly described pattern to increase and decrease
the magnetic field strength to promote an improvement
in the control or uniformity of the deposited film thick-
ness.

Utilizing a magnet member moving in the trans-
verse (lateral) direction, it is possible to provide severa!
tracks (more than two) to help guide the magnet mem-
ber. The magnet member (magnetron) can be divided
into two or more sub-sections to assist in maintaining a

uniform target profile. For example,it is possible to pro-
vide three generally parallel bearing rails (a set of tracks)
which support two magnet member sub-sections be-
tween them. The outside bearing rails can be relatively
flat, while the inside bearing rail could dip downorrise
up to change the magnetic field intensity. Similarly, the
magnet member could be constructed of a series of
magnei member sub-sections (connected in a housing
or separate from one: another) with each magnet sub-
section following the contourof its ownrail or path asil
movesfrom one endto the other end of the processing
chamber.

In another configuration, a cam plate surface which
includes a series of slots and surface followers which
are connected to the subsections of the magnet mem-

ber. Movement of the magnet member from one end to
the other causes the elevation of each separale sub-

section of the magnet memberto follow the pattern of
the cam surface. Varying the elevation of various mag-
net subsectionsby the use of a mechanical cam surface
- follower system can also be reproduced by ulilizing
vertical activation devices such as motors and vertical

drives which cause each magnel membersubsection to
move vertically according to a pre-programmed contour
dependingonits lateral location. Such movement could
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potentially change the sputtering intensity at the osten-
sible location of sputtering anomalies, which create an
unevenerosionprofile, io eliminate such anomalies and
improvethe film thickness uniformity.

It is known that the distance betweenthe face of the

sputtering target and the substrate being sputter depos-
ited is one factor in determining thefilm thickness de-
posited on the substrate. However when sputtering
large substrates, because the centerofthe target is far-
ther away from the source of sputtering power, andthere
tends tobeadropin the sputtering intensity at the center
ola large target. Therefore, to compensatefor this drop,
ithe magnetfield at this location (region) could be grad-
ually increased by moving the magnetron closerto the
sputtering target at the center to improve the film thick-
ness uniformity.

Another configuration tor irnproving film thickness
uniformity is to tilt (roll or pitch) only the end of the mag-
netron nearthe endofits travel. The bearing rails sup-
porting the magnetron are kept straight and level and
the end of the magnetronis tilted by utilizing a localized
ramp (cam) androller (cam follower). Either the ramp or
the roller is located on the end of the magnetron and the
rampor followeris located on a stationary supponfixed
to the processing chamber. The lateral motion of the
magnetronat a particular location causes the cam to en-
gage the cam follower causingatilting force to be gen-
erated. Thetilting force pushes the end of the magnet-
ron in a vertical direction to cause the magnet member
reference surface to describe the divergentportion. The
tilt can be a roll motion or a pitch motion as the terms
rol! and pitch are understood whenreferring to an air-
craft’s attitude - the magnet member (magnetron)relat-
ing to a fixed wing on anaircraft.

Electromagnets can be used in the magnetron and
the magnetic field of the electromagnets can be varied
to cause changesin the strength of the magnetic field
to affect and controlthe film thickness desired.

A method according to the invention includes the
steps of moving a magnet member laterally in the prox-
imity of a sputtering target and moving portions of said
magnet verticaily, a dislance greater than a tolerance
for parallelism betweena relerence plane and the plane
of motion al selected locations to vary the magnetic tield
strength causing a divergencefrom theplaneto improve
the film thickness control. Another method according to
the invention includes the steps of moving a magnet
member faterally along a track and moving portions of
ihe magnet memberina vertical direction simultaneous-
ly with the lateral motion of the magnet member to
change the magnetic field intensity utilized for sputlering
at one or morelocations alongthe track to improvefilm
thickness uniformity for sputtering.

These structures and methods provide a degree of

improvementin the controlof film thickness not known
orutilized in the prior art.

The following is a description of some specific em-
bodimentsof the invention, reference being madeto the
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accompanying drawings,in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic lop view of a prior art mag-
netron enclosure:

Figure 2 is a cross sectional end view of the sput-
tering chamber separated from the prior art magn-
etron chamber of Figure | by the target assembly,
Figure 3 is a side cross sectional view of the appa-
ratus of Figure 2 showing the conceptualized mag-
netic field of the magnetron extending tar beyond
the sputtering target;
Figure 4 is a cross sectionalview of the magnetron
including permanent magnets anda conceptualiza-
tion of the magnetic field emanating downwardly
therefrom,

Figure 5 is asecond side cross sectiona! view of the
apparatus of Figure 2 showing the magnetron
raised up to a higher efevation with the conceptual-
ized magnetic field trom the magnetron just barely
extending beyond the sputtering target,
Figure6 is a prior art target erosion profile showing
the pattem of erosion (utilization) of the sputtering
target during sputtering;
Figure 7 showsthe film thicknessprofile on a sub-
strate as determined from a sheet resistance anal-
ysis usinga five point probe (whichis inversely pro-
portionalto film thickness).fora sputtering targetuti-
lizing the prior art magnetron chamber,
Figure8is a plot of thefilm thickness contours of a

-gputtering target assembly trom a sheet resistance
analysis using a five point probe (which is inversely
proportionalto film thickness) when using a struc-
lure and method accordingto the invention;
Figure 9 is a schematic perspective view of a mag-
netron chamberutilizing a center bearing railto sup-
port the magnetron,
Figure 10 is a schematic representation showing an
exaggerated dimension of the center magnetron
support beam of Figure 9 andits rotation as it travels
atong the center beam support,
Figure 11 is a cross sectional view of a magnetron
support beam taken at 11-11 of Figure 14;
Figure 12 is a cross sectional view of a magnetron
support beam taken at 12-12 of Figure 14;
Figure 13is across sectional view of the magnetron
support beam taken at 13-13 of Figure 14,
Figure 14 is a top view of a magnetron chamberac-
cording to the invention wilh a center magnetron
support beam;
Figure 15 is a perspective view ol a bearing channel
beam with bearing tracks (rails) supported on the
central beam as shownfor example in Figure 9,
Figure 16 is a modified bearing suppor rail showing
the channelbeing split and being raised oneside of
each endofthe channelto providetheverticaltravel
of portions of the magnetron,
Figure 17 shows a top pian view of the end of the
magnetron as shown in Figure 18 as it about to en-
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gage the ramp (cam)to belifted;
Figure 17A showsa top pian viewof the endof the
magnetron as shown in Figure 18A asit about to
engagethe ramp (cam)to belifted;
Figure 18 is a partial cross sectional view of a mag-
netron chamber taken at 18-18 of Figures 20 and
24, showing the ramp which raises the end of the
magnetron al opposite ends of the chamber,
Figure 18A is a partial cross sectional view of a
magnetron chamber taken at 18A-18A of Figures
20A, showing the ramp whichtips the edge of the
magnetron at opposite ends of the chamber;
Figure19 showsa cross sectional side view show-
ing the position of the rampin relation to the mag-
netron:

Figure 20 showsthe top plan view of the magnetron
chamberhaving a magnetron whose ends are sub-
ject to being raised by ramps at opposite comers;
Figure 20A showsthetop plan view of the magne-
tron chamber having a magnetron whose ends are

subject to being raised by rampsat its corners:
Figure 21 shows a schematic cross section of a de-
formable horizontal magnetron whose end is bent
up in a curved shape, taken at 21-21 in Figure 24,
Figure 21A shows a schematic cross section of a
rigid horizontal magnetron whose endis raised up,
taken at 21-21 in Figure 24;

Figure 22 is a schematic cross sectionalview of the
deformable horizontal magnetron, taken at 22-22 in
Figure 24;
Figure 22A is a schematic cross sectional view of
the rigid horizontal magnetron, taken at 22-22 in
Figure 24:
Figure 23 is a cross sectional view of the deforma-
ble horizontal magnetron whoseendis bent up, tak-
en at 23-23 in Figure 24;
Figure 23Aisa cross sectional viewof the rigid hor-
izontal magnetron whose end is bent up, taken at
23-23 in Figure 24;
Figure 24 is a schematic top view of a magnetron
chamber where the magnetron is supported nearits
center,including rampsal opposite cornersto influ-
ence the vertical position of the end of the magne-
tron when the magnetron is moved neareither end
of its travel;

Figure 25 is a bottom plan view of a magnetron
chamberutilizing a central beam support tor the
magnetron track,
Figure 26 is across sectional view of the magnetron
chamberof Figure 25;
Figure 27 is aschematic perspective view of a mag-
netron chamber enclosing a traveling magnetron

supported by two horizontal beams nearits ends;
Figure 28 is a schematic representation of the ele-
vation change(rotation) of the magnetronasil trav-
els one end to the other along inclined tracks as
shownin Figure 27;
Figure 29 is a schematic cross sectional view of a
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magnetron supported from two generally parallel
rails (tracks) according to the invention;
Figure 30 is a cross sectional view showing the
magnetron support rails and magnetron attitude,
taken at 30-30 in Figure 33:

Figure 31 is a cross sectional view showing the
magnetron support rails and magnetron attitude,
taken at 31-31 in Figure 33;
Figure 32 is a cross sectional view showing the
magnetron support rails and magnetronattitude,
taken at 32-32 in Figure 33;
Figure 33 is a schematic top view of a magnetron
chamberwhere the magnetron is supported nearits
ends by two horizontal supportrails; |
Figure 34 is a bottom pian view of a magnetron sup-
ported along two generally parallel beams at the
edgesof the magnetron chamber;
Figure 35 is across sectional end view of Figure 34;
Figure 36 showsa cross sectional view of a hinged
magnetron in a magnetron chamber, for example
as shownin Figure 37; ;
Figure 37 shows a schematic perspective view of a
hinged magnetron with a bowed downcenter track
according to the invention;
Figure 38 shows a moving magnetron assembly
(device) having permanent magnet sub-sections
whosevertical travelis influenced by a contour plate

which changesthe vertical spacing between each
magnet sub-section and the target during sputtering
as the magnetron moveslaterally;

Figure 38A shows a moving magnetron assembly
(device) having a deformable magnetron connected
through several cam follower linkages to a contour
plate, the vertical travel of portions of the magnetron
connected to the cam follower linkages is influ-

enced by a contourplate which changesthe vertical
distance between each portion of the magnetron
and the target during sputtering as the magnetron
moveslaterally;
Figure 39 provides an allernate conceptualized
magnetron reference surface patiern for a contour
plate showing high points at the right and left cor-
ners and low points at the front and back corners of
the conceptualized plale shown,
Figure 40 shows a conceptualized magnet refer-
ence surface pattern havinga lateral central axis in
a parabolic or circular concave down type shape
wilh all paths perpendicularto the lateral axis being
equal lengths;
Figure 41 shows a conceptualized magnet bowl-
shaped type parabola pattern plate for use as a
magnetsection guide, the shape being similar to the
shapepictured in Figure 38;
Figure 42 shows a conceptualized reference sur-
face pattern convex surface to use as a magnetpat-
tern contourplate;

Figure 43 showsa flat magnet contourplate assem-
bly utilizing activators {or raising and lowering the
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magnet sections individually using electrical or oth-
er aclivators according to a pre-programmedpat-
tern;

Figure 44 shows an magnetron whose magnets are
electro-magnets, the strength of the magnetic field
is controlled by varying the electrical energy sup-
plied to each electro-magnet segmentin the mag-
netron as the magnetron moveslaterally during
sputtering; and
Figure 45 showsa crosssection of an electro-mag-
netic magnetron accordingto the invention as used
in the configuration of Figure 44.

An understanding of the improvementthe invention
provides results irom comparison ofthe film uniformity
plots of Figures 7 and 8. In the plot 250 of Figure 7 the
plots of the contour shows several heavy black contour
lines showing the film thickness variation across areas
of the substrate as the thicknessis plotied from a center

to an edge of the substrate. The non-symmetrical
(skewed) plot showsthat the upperleft corner and the
lowerright corner depositions include severe variations
at those locations. The variation in film thickness uni-

formity for the analysis of Figure 7 being approximately
8%. In comparison a similar plot 260 using a structure
and method accordingto the invention results in thefilm
uniformity plot as shown in Figure 8. The plot from the
anajysis is now generally symmetrical about the center
andis rectangular without being skewed. The thickness
variation from center to the edge being approximately

equal on both sides of a vertical center axis. Figure 8
provides a smaller distance between the maximum and
the minimum than the plot of Figure 7. The resulting var-
iation in film thickness uniformity being approximately
4%.

Single Beam Bearing Support

- Figure 9 shows a perspective schematized view ol
a device according to the invention wherein a magnel-
ron assembly 272 is moved within a magnetron cham-
ber 270 in the direction shownby the arrows 274. The

magnetron assembly 272 is supported on a central
bearing support beam 276 which can be movedverti-
cally uniformly as shown by the arrows 278. A set of
bearing rails, (e.9., 382, 384) supports the magnetron
assembly 272 through a set of bearing truck receiving
members (e.g., 282). The lateral motion of the magne-
tron assembly is produced by turning a threaded drive
rod 284 which is engaged with a threaded drive nul 286
contained in a threaded drive nut housing 288. The
threaded drive nut housing engages and canslide ver-
tically on a pair of connecting pins 290a, 290b, which
are fixed to and extend upwardly from the top of the

magnetron assembly 272. The sliding connection be-
tweenthe connecting pins 290a, 290b andthe threaded
drive nut housing 288 accommodatesdifferential verli-
cal motion between the threaded drive rod 284 whichis
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fixed to the walls of the magnetron chamber 270 and the
magnetron 272 supported by the support beam 276.
Thesliding connection allowsvertical motion of a portion
of the magnetron asit cycles from end to end and tips
as it cycles as shownin Figure 10.

Figure 10 shows an idealized exaggerated sche-
matic perspective view of the motion of the magnetron
assembly as shownin Figure 9. The magnetron assem-
bly 300 moveslaterally (horizontally in this case, bul the
lateral motion could be across a curved (e.g., spherical)
substrate surface as well) supported on a central bear-

ing support rail 302 showing a twist from end to end.
Dashedlines 304, 306 show a changein the elevation
of the ends of the magnetron assembly (roll - as that
term is understood for aircraft motion) as the magnetron

300 moveslaterally from one end of the chamber to the
other. As the magnetron assembly 272, 300 moves from
one end of the processing chamberto the other,its left
andright endsrise andfall, respectively, thus becoming
farther {rom and closer to the target assembly, respec-

tively. The end (a portion) of the magnetron assembly
thatis farther from the target surface reduces the mag-
netic field influence enhancing sputtering, while an end
ot the magnetron thatis closer to the target surface in-
creases the magnetic field influence enhancing sputter-
ing. This end to end tilting arrangement provides greater
influence on sputtering at opposite corners of opposite
endsof the magnetron chamber and magnetron respec-
tively as the member movesfrom laterally from end to
end.

Conventional thinking requires the magnet field
strength to be held constant over the whole area of the
target as the magnetron moves. Such thinking imposes
a specification forflatness of the tracking or parallelism
betweenthe path of the magnetron and a reference sur-
face (usually the front surface) of the target. The paral-
lelism between membersis intended to provide a con-
stant magnetic field. Specification of the range of the
usual toleranceforflatness or parallelism which is usu-
ally approximately 5 thousandths of an inchin | foot or
less,is utilized to help define an aspectof the invention
according to the claims. Such tolerances also exclude
variations in alignment due to natural variation in man-
uiacturing andpracticallimits in aligning ol mechanically
mating pieces. The actual difference in elevation of the
ends of the magnetron according to the invention can
be quite subtle. Variationsin elevation slightly failing out-
side the natural range of the tolerance of ihe specifica-
tion for flatness or parallelism as slight as 0.0075" per
foot will have an effect on film thickness uniformity, be-

cause the magnetic field strength varies strongly with
the distance.A localized variation in elevation will have
a localized effect. The localized variation can be defined

as a divergentportion (that portion of the reference sur-
face of the magnetron motion that exceedsthe tolerance
for flatness or parallelism, both of which under normal
circumstancesare defined as plus or minus 0.005’ ele-
vation variation per lateral foot or less, less than 0.05%).
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Therefore a configuration according tothe invention
can be defined in terms of the tolerancefor flatness or

parallelism. The imaginary surface formed by the lateral
and vertical motion of the magnetron is evaluated for
flatness orfor parallelism against a reference surface.
Aconfiguration according to the invention provides that
the imaginary surface inctude adivergent portion which
hasvertical components of the imaginary surlace which
fall outside the range of the conventional tolerancefor
flatness and/or parallelism and as a result of the motion
of the magnetronin the divergent portion the motion pro-
duces an improvementin the uniformity offilm thickness
deposited on a substrate. Because the magnetic field
strength varies strongly as a function of distance from
the magnetron, progressively larger departures from
flainess or parallelism create progressively larger
changesin the film thickness achieved. A depanure
from flatness or parallelism of 0.030" at the end of the
magnetron track, or as much as approximately 10 mm
oul of planeal the end of the magnetron, for the config-
uration of Figure 9, results in changesintilm thickness
uniformity at opposite corners of the substrate andtar-
get which provide an observable improvement when
comparedto the plot of Figures 7, (the setup in Figure
7 having the normal maximum range of 0.010" from rail
endto rail end, whenthe tolerancesfor flatness or par-
allelism are met). The elevation change provides an im-
provementin film thickness uniformity to meet the spec-
ification requirements of a 5% variation, as shownin Fig-
ure 8.

While this example provides one configuration of
the invention, this same technique can be used at other
locations where the film thickness uniformity or thick-
ness control needs to be improved. The motion of the

magnetronis adjusted so that the imaginary surtace pal-
tern describing its motion includes divergent portions
which exceed the normal tolerancesforflatness or par-

allelism and create a changein the magneticfield at the
surface of the target being sputtered,.so that the film
thickness unilormity or thickness control deposited on
the substrate is improved.

The vertical motion of a portion exceeding the spec-
ification for flatness and for parallelism from end to end
and side to side is measured against an imaginaryret-
erence suriace superimposed on the imaginary reter-
ence surface pattern/profile created by the motion of the
magnetron assembly 272. An elevation view showing
the characleristics of the motion of the magneiron as-

sembly 272 departing from flatness or parallelism is
shownin Figures 11, 12, and 13 fortilting of a linear mag-
netron assembly 272, and in Figures 21, 22, and 30 for
the bending of ihe magnetron assembly 272. In both
configurations the endsof he magnetron assembly 272
near the endofits travel is raised to exceed the normal

(or otherwise selected) tolerance (e.g., 0.005°/ft,
O.0075"Ht, 0.0107, 0.0151, 0.020"At, 0.025°/f,
0.030°Ai, 0.0035'/ft, 0.040°At, or 0.0050°/AI (producing

an approximately 10 mm changeinelevation at the end
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of the magnetron)) to provide an improvementin thefilm
thickness uniformity or thickness control across the sur-
face of the substrate which is being sputter deposited.

Figure 11, 12, and 13 are progressivesectional cuts
showing the attitude (tilt or bend - roll) of a magnetron
assembly 272 asit movesfrom one end to the other end
of the magnetron chamber 270 as shownin Figure 9.
The center suppor rail 276 supports a one-piece bear-
ing frame 380 as shownin Figures 9 and 15. Generally
speaking, the bearing rails 382, 384 are constructed to
be fixed parallel to one another. However,if a portion of
the bearing railas shownin Figure 16 is cut alongasplit
separation 392 in the top of the channel, between the
holes pictured therein, and shims typically multiples of
0.010" up to 0.060" depending uponthe process,@.g.,
0.050", for example 394, 396, are positioned and fixed
in place between the center bearing suppon beam 276
andthe one-piece bearing frame 380 on opposite sides
al opposite ends. The shims causea slight vertical bend
in the bearing rails 382 and 384. Theslight vertical offset
371 (Fig. 13) at the center bearing support is amplified
as the magnetron projects further outward towards its
end, where the vertical offset is a maximum (approxi-
mately 10 mm). The configuration of the bearing rails
382, 384 causes the magnetron assembly 272 to follow
the pathof the rails. Movement of the magnetron creates
a series of points in an imaginary surface pattern(flight
path)tracing the position of each point of the magnetron
assembly 272 as it moveslaterally, Someoi the points
in the imaginary surace pattem are vertically offset from
an imaginary horizontal plane (in which the magnetron
assembly would moveif its bearing rails were notverti-
cally offset from the neutral axis 368 (see Figure 12)of
the lateral motion andintersecting with the pattern of the
horizontal reference plane) a distance greaterthana tol-
erance {or fiatness or parallelism with a reference sur-
face. The vertical adjustmentto the bearingrail position
can also be done by using vertical slots through which
bolts are tightenedin the side of the one-piece bearing
frame instead of or in addition to the shims 394, 396.

As shownin Figure 13,the offset in the vertical di-
rection of the left side split bearing rail frame 360 ina
vertical direction by a distance 370 causes the magne-
tron assembly to assumea roll atlitude as shown bythe
dashedline 372. The offset of the bearing rail from a

central axis 364 is set by a distance 366. Similarly in
Figure 11 a right side split bearing rail 362 is shown such
that the offset of the bearing rail on the right side from
a central axis 368 by a distance 371 (approximately 10
mm) provides a magnetronroll attitude as shown by the
dashedline 374. Thus, a small changein elevation near
a central support will provide a much larger changein
elevation al the extreme end of the magnetron assembly
272 extending out far beyond the central support rail
276.

Figures 17-20, 17A, 18A, 20A, and 21-24 show an-
other configuration of a magnetron supported on a cen-
lral support beam 276 according to the invention.In this
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configuration insteadoftilting the bearingrails, the bear-
ing rails are maintainedin their originalflat horizontal
attitude which without interlerence would provide a pia-

nar flat travel path for ihe magnetronparallel to a refer-
ence surfaceof the target assembly.In this configuration
the magnetron assembly 272 is supported notjust from
the central bearing support beam 276, bul as the mag-
netron assembly approachesthe ends of the chamber
acam follower(roller) 442 engages a ramp (cam) 422
so that the end of the magnetron assembly is bent or
tilted upwards away from the sputtering target assem-
bly. Ramps 422, 428 are positioned al opposite corners
of the chamber, corresponding to the locations on the.
sputtering target where the excessive erosion anomaly
is observed (Fig. 6). In one configuration a rigid gener-
ally non-deformable magnetron housing can be used
with a spring loaded joint to hold the magnetron to the
bearing trucks of the center bearing rails. The springs
are loaded to hold the magnetron straight and level with
the bearingrails, and to allow hinging with a pivol axis
at tne center bearing rail when the end of a magnetron
comesin contact with a cam to raise il. In another con-

figuration the magnetron housing is made of an easily
deformableplastic. rubber or other similar material, with
a rigid connection atthe centerrail to the center bearing
truck(s), such that when the magneiron end comesin .
contact with a cam (i.e., 422) it bends in a curve andto
raise the end of the magnetron awayfrom the target as-
sembly. Comparetheroll attitudes shownin Figures 21
versus 21A and 23 versus 23A.

Figures 17, 17A, 18, 18A, 19, 20, and 20A are a
seriesof related cross sectional schematic views show-

ing the motion of the end of the magnetron assembly
272 where a cam (ramp) and cam follower (roller) posi-
tioned a certain locations causes the whole magnetron

or a portion of the magnetron to move toward or away
{rom the target assembly. The magnetron assemblyus-
es a cam follower (roller) 442 and cam surface (ramp)
422 to producesa vertical roll motion with a dimension
432 as shownin Figure 17. The end 440 of the magne-
tron assembly 272 includesalift roller assembly frame
444 havingalift roller 442. The lift roller 442 and frame
444 travel with the magnetron assembly 272at its ends
(only one end 440, is shown), and whenthelift roller 442
encounters the litt ramp 422 fixed to lhe chamber
through a support fixture (e.g., support block 446), it rolls
up the ramp 422 andasitis rolling up the ramp the end
of the magnetron assembly is bent up a distance 432.
In this configuration the transtational force moving the
magnetron assembly 272 from end to end also causes
an end (e.g., 440) of the magnetron to be bent upwards
whenthe ramps 422, 428 are encountered. The dashed
lines, 424, 420, 430 in Figures 21, 22 and 23 represent
the idealized bent, straight, and bent attitude (configu-
rations), respectively, of the magnetron assembly 272
as it moves from end to end. Jn the idealized case, one

side of the magnetron assembly 272 remains straight
and parallel with the reference surface of the target as-
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sembly while the otherside is bent up in a curve approx-
imately as shown(the linear horizontal dashedlines are
a reference against whichthe changein elevation at the
end of the magnetron assembly can be evaiuated), in
practice there will be some impact on the free end of the
assemblyas there is some play betweenthelinear bear-
ingsin the truck and the bearing rails and somevertical
motion at the free end will occur.

in the top view of Figure 24, probable locations for
an upper left comer ramp 422 and a lower right corner
ramp 428 are shown (the locations providing elastic
bending of the magnetron assembly without excessive
material stress - for example whenaneasily deformable
material such as rubber is used). When the magnetron

assembly 270 movesfrom its centrally located horizon-
tal attitude (contiguration) 420 taken al 22-22 in Figure
24 toa first end of the chamber as shownbythe attitude
taken al 21-21, the resulting bending of the magnetron

assemblyis shownby the dashedline 424 and provides
an offsel dimension 426 from the center line (e.g., 420)

at the end of the magnetron assembly. Similarly when
the magnetron assembly 272 movesto the other end of
the chamber as shownbythe view taken at 23-23, the
bent attitude of the magnetron assembly is shown by
the dashed 430 provides a dimensionaloffset 432 from
the center line (e.g., 420). In a symmetrical system the
vertical offset dimensions 432, 426 due to the bend of

the magnetron assembly at the two ends should be
nearly identical, howeveritis possible to have a different
vertical offset dimension at each end should empirical

data showthat such varying offsets are necessary. The
control of sputtering to achieve non-uniform film thick-
ness in a prescribed pattem can also be performed.

The illustrations of Figures 17A, 18A, and 20A show
the use of four ramps (or cams) 415, 416, 417, 418,with
a spring loaded center magnetron connection to the
center bearing rails trucks (not shown here). The ends
of he magnetronthe top view of which is shownin Figure
17A includes twosets of rollers 434, 436 which are lo-

cated above a side of the magnetron 272a. Whenthe
magnetron nears the end of its lateral travel two ofits
rollers on one side (only one of which is shown, e.g.,
434) contacts two ramps(i.e.. 415. 418) and the magn-
elron undergoes an upwardpitch to raise the edge of
the magnetron nearest to the edge of the chamberby a
distance 432a. This edge rise due a changeinthepitch
(again using anaircraft altitude reference) of the mag-
neiron cause a reduclion in the magnetic field at the
edge of the target assembly and avoids excessive dep-
osilion due to edge effects which might otherwise be
present. Thus the magnetron can undergo changesin
its roll and pitch attitudes. A changeinits yaw attitude
wouid be possible if the bearing tracks were not gener-
ally linear orif the bearing trucks included a suspension
allowing for somedifferential motion between adjacent
bearing truck on a magnetron.

The conceptualized configurations of magnetron
assemblies described above are carried out in practice
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by mechanismsas shownin Figures 25 and 26.
Figures 25 and 26 showthe bottom and cross sec-

tional views of a magnetron assembly 118 supported by
a central bearing support frame 136 consisting ofa lin-
ear bearing support section 142 andalateral extension
section 144. The linear bearing support section 142 has
fixed to each ofits sides bearing rails 138, 140 (a set of
tracks). The magnetron assembly 118 is supported from
the bearing rails 138, 140 through a set of linear rail
trucks 120, 121. The linearrail trucks are fixed 1o the

magnetion assembly 118 and slide back and forth on
the linear rails 138, 140. The motion of the magnetron

assembly in a back andforth (lateral) direction is accom-
plished by rotation of a threaded drive rod (ball screw)
112, whichis received by a bail screw receiving nut 122
that includes a set of nut housing pin receiving holes
126. 128. A set of drive pins extend vertically irom the

magnetron assembly 118 into the holes 126. 128to slide
vertically to avoid binding in the mechanism dueto mis-
alignment betweenthelinearrails 138, 140 andthe ro-
tatable threaded drive 10d 112. The threaded drive rod

is turned by a ball screw drive motor 114 supported out-
side the chamberstop while the second end of the ball
screw is supported by a ball screw end bearing 116.In
this configuration, the movement of the central bearing
support frame 136 in a vertical direction is accomplished
by rotating a setof vertically oriented lead screws 148,
150, 152, to which toothed drive belt pulleys have been
attached. A drive pulley and motor 156,are linked to the
toothed drive belt pulleys by a toothed drive belt 154.
Whenthe bell drive pulley and motor 156 are turned,
the pulleys 148, 150, 152 tum simultaneously to turn
equally pitched lead screws engaged with stationary
nuts to move the central bearing support frame 136 up
and down while maintaining paratietism betweenthelin-
ear bearing support section 142 and the target.

In a conventional configuration. the horizontal atti-
tude of the magnetron assembly 118 is controlled
through the sliding attachment to the very precisely
aligned bearingrails 138, 140.

In this way, the movementof the magnetron assem-
bly is uniform and parailel with the usually flat front face
of an unsputtered target prior to its being erodedoruti-
lized. This contiguration is used for sputtering of rela-
tively small rectangular substrates up to approximately
400 mm X 500 mm in size.

in the instance when the magnetronis to betilled

using a configuration according to the invention, the
bearing rails 138, 140aretilted (lor example as shown
by the configuration of Figure 22), while the central bear-
ing suppon trame 136 continues to be moved up and
downwhile being held in a parallel attitude with the tar-
get assembly.

A methad accordingto the invention includes veni-
cally moving the magnetron assembly as shown in Fig-
ures 25 and 26, as the magnetron assembly moveslal-
erally across the target assembly. However, given the
variations in the depth target erosion profile as shown
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in Figure 6, a parallel lifting of the magnetron assembly
would not provide an improvementin the variationin film
thickness uniformity or thickness control over the cur-
rent vertically fixed arrangement. An alternate arrange-
ment would be to drive each vertical support by separate
motor/actuators, to contro! the vertical motion of the sup-

port beamsand the magnetron assembly through elec-
tronic controls tied to the lateral position of the magne-
tron assembly.

Two Parallel Beam Bearing Supports

Forlarge rectangular substrates approximately 600
mm X 700 mmin size, a second mechanism shown con-
ceptualized in Figures 27, and 28 andin detail in Figures
34 and 35is utilized.

Figure 27 showsthe context of this second mech-
anism of the invention. A magnetron chamber 310 con-
tains a magnetron assembly 312. The magnetron as-
sembly 312 is supported by two bearing supporl beams
316, 317, which allow the magnetron assembly 312
fixed toa set of bearing trucks (e.g., 324) to move along
a set of bearing rails (¢.g., 322) in a lateral direction as
shownby the arrows 314. The vertical movementof the
bearing support beams 316, 318 is shownbythe arrows
320. Thelateral motion of the magnetron assembly 312
along the bearingrail 322 is produced by rotation of the
threaded drive rod 326 which engagesa threaded drive
nut 328 contained within a threaded drive nut housing
330. The threaded drive nut housing 330 is fixed loa
bowed section of a flexible spring-like connection 332,
whichis fixed to the magnetron assembly 312 suchthat
misalignment or relative motion between the bearing
support beams 316, 318 and threadeddrive nut 326 pro-
vides a flexible connection in a vertical direction while

providingrigidity in a transversedirection. Theidealized
tracking of the magnetron assembly 312 in the configu-
ration of Figure 27 is shown in Figure 28. In Figure 28
a magnetron assembly 342 is supported on two bearing
support rails 344, 346 supported by end frames 348,
350. The endirames 348, 350in this configuration being
level and parallel with eachother. The positioning of the
left side rail 344 showing a vertical progression of the
left end of the magnetron 342 trom a lower edge of the
frame 348 to an upper edgeof the frame 350 at the op-
posite end. The positioning o! the right side bearing sup-
port 346 showsvertical progression from an upper edge
of the end frame 348 to a lower edge of the end frame
350 at the opposite end.
"A magnetron assembly supported by endrails is

shownin Figures 29 through 33. Figure 29 shows the
cross section of a processing chamber with the magn-
etron assembly 312 supported by two perimeter support
rails 400, 402. This configuration is consistent with the
conceptualized visualization of Figures 27 and 28. At
one extreme end as can be seenin Figure 30 (taken at
the location of 30-30 in Figure 33), the offset of the end
of the rail 402 in a vertical direction an amount shown
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by the distance 4084 resulls in a magnetron assembly
attitude (tilt) as shown ~pp-nx.mated by the dashed line
412. At a central location as can be seen in Figure 31

(taken at the location of 31-31 in Figure 33) a horizontal
attitude 404 confiqur 2s the magnetron to be parallel with
the target surface oF tariyct reference surface (usually a
plane). At the second encot ne processing chamber as
shownin Figure 32 the cross section taken at 32-32 of
Figure 33, the positionof the bearing rail 400 above the
reference plane tc a) p-wattel to 404 in Figure 31), of
the target assembly c.1.0e. Ine attitude(till) of the mag-
netron assembly 312 i be ss proximately as shown by
the dashed line 414 Tt verte! offset distance is rep-

resented by 402L In thu, ritance the horizontal offset
from a lateralcen.e: ne 4¢0 ct the processing chamber
is a distance 410) tere tear tne vertical ofiset dimen-

sions al the bcain or.s 4-% musi be larger to achieve
a similar Change es istituse city when compared to the

configuration of th. magnetron assembly as is shown in
Figures 11 thiouch: tt: wt» os sinaller vertical offset al
the beanny trait ha ates oe) ar tu the opposite support
rail resull$ in 4 gems. ttdacinel change (tit) per unit

length flor ore endl ott ote end of the magnetron
assembly 512

The detncd ve w cb: yurce 34 and 35 show a

magnetion szuLvenmtn 1-2 melemented in a magne-
tron chamber tc t+ wet .. sg-atlenng chamber. A magn-
etronassembly }7-itw sts rruste positions of which are
shown in Figuie “SS. + aye ttona set of two bearing
rails 2068 20= what.) cosa 4u ed on a sel of pseudo

parallel cdge berg sui5) 4t. 145 200. A set of linear
railtruchs 120 el eras te: oearing rails 206, 208,
and move bach exthe* 1von by a threaded drive
rod (ballscrews 12. out) we ety Dy a dashedlinein Fig-
ure 34) In thmovtess oer fae tack and forth motion
of the magnetroner ts t+, accomplished by the
rotation of the Ore fot 77. sneunted between a ball

SCrOW Olive medion 7430 #1 + t.98 crew end bearing 176.
The ball sctuw 30. f 0-5). + Ball screw receiving nut

184 cuptured et st.oat socoiving housing 186.
The ballscrewtecetse. ts a: #79 12655 fixed toa flexible

leaf spring-liks pores t+ t~> wiachis connectedto the
magnetion o+ st ate ends. The bearing
rats 206 mentoned mechanism

AME Precisely eyes Fo f= ..+ ste} with one another and
with he face tate yf aogsuttered so that uniform

GepOSion Deoasalete a oo tease place.
The manage ctr ‘tds cd Faguies 34 and 35 is

suppotted vibes cei ase =t 1% 200 aligned to one
another toact az torre ty tr witha set of end sup-

ara bee 
eUr aeMe ate yt

port frame ment. 2. 6-4) To provide vertical ad-
justment. tour be sony ne cuntcd Inended support rods
engaged with thicad re. cine auts on the frame are
fixed to toothod pulley: 210 212. 214 and 216. A
toothed drive bel 227 tun. «ound the toothed pulleys
210, 212, 214. and 216 andound Io idler pulleys 218,

220 to engage and be aniven by a helt drive pulley and
motor 224. When the belt ive pulley and motor 224
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turn, each of the lead screwsin the four corners are

turned by the toothedpulleysfixed to the lead screwsto
causeparallel adjustment of the bearing support frame
in a vertical direction. An alternate arrangement would
be to drive each verical support by separate molor/ac-
tuators, to control the vertical motion of the support

beams and the magnetron assembly through electronic
controls tied to the latera! position of the magnetron as-
sembly.

Two-Piece Hinged Magnetron

Another configuration for a magnetron assembly
460 andits vertical manipulation is shown in Figures 36
and 37. These Figures show a cross section of a hinged
magnetron assembly 460utilizing a center support rail
462 which can be continuously bent as shownin Figure
37 or can be a series of linear segments. In these con-

figurations a center intersection of the two hinged sec-
lions of the magnetron assembly 460 are supported
from the center bearing rail 462 to provide variations in
the distance from the sputtering target to the center of
the magnetron assembly 460 as the magnetron assem-
bly cycles from end to end. The variation in horizontal
distances due to the different horizontal dimensions

when comparing a hinged magnetron and a straight
magnetron is accommodated by curving the perimeter
bearing beamsinward or by providingafixed connection
between the a bearing truck attached to the center sup-
port rail 462 while the bearing truck connections to the
side support rails 464, 466, are free to move(slide) to-
ward and awayirom the center bearing rail 462, details
of such connections can be developed and executed by

persons of ordinaryskill in the art.

Segmented Magnetron Following Reference Contour

Another embodiment according to the invention is
pictured in Figure 38. In this embodiment one or more
cam surtaces and cam followers are utilized to change

the distance between portions of a magnetron assembly
having magnetron sub-sections which can moveinde-
pendently while maintaining a semblance ol a continu-
ousloop of adjacent permanent magnets in the magnet
array in the magnetron. The magnet sub-sections(a se-
ties of magne! member subsections) can be pivotable
and can be hinged together like a chain, to provide a
continuous magnetic field, or can be encasedin a flex-
ible housing. As shown in Figure 38, several cam sur-
faces (a series of cam surfaces) can be combined to
form a continuous cam surface plate 476 reflecting the

profile/patiern to be followed by each sub-section of the
magnetron and the magnetron assembly as a whole.
The cam suriace plate 476 includes several adjacent
cam surface slots (e.g., 478) through which a cam fol-
lowerrod (e.g., 474) connects a cam follower(e.9., 482)
wilh a sub-section (e.g., 472) of the magnetron assem-
bly. A magnetron contour tracking frame 486 maintains
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the vertical alignment belweenthecam followers (@.g.,
482) and magnetron sub-sections (e.g., 472) so that
they track together (as drivenbyalateral drive) to pro-
vide an improvementin the contro!cffilm thickness and/
or its uniformity. Each track of the profile-surface pattern
varies the distance between each particular sub-section

(e.g., 472) of the magnetron assembly and the target
below.

Another configuration accordingto the inventionis
shownin Figure 38A. In Figure 38A.a magnetron 488is
constructed of a flexible material such that each vertical
control member(of a series of vertical drives) controls
the vertical elevation of a poriion of the magnetron 488.
The tracking frame 486is cut awayforclarity. In this con-
figuration, the influence of the magnetron 488onthetar-
get can be precisely controlled, by increasing the
number of vertical control members (push/pull rods)

and/or by providing such vertical control members on
each side of he magnetron so that a desiredpitch atti-
tude can be achieved.

Figures 39-42 show conceptualized idealized ap-
proximations of three of a variety of surface patterns/
profiles that might beutilized for the cam surface 476.

in Figure 39 a surface pattern/profite has a shape
similar to the surface pattern/profile tracked by the mag-
netron assembly of the configuration as shownin Fig-
ures 9-15 (opposite corners being high, while adjacent
opposite corners are low). In this profile a back corner
494 and a front comer 498 are low, while a right side
comer 492 andaleft side corner 496 are raised. There-

fore, the elevation change betweenthe rails which os-

tensibly connect the bottom corner 498 with the right
corner 492 is from low to high, while the rail which con-
nects from back corner 494 to left corner 496 is from

high to tow.
Figure 40 shows a surface iollowing a two dimen-

sional circular or parabolic shaped curve. A high point
of the curve and the arc shaped surface is along the
center lateral axis 503. In practice, a bearing rai! eleva-
tion would tollow a edge of the pictured surtace,for ex-
ample from the right corner 504 to the bottom corner
510 and from the top corner 506 to theleft hand corner
508.

The surlace protile/pattern contour of Figure 41
shows an upwardly parabolic or rounded type shape
where all of the corners, sight corner 516, back corner
518, left corner 520, and front corner 522 are approxi-

mately at equal high elevations, while a center 515 of
the corners is at 4 low point. A magnetron assembly fol-
lowing this surface pattern will have magnet sub-sec-
tions in the magnetarray of the a magnetron assembly
which cause the center portion of the magnet array to

approach the back of the target to increase the spulter-
ing at that location. Alternately, the configuration may

_be used sothat the magnetic field effect uniformly sput-
ters a circularly or parabolically shaped target to sputter
deposit a similarly shaped circularly or parabolically
shaped substrate (e.g., a parabolic mirror) without hav-
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ing to form a specially shaped magnetron.In using this
configuration the depositionfilm thickness can be kept
relatively constant utilizing a magnetron sub-section
surface pattern/profile as shown by Figure 41.

Figure 42 shows a concave down circular or para-
bolic surface shape with four corners 528, 530, 532 and
534 being the low point of the surface profile/pattern,
while a high point of the surface profile/pattern is at a
center 527.

A person of ordinary skill in the art will understand
that the mechanical cam shape (e.g., of Figure 38) or
any generally reasonably continuous cam surface pro-
file/pattern can be utilized to change the distance be-
tween the magnetron sub-sections and the target as-
sembly. The surface patterns/protiles shown are but
several of the'many varieties of surface patterns that
might be utilized. Variations in the cam surlace/profile
can accommodate desired localized changes in the

sputtering rate at those particular locations by forming
the cam surlace accordingly.

Vertical Actuators - 

Another configuration of the device according to the
inventionis to utilize a planar follower plate 546 which
utilizes an approximatelyflat plate and a structure which
correlates a lateral position and a vertical position of
each sub-section (e.g., 542) of the magnetron as shown
in Figure 43. Each sub-section (e.g9., 542) is connected
througha vertical positioning rod (e.g., 544) to a contour
plate follower activator (e.g., 552). These collectively
makeupanactivator assembly (e.g., 550). The activator
assembly (e.g., 550) movesinaslot (e.g., 548) in the
planar follower plate 546 according to the motion of a
magnetron contour tracking trame 558 (shown in
dashedlines) whichties all of the activator assemblies
together so that they move simultaneouslyin a lateral
direction as the magnetron assembly (includingall of the
magnetron sub-sections) sweeps laterally across the
target assembly. The vertical position of each magnet-
ron sub-section 542 is set according to a control system
554 which receives elevation control data which estab-

lishes an elevation for each magnetron sub-section lo-
cation as the magnetron cycles trom end to end. The
elevation control data causes the magnet sub-sections
to movesin a programmed manneraccording to a pro-
grammed surface protite/pattern. The programmed pat-
lern causes the magnet sub-section to moveasif it were
following a surtace pattern of a mechanical cam surface
(i-e., as shown in Figure 38)utilizing electronic program-
ming to cause the activators to move the magnetron
sub-sections according to programming of a contour
generator 556, which provides a reference contour to
the control system 554. The programmingof the contour
data is easily changedto adjus! the magnetron tracking
according to a desired surlace pattern/profile.
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Electro-Magnet Magnetron Control of Sputtering

Figures 44 and 45 show a magnetron configuration
using electro-magnets which can be used to control
sputtering. A magnetron 560 held in a plane generally
parallel to a target's surface is swept back and forth
across the backof a target assembly. As the magnetron
560 is moved electromagnets in the magnetron are en-
ergized andtheintensity of the magnetic field generated
by each electro-magnetin the array is varied according
to a contour plot 556a which sels oul the desiredfilm
deposition profile based on empirically derived knowil-
edge of variations in the physical configuration. Thus as
ihe magnetron movesback and forth the magnetic field
is electrically varied to achieve a result similar to that
achieved by moving a magnetron with permanent mag-
nets closer to and further away from the backof the tar-

gel assembly. The magnet array in such a configuration
may include a combination of permanent andelectro-
magnets, and such eleciro magnets may be used in con-
junction with a vertical motion or with motion in a plane.
In the extreme, a static array of electromagnets could
have an area covering the substrate surface and the
movementof magnetic tield would be electronically con-
trolled by controlling the energization and deenergiza-
tion of selected electromagnets.

Figure 45 shows a configuration of the magnetron
560 utilizing electro-magneis. The magneisare aligned
in the same way as shownin Figure 4 except that each
permanent magnet segmentis replaced by a electro-
magnetic core (preferably iron) possibly in the shape of
a spool 564 as shown, with each spool 564 being sur-
rounded by a wire coi! 568. The strength of the magnetic
field is individually controlled by a circuit wires 576 con-
nected to the conlour controller 554a. As the magnetron

travels back and forth the magnetic field strength is var-
ied by changing the electrical power supplied to the elec-
tromagnetic coils and sputtering is enhanced according-
ly.

A method accordingto the invention for selectively
controlling the film thickness deposited on a substrate
during sputtering includesthe steps of moving a magnet
member laterally in the proximity of a sputtering target
andvarying the strength of the magneticfield enhancing
sputlering al the target sufdace as the magnel member
moveslaterally to deposit a panicular film thickness pal-
tern on the subsirate during processing during spulter-
ing. Il may be desirable to havea diflerenl than uniform
film thickness. for example il may be desirable to in-
crease thelilm thickness at the edgeof the substrate so
that wiring connections between the conductive layers
deposited on the substrate have an increased durability
and are less subjectto fracture. in general it is expected
that the tolerancesfor film thickness uniformity over a

substantial portion of the substrate will have to be main-
tained. whether localized anomaliesin film thickness are
desired or not The structure and method according to

the invention provides uniformity where uniformity in film
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thicknessis desired and provides non-uniformity where
non-uniformity is desired

Amethod accordingto the invention utilizes moving
magnet sections of magnetron assemblies laterally
while utilizing a vertical support which changesthe ele-
vation of particular portions of the magnetron assembly
according toits lateral position to improvefilm thickness
uniformity.

A method according to the invention includes the
steps of moving a magnet member laterally in the prox-
imity of a sputtering target and moving portions of said
magnetvertically, a distance greater than a tolerance
for parallelism between a reference plane andthe plane
of motion at selected locations to vary the magneticfield
strength causing a divergence fromtheplaneto improve
the film thickness uniformity. Another method according
to the invention includes the steps of moving a magnet

memberlaterally along a track and moving portions of
the magnet memberin a vertical direction simultaneous-
ly with the laleral motion of the magnet member to
changethe magneticfield intensity utilized for sputtering
at one or morelocations along the track to improvefilm
thickness uniformity or thickness control for sputtering.
The magnet member can be movedlaterally along a
track and while portions of the magnet member are
movedin a vertical direction simultaneously with the lat-
eral motion of the magnet memberto change the mag-
netic field intensity utilized for sputtering at one or more
locations atong the track to improve the control of the
film thickness deposited during sputtering.

in a method according to the invention the step of
varying the strength of the magnetic field inciudes
changing the strength of electro-magnets in the mag-
netic member according to a pattern depending on the
lateral location of the magnet member.

While the invention has been described with re-

gards to specific embodiments, those skilled in the art:
will recognize thal changes can be madein form and
detail without depaiting from the spirit and scopeof the
invention.

Claims

1. Amagnetron sputlering apparatus, comprising:

a magnet member having a magnetic field em-
anating therefrom disposed in the proximity of
a sputtering target,

a magnet membercycling system which during
sputtering of said sputtering target causes said
magnet memberto moveinaset pattern,
wherein said set pattern of motion is defined by
a set of points defining a pattern reference sut-
face, wherein the pattern reference surlace is
defined by a set of lateral coordinates and a set
of vertical coordinates of the pattern,
wherein said selof lateral coordinates establish
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a defined set of locations on an offset reference

surface whichis approximately parallel to a rel-
erence surface of said sputtering target and off-
set from it,
wherein said set of vertical coordinates estab-

lish a detined set of elevations for said set pat-
tem at each respective lateral coordinate of
said set of lateral coordinates,

wherein said pattem reference surface in-
. cludes a divergent portion having a subset of

said defined set of elevations establishing the
elevation of the pattern reference surface with-
in said divergent portionat a distance from said
offset reference surface at each respectivelat-
eral coordinate of said set of lateral coordi-

nates, wherein the elevation of the pattern ret-
erence surface within said divergent portion
falls outside a rangeof tolerancetor parallelism
betweensaid offset reference surtace and said

reference surface of said sputtering target.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 1,
wherein motion of said magnet memberfol-

lowing said divergent portion of said pattern refer-
ence surface. rather than following a non-divergent
portion of said pattem in which said distance would
fall within the range of tolerancefor parallelism be-
tween offset reference surface and said reference

surface of said sputtering target, provides an im-
provementin the uniformity or thickness conirol of
film thickness deposited on the surface of a sub-
strate, located opposite said sputtering target, be-
ing sputter deposited.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 1,
wherein said reference surlace of said sput-

tering target is defined by unused pre-sputtering
configuration surlace of said sputtering target fac-
ing said processing chamber.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 2,
wherein said reference surface of said sput-

tering target is defined by an unused pre-sputtering
contiguration of a front surface of said sputtering
target facing said processing chamber.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus asin Ciaim 1,
2,3, of 4,

wherein said tolerance for parallelism is
0.0075 inches per foot of motion along said offset
reference surface.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 1,
2, or 3,

wherein said tolerancefor parallelism is 0.010

inches per foot of motion along said offset reference
surface.
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The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 1,
2, or 3,

wherein said tolerancefor parallelism is 0.015
inches perfoot of motion along said offset reference
surlace.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 1,
2, of 3,

wherein said tolerancefor parallelism is 0.020
inches per foot of motion along said offset reference
surface.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus asin Claim 1,
2, or 3,

wherein said tolerancefor parallelism is 0.025
inches perfoot of motion along said offset reference
surface. ,

The magnetron spultering apparatus asin Claim 1,
2, or 3,

wherein said tolerancefor parallelism is 0.030
inches per foot of motion along said offset reference
surtace. :

The magnetron spultering apparatus as in Claim 1,
2, or 3,

wherein said tolerancefor parallelism is 0.035
inches per foot of motion along said offset reference
surface.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus asin Claim 1,
2, or 3,

wherein said tolerancefor parallelism is 0.040
inches per foot of motion along said offset reference
surface.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 1,
2, or 3,

wherein said tolerancefor parallelism is 0.050
inches per foot of motion along said offset reference
surface.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 1,

wherein said set pattern of said cycling system
results from a motion along a set of tracks sup-
porting and guiding the magnet member,
wherein the configuralion of said set of lracks
establishes said set of lateral coordinates and

said set of vertical coordinates of said set pat-
tern, including said divergent portion.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
14,

wherein said motion along said set of tracks
is a back and forth motion.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 1,
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further comprising:

a set of tracks supporiing and guiding the mag-
net member

acam surfacefixed to a first of either said mag-
net member or a fixed support adjacent said

tracks and a cam followerfixed to a second of
either said magnet memberor said fixed sup-
port,

. wherein a divergent portion of said motion. cor-
responding lo said divergentportion of said pat-
tem reference surface, results from a motion

alongsaid setof tracks,
wherein said set pattem of said cycling system
results at least partially from a motion along
said set of tracks where during said set motion
said cam follower comesinto contact with said

cam surface and urges said magnet memberin
a vertical direction to follow a motion corre-

sponding to the divergent portion of said pat-
tern reference surface.

17. The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 1,

wherein said magnet member includes a series
of magnet member subsections,
wherein said magnetron apparatus further
comprises:

a set ol tracks, wherein each one of said

set of tacks supports and guides a corre-
sponding subsetof said series of magnel
membersubsections,
a series of cam surfaces, each oneof said

series of cam surfacesbeingfixed toafirst
of eiiher a subsection of said series of mag-
net membersubsectionsora fixed support

adjacent said tracks and a cam follower
fixed to a second of either a subsection of
said series of magnet membersubsections
or said fixed support,

wherein a divergent portion of said motion. cor-
responding to said divergent portionof said pat-
tem reference surlace,

wherein said set pattern of said cycling system
results at least partially from a motion along
said set of lacks where during said sei motion
said cam follower comesinto contact with said
cam surace and causesat least one of said

series of magnet membersections to movein
a vertical direction to follow a motion corre-

sponding to the divergent portion of said pat-
tem reference surface.

18. The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
17,

wherein said series of cam surfaces form a
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21.

23.

24.

25.

27.

28.

28

continuous cam plate surface.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
18,

wherein travel of said magnet memberfollow-
ing said divergent pontion, rather than following said
plane. provides an improvementin the uniformity of
film thickness deposited on the surface of a sub-
strate, located opposite said sputtering targel, be-
ing sputter deposited.

The magnetron spultering apparatus asin Claim 18
or 19,

wherein said tolerance for parallelism is
0.0075inches per {foot of motion along said track.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus asin Claim 18
or 19,

wherein said tolerancefor paralletism is 0.010
inchesper foot of motion along said lrack.

. The magnetron sputtering apparatus asin Claim 18
or 19,

wherein said tolerance for parallelism is 0.015

inches per foot of motion along said track.

The magnetron sputtering apparatusasin Claim 18
or 19,

wherein said tolerance for parallelism is 0.020
inches per foot of motion along said track.

The magnetron sputtering apparatusasin Claim 18
or 19,

wherein said tolerancefor parallelism is 0.025

inches per foot of motion along said track.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus asin Ciaim 18
or 19,

wherein said tolerance forparatielism is 0.030
inches per foot of motion along said track.

. The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 18
or 19,

wherein said tolerance for parallelism is 0.035
inchesperfoot of motion along said track.

The magnetron sputtering apparatusas in Claim 18
or 19,

wherein said tolerancefor parallelism is 0.040

inchesper foot of motion along said track.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 18
or 19,

wherein said tolerance for parallelism is 0.050

inches per foot of motion along said track.

. An magnet scanning mechanism comprising:
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a magnet member supported onseriesofrails,
where the magnet memberacts as a truck that
rides said series ofrails.

wherein said rails run adjacent to one another
to accommodate an approximately constant
track width of said truck as it moves fromafirst
end of said series of rails to a second end of
said series of rails,
wherein said movement of said magnet mem-

- ber asit. moves from said first end of said series
of rails to said second endofsaid seriesofrails
describes a reference surface, wherein said
reference surlace diverges from flatness by di-
mensional tolerances greater than a range of
tolerancefor flatness.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
29,

wherein said tolerancefor flatness is 0.0075

inches per foot of motion alongsaidrails.

The magnetron spuliering apparatus as in Claim
29,

_ wherein said tolerance for flatness is 0.010

inchesper foot of motion along saidrails.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
29,

wherein said tolerance for flatness is 0.015

inches per foot of motion along said rails.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
29,

wherein said tolerance for flatness is 0.020

inches per foot of motion alongsaid rails.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
29,

wherein said tolerance for flatness is 0.025

inches perfoot of motion along said raits.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
29.

wherein said tolerance for flatness is 0.030

inches per foot of motion along said rails.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
29.

wherein said tolerance for flatness is 0.035

inches per foot of motion along saidrails.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
29,

wherein said tolerance for flatness is 0.040

inches per foot of motion along said rails.

The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
29,
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wherein said tolerance for flatness is 0.050
inches per foot of motion along said rails.

A magnetron scanning apparatus comprising:
a magnet memberrunning as a truck on a Set

of separated linear bearing rails which are approx-
imately parallel, where during sputtering to improve
the uniformity of film thickness sputter deposited on
a substrate opposite a target disposed between
said target assembly and said magnet member a

- first end of a first rail of said set of bearingrails is
raised to be further from the target than a second
end of said first rail of said set of bearingrails.

. Amagnetron scanning apparatusas in Claim 39,
where during sputtering to further improve the

uniformity of film thickness sputter deposited, a sec-
ond end of a secondrail of said set of bearing rails
is raised to be further from thetarget thana first end
of said secondrail of said selof bearingrails, where-
in said second end of said second rail of said set of

bearing rails correspondsto said second endof said
first rail of said set of bearing rails.

A magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 40,
wherein a set of vertical positions of said first

and said second endsof said rails is set by a vertical
travel mechanism which can raise and lower said
first and said second endsof said first and second

rails 10 set the tracking of the magnet member.

A magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 41,
wherein said vertical travel mechanism oper-

ales during sputtering and tracking of said magnet
member.

. The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
18,

wherein said magnet memberincludesa series
of magnet membersubseclions,
wherein movement .along said track results
from a programmingof a motor toraise and low-
er each subsection of said set of subsections

according a programmedpattern depending on
the lateral position of said magnet member as
it moveslaterally.

. The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim
18,

wherein the magnet memberincludesat least
two section with a center track of said set of tracks

supporting an end of each section of said at least
two sections, said magnet member appearing to be
hinged at said centertrack.

A magnetron apparatus comprising:
@ magnet membersupported on tworails set
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at a selected amount of non-parallelism.

A magnetron member comprising:
a magnet member supported on tworails, se-

lectively controllable in an amount of non-parallel-
ism during a scanning of the magnet member.

A method for selectively controlling the film thick-
ness deposited on a substrate during sputtering
comprising the steps of:

moving a magnet member laterally in the prox-
imity of a sputtering target and
varying the strength of the magnetic field en-
hancing sputtering at the target surface as the
magnet member moveslaterally to deposit a
particular film thickness pattern on the sub-
strate during processing during sputtering.

. The method for selectively controlling the film thick-
ness deposited on a substrate during sputtering as
in Claim 47,

wherein the step of varying the strength of the

magnetic field includes moving portions of said
magnet membervertically.

The method for selectively controlling the film thick-
ness deposited on a substrate as in Claim 48,

wherein the step of moving portions of the
magnet membervertically providesthat the vertical
distance is a distance greater than a tolerancefor
parallelism between a reference plane and the
plane of motion at selected locations to vary ihe
magnetic field strength causing a divergence from
the planeto controi thefilm thickness uniformity.

The method for selectively controlling the fitm thick-
ness deposited on a substrate during sputtering as
in Claim 47,

wherein the step of varyingthe strength of the
magnetic field includes changing the strength of
electro-magnets in said magnetic member accord-
ing to a pattern dependingonthelateral location of
the magnet member.

A methodfor selectively controlling the film thick-
ness deposited on a substrate during sputtering
comprising the steps of:

moving a magnet memberlaterally along a
track and

moving portions of the magnet memberin aver-
tical direction simultaneously with the lateral
motion of the magnet member to change the
magneticfield intensity utilized for sputtering at
one or more locations along the track to im-

prove the controlof the film thickness deposited
during sputtering.
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52. A method for selectively controlling the film thick-
ness deposited on a substrate during sputtering
comprising the steps of:

jocating a magnetic field opposite a sputtering
target:

moving ihe magnetic field laterally across the
target:
varying the strength of the magneticfield at lo-
cations wherea localized changein the depos-
ited film thicknessis desired.

53. The magnetron sputtering apparatus as in Claim 1,

wherein said magnet memberincludes a series
of magnet membersubsections,
wherein said magnetron apparatus further
comprises:

a set of tracks, wherein each one of said

set of tracks supports and guides a corre-
sponding subset of said series of magnet
member subsections as a lateral drive
moves each one of said series of magnet
member subsections inalateral direction,
a series of vertical drives, each one of said

series of vertical drives being fixed to pro-
vide relative motion between each respec-
tive subsection of said series of magnet
membersubsections andsaid lateral drive, .

wherein a divergentporiion of said motion. cor-
responding to said divergentportion ofsaid pat-
tern reference surace,

wherein said recurring pattem of said cycling
system results at least partially irom a vertical
motion provided by said vertical drive as a re~
sutt of programmingthe controlof said vertical
drive to provide a preset patiern of relative mo-
tion corresponding to the divergent portion of
said pattern reference surlace.

54. A magnetron sputtering apparatus comprising:

a sputtering target assembly havingafirst side
opposite a second side wherein a targel sur-
tace on said first side is exposed lo a sputtering
chamber,

a traveling magnet memberdisposed totravel
along a track on a secondside of said target
assembly, said magnet member including com-
ponents which produce a magnetic field ex-
tending beyond the surface of said magnet
member toward said target surface.

wherein a portion of said magnet membertrav-
els in a plane approximately parallel to an un-
used pre-sputtering configuration of said sur-
face of said first side of said target, except ina
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divergent portion, where the distance of a por-
tion of the magnetic memberand said unused
configuration of said surfaceof said firs! side of
said target assembly exceed a rangeof toler-
ance jor parallelism between said plane and
said unused pre-sputtering configuration of
said surface of said first side of said target.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a planar optical waveguide.
[0002] Anoptical waveguide is an important componentin the field of telecommunication. A special type of optical
waveguide is a planar optical waveguide, which can be manufactured as a part of an integratedcircuit.
[0003] Nowadays,optical signals are very important for transmitting information. However, when an optical signalis
transmitted through an opticalfiber, attenuation will always occur to a ceriain extent, suchthatit is necessary to amplify
the signal after a certain distance (typically in the order of about 50-100 km). Conventionally, for that purpose an
electronic amplifier is used. At the amplifier station, the optical signal must then be convertedinto an electrical signal,
which is amplified in an electronic amplifer, after which the amplified electrical signal is converted backinto an optical
signal. This involves notonly the disadvantage that an amplifier station has a rather complicated structure with rather
a large numberof parts, among whichopticaVelectrical converters and electricaVoptical converters, butthis also implies
that the bandwith andbit-rate of the overall system is limited by the electronical components. ,
[0004] . Therefore, optical fibre amplifiers have recently been developed, i.e. amplifiers which amplify the optical signal
directly and do not need a conversion into an electrical signal.
[0005] Similarly, integrated planar waveguide amplifiers are of necessity in orderto realize all-optical telecommuni-
cation. For example, a planar waveguide amplifier can be integrated with a passive splitter as loss-compensating
components. Dueto their small sizes, planar optical waveguide amplifiers are expected to be of low cost, and more
importantly, they offer the promiseof integrating passive and active functions on the same substrate.
[0006] Materials for planar optical waveguides can bedividedinto different categories, among which:

(1) crystalline materials (LINDO3, AlpO3, Y2Ox,etc.)
(2) glassy materials, such assilicate-glass (based on SiO,), phosphate-glass (based on P2Ozg),etc.

[0007} The present invention relates to an optical waveguide materialof this last-mentioned category, more speci-
ically, phosphate-glass.
[0008] -An optical waveguide materialof this category is described in US patent 5.491.708. This publication describes
a substrate having the following composition: ‘

50 - 70 mol%

4-13 mol%
10 - 35 mol%

0-6 mol%

>0-6 mol% 
whereinRis a lanthanide.

{0009} The lanthanide used in such composition can be considered as “active" component,as will be explained later.
Generally speaking,in view of the fact that a planar waveguide device has a rather short length in the order of a few
centimeters, the concentration of the lanthanide needsto berelatively high, and the pump powerdensity needs to be
relatively high for obtaining a sufficient optical amplifcation gain. Althoughit is technically possible to manufacture a
waveguide material with a relatively high concentration of the lanthanide, the luminescencewill be quenched by energy
transfer processes due to ion-ion interactions. Furthermore, another cooperative upconversion quenching process
dominates the amplification process of the devices when a high pump poweris applied. These two luminescence
quenching processesstrongly influence the amplifier efficiency of planar waveguides amplifiers.
[0010} In the publication "Fabrication of Er Doped Glass Films as used in Planar Optical Waveguides" by Gates cs
in Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 392, 1995, an Er-doped soda-limesilicate glass film onsilicon is described. In a
specific experiment, represented in figure 10 of said publication, a 4.5 cm long waveguide containing 5.5 wt%Er.0,
was found to achieve about 4.2 dB/cm gain. However, in order to achieve result, this prior art waveguide needs a pump
powerin excess of 350 mW.
[0011] It is a particular purpose of the invention to provide an improved planar optical waveguide which canfunction
as an optical amplifier.
[0012] It is a more particular purpose of the invention to provide an improved planar optical waveguide which can
function as an optical amplifier for optical signals having wavelengths in the range of about 1.53 um.
[0013] Especially, the present invention seeks to provide a material for an optical waveguide which has a good
efficiency and which showsa relatively high amplification with relatively low pump power.
[0014} Theinventionis defined by claim 1. Various embodiments are defined by the dependent claims.
{0015} Hereinafter, the invention will be explained in more detail with reference to the drawing,in which:
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Figure 1 schematically shows a cross-section of a planar optical waveguide device;
Figure 2 schematically shows an energy diagram for Er;
Figure 3 shows a schematicillustration of an amplification process;
andfigure 4 schematically illustrates a co-operative upconversion process.

[0016] Figure 1 schematically shows a cross-section of a planar optical waveguide device, generally indicated at 10.
The planar optical waveguide device 10 comprises a substrate 11, a buffer layer 12 arranged on a surface 9 of the
substrate 11, an active guiding layer 13 arranged on the buffer jayer 12, and a top cladding layer 14 arranged on the
active guiding layer 13. The active guiding layer 13, which can for instance have a thickness of about 1 jm,functions
as the actual guidefor light beamsin a direction parallel to said surface 9.
[0017] Thelight beam can not escape from theactive guiding layer 13 in the direction perpendicular to said surface
9, also indicated as the transverse direction, becausethe refractive incices of the buffer layer 12 and the top cladding

layer 14 are lower than the refractive index of the active guidinglayer 13. In an effective embodiment, the buffer layer
12 consists of SiOz, which can be arranged on the substrate 11 by thermally oxidising the substrate 11, as is known
per se; the buffer layer 12 can for instance have a thickness of about 6.5 ym. Similarly, the top cladding layer 14 can
consist of SiO, which can be arrangedonthe active guiding layer 13 by sputtering, as is knownperse; the top cladding
layer 14 can for instance havea thickness of about 0.5 jum.
[0018] Further, within the active guiding layer 13 the light beam can only be transported in one direction parallel to
said surface 9, indicated here as the guiding direction. The direction parallel to said surface 9 but perpendicularto said
guidingdirection will be indicated here as lateral direction. The light is confined in the lateral direction by a suitable
shaping of either the active guiding layer 13 or the top claddinglayer 14 suchthat a suitable refractive indexprofile is
obtainedin thelateral direction, as is known per se and not shownin figure 1.
[0019] The active guiding layer 13 hasto satisfy several requirements in order for the guiding layer to be suitablein
an optical waveguide, in an optical amplifier, or in a laser. The active guiding layer 13 should havea relatively high
refractive index and a low optical attenuation, preferably <1dB/cm at the applied wavelengths. Further, the active guid-
ing layer 13 should haveefficient optical amplification properties, for instance characterised by the luminescenceeffi-
ciency of the active ions, like Er-ions. A very important feature of the active guiding layer 13 is the optical gain at a
specific wavelength (region), expressed in dB/cm:it is a specific objective of the invention to obtainarelatively high
gain with a relative low pump power. More specifically,it is an objective of the invention to provide an active guiding
layer 13 which offers a gain of >4 dB/cm ata relatively low pump power(preferably less than 50 mW)for the wavelength
of about 1.53 pm. :
[0020] According to an important featureof the invention, the active guiding layer 13 is manufactured as a phosphate
glass having the following composition:

8-20 mol%

5-18 mol%

6 - 35 mol%,|preferably 10 - 30 moi%

>0-6 mol%,|preferably 0.5 - 1.5 mol%
balance : 

[0021] Herein, R represents Erbium (Er), Neodymium (Nd), or Ytterbium (Yb), or a combination of Er + Yb, depending
on the wavelength of the optical waves which are to be guided and amplified. For applications where the optical wave-
length is about 1.53 um, R represents Er.
[0022] For applying the active guiding layer 13 onto the buffer layer 12, several techniques can be used. A method
whichis particularly suitable, and whichis usedin the present invention, is RF sputtering. This technique is known per
se, for which reasonit willbe discussed hereonly briefly. Ina vacuum chamber, a target having a suitable composition
with regard to the desired composition of the active guiding layer to be deposited, is arranged opposite a substrate.In
the vacuum chamber, argon and oxygen are introduced, such that the pressure in the vacuum chamberts in the range
of about 0.3 to'5 Pa. RF poweris applied to the target. The target is hit by argon atoms, such that atoms and/or
molecules of the target are emitted from the target and deposited on the substrate. This process is continued until the
deposited layer has sufficient thickness.
[0023] {twill be clear to a personskilled in the art, that other techniques can be usedfor applying the active guiding
layer 13 onto the substrate, and that the invention is not restricted to the technique described above.
[0024] The present invention relates particularly to an optical waveguide device having anactive guiding layer which
comprises Erbium as active component. Therefore, in the following a description will be given of an optical amplification
mechanism based on Erbium.

[0025] Erbium is a well-known rare-earth metal. The electronic structure of Er+ is [Xe]4f", of which the partially
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filled 4f shell is electronically shielded by the outlyingfilled 5s5p® shells from the Xe configuration. Figure 2 shows
schematically the energy diagram for the 4f electrons of a free Er+ ion (left hand side) and of an E+ionis a solid
(right hand side). The various levels arise from spin-spin interactions and spin-orbit interactions. The energy tevels are
labeled as 25+1L, wherein S representsthe spin, L representstheorbit, and J represents the total angular momentum.
{0026] In the free Er**ion,the 4f transitions are parity forbidden. In a solid such as a glass, however, the presence
of surrounding atoms weakly perturbsthe 4f states. Theelectric dipole transitions becomeallowed due to admixing of
states of opposite parity from higher configuration into the 4f configuration. Dueto the Stark-effect, lhe degenerate
levels split into manifolds (see the right handside of figure 2). in addition to this host-dependentforced electric dipole
contribution, the 4144/9 - 4I,5/2 transition of Erbium at 1.53 pm has considerable magnetic dipole strength whichis rel-
atively insensitive to the host material. The spontaneous emissionlifetime of the 41,3 - 4tys/2 transition of Erbiurn at
1.53 um in a solid can be as long as about 10 ms.
[0027} Figure 3 shows a schematicillustration of the amplification processfor the three-level system of Er, involving
the states 4144/2, 4hand 4lye,0.
[0028] By absorbing pump energy, Er ions can be excited to a state lying abovethe 4l,5,. state, such as the 4114,
state exemplified in figure 3. From this excited state, E+ ions quickly decay to the metastable 41, 9,2 manifold via non-
radiative relaxation. Stimulated emission from the 41,3). state to the ground 4l,¢,5 state can cause amplification of light
at 1.53 um. The light amplification due to electronic transitions of E®+ worksin a three-level lasing scheme. Light
amplification in a three-level system can occur only when more thanhalf of the population is excited to the upper lasing
level (i.e. the 41,49 level for ErS*).
[0029] The principles of Er-doped optical amplifiers are the sameforfiber waveguides and planar waveguides. How-
ever, in view of the required high Er dopinglevels in planar waveguide devices, planar waveguide devices are less
efficient than fiber waveguide devices.Theefficiency of the Er-doped waveguide amplifiers is influenced by two quench-
ing processes, which are both related to the high Er doping levels, as will be discussed hereunder.
[0030] Thefirst quenching processis concentration quenching. With increasing concentration of Er in the waveguide,
the probability increases that an excited Erion translers its energy to a neighboring Er*+ ion in the groundstate via
ion-ion interaction. Such process may be repeated until the energyis transferred to an Erion correlated with a defect
or an impurity ion, and the energy maybelost via non-radiative decay.
[0031] The second quenchingprocess,whichis believed to be the dominant process causingtheinefficiencyof prior
Er-doped waveguide devices, is a co-operalive upconversion process, whichis also due to ion-ion interactions. This
process, which plays a role especially when the population inversionis high, isillustrated in figure 4. With increasing
concentration of Er in the waveguide, the probability increases that an excited Er* ion transfers its energy to a neigh-
boring excited Er+ ion. Then, thefirst Er°+ ion may decay non-radiatively to the ground 4i45/2 state, while the second
Erion is excited to a higher lying state “lg. This second Er? ion then has a high probability to decay to the 4l,3
state via non-radiative relaxation. The net result of this upconversion processis that the population in the upperlasing
state of 41,5. is strongly reduced andtheefficiency of light amplification at 1.53 ym by stimulated emission is strongly
decreased. .

[0032] The upconversion quenchingprocess is a property which is related to the host material, i.e. the waveguide
material into which the Er ions are embedded,sinceit is caused by the ion-ion interactions of Er*+ ions in the host.
{0033] Therefore, an important feature of the present invention is the composition of the host material.

EXAMPLE

[0034] An optical waveguide device was manufactured in accordancewith figure 1. As basis material, a standard
silicon substrate was used, in the shapeof a circular disk having a diameter of about 7,5 cm. By way of a standard
thermaloxidisation process, a buffer layer 12 having a thickness of about 6.5 jum wasapplied on the substrate.
[0035] Asuitable glass target was prepared by mixing and melting ALOg, Nag0, LagO3, P2Og, and ErpOg, ina suitable
proportion. This target was positioned opposite said oxidised substrate in a standard sputtering chamber, and by way
of a standard low-pressure magnetron RF sputtering process as briefly discussed above, an active guiding layer 13
having a composition (determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) as specified hereunderin Table 1 was applied
on the buffer layer 12.

TABLE 1

42-45 mol%

16-18 mol%

8.5-11 mol%

27-28 mol%

0.9-1.2 mol% 
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[0036] The process was continued for about 4 hours. The thicknessof the active guiding layer 13 was measured,
and appearedto be about 1 um.
[0037] By wayof a standard sputtering process,a top cladding layer 14 of SiOz was applied over said structure, the
top cladding layer 14 having a thickness of about 0.5 pm.
[0038] Then, by way of standard photolithography and etching processes, mostpart of the layer 14 was removed to
form stratified line strips of 4 jum wide, providing lateral confinement of the guidedlight in the active layer 13.
[0039] Finally, the active guiding layer 13 was made into a structure having a length of 10 mm bycleaving thesilicon
substrate.

[0040] This planar waveguide device wastestedforits optical properties. It appeared that the active guiding layer
13 had a refractive index of about 1.56 at 633 nm; with such a high refractive index, a high light confinement can be
obtained in the waveguide, which leads to a high density of the pump power. For a wavelength of 1.53 j:m, an optical
confinementof about 70 % wasobtained.

[0041] The optical amplification for light having a wavelength of 1.53 zm was measured, wherein pumpfight having
a wavelength of 980 nm wasapplied to the planar waveguide device. For this experimental planar waveguide device
having a length of 10 mm,a net optical gain of 4.1 dB was measured with a pump powerof about 65 mW. This pump
poweris already very low.It is noted, however, that in this experiment the coupling efficiency of the pumplightinto the
active guiding layer 13 appeared to be about 30%, so that the amount of pumplight which actually entered the active
guiding layer 13 was about 20 mW.in this experiment, no effort was taken to improvethe coupling efficiency, butit will
be evidentfor a skilled person that improvementof the coupling efficiency to about 80% or more is possible. Therefore,
it is reasonable to expect that an optical waveguide device with a length of 4 cm, having the structure as described,
wherein the active guiding layer 13 has the composition as described,will yield an optical gain of 15 dB or more with

‘a launched pump powerof 40 mW orless.
[0042] From the experimental data, it was calculated that the upconversion coefficient (as defined and used in the
publication "Cooperative upconversion in Erbium implanted sodalimesilicate glass optical waveguides" by E. Snoeks
et al in J.Opt.Soc.Am.B., 12, 1468 (1995)) of the active guiding layer 13 had a value of about 2.6-10°18 cm%/s. This
value is one of the lowest values reported to date.

[0043] Further, it was foundthatin the active guiding layer, the luminescencelifetime of Er was about 7.2 ms.- ~
[0044] It will be clear to a personskilled in the art that the invention is notlimited to the above-described examples
but that variations and modifications will be possible without going beyond the scope of the invention as describedin
the claims. For instance, although in the examples the active guiding layer 13 is manufactured by way of an RF sput-
tering process, as an alternative other processes may be used for manufacturing the active guiding layer.
[0045] Further, in practice, it may happen that the material of the active guiding layer 13 comprises impurities such
as for instance Mg, Ca, Cr, Ba, Zn, Pb, Li, K. Although small amounts of such impurities can be permitted, according
to the invention it is preferred that the amounts of such impurities are as low as possible, preferably zero, such that
the active guiding layer 13 is composed substantially only of P20g, AlpQ3, NagO, LagO, and Er,03.
[0046] Further, according to an important feature of the invention, the optical device may be provided with at least
one element for achieving optical feedback, for instance a mirror or other reflective element, such that the device can
function as a laser. ,

Claims

1. Aplanar optical waveguide device, comprising:

a substrate (11);
an active guiding layer (13) arranged on the substrate (11);
a bottom layer (12) arranged betweenthe active guiding layer (13) and the substrate (11);
a top cladding layer (14) arranged overthe active guiding layer (13);

wherein the active guiding layer (13) has the following composition:

8-20 mdI%

§ - 18 mol%

6 - 85 mol%,|preferably 10 - 30 mol%

>0 -6 mol%,|preferably 0.5 - 1.5 mol%
balance
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wherein, R represents Erbium (Er), Neodymium (Nd), or Ytterbium (Yb), or a combination of Er + Yb.

2. A planar optical waveguide device according to claim 1, wherein the active guiding layer (13) has the following
composition:

42-45 mol%

16-18 mol%

8.5-11 mol%

27-28 mal%

0.9-1.2 mol%
 

3. A planar optical waveguide device according to any of claims 1-2, wherein the optical waveguide device is an
optical amplifier.

4. Aplanaroptical waveguide device accordingto any of claims 1-3, wherein the substrate (11) is made of Si, wherein
the bottom layer (12) is made of SiOz, and wherein the top cladding layer (14) is made of SiO.

5. Aplanar optical waveguide device accordingtoany of the claims 1-4, wherein the amplification gain for wavelengths
of light which results by transition of E+ ions from the 4I,4, state to the 41,6). state is at least 4.1 dB/cm with a
pumppowerof no more than 65 mW, and wherein the active guiding layer (13) has a refractive index of 1.54 -
1.65 at 632.8 nm.

6. An optical device according to any of claims 1, 2, 4, further comprising ai least one optical feedback element, e.
q. a coating mirror, such that the device can function as a laser.

Patentanspriche

1. Planares Lichtwellenteiterbauteil, umfassend:

ein Substrat (11);
eine aktive Leitschicht (13), die auf dem Substrat (11) angeordnetist;
eine untere Schicht (12), die zwischen deraktiven Leitschicht (13) und dem Substrat (11) angeordnetist;
eine obere Mantelschicht (14), die Uber der aktiven Leitschicht (13) angeordnetist;

wobeidie aktive Leitschicht (13) die folgende Zusammensetzunghat:

8 - 20 Mol-%

5 - 18 Mol-%

6 - 35 Mol-%, vorzugsweise 10 - 30 Mol-%

>0- 6 Mol-%, vorzugsweise 0,5 - 1,5 Mo!-%
Rest,
 

wobei R Erbium (Er), Neodym (Nd) oder Ytterbium (Yb) oder eine Kombination von Er + Yb bedeutet.

2. Planares Lichtwellenleiterbauteil gemaB Anspruch 1, wobeidie aktive Leitschicht (13) die folgende Zusammen-
setzung hat:

42 - 45 Mol-%

16 - 18 Mol-%

8,5 - 11 Mol-%
27 - 28 Mol-%

0,9 - 1,2 Mol-%.
 

3. Planares Lichtwellenleiterbauteil gemaB einem der Anspriiche 1-2, wobei das Lichtwellenleiterbauteil ein optischer
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Verstarker ist.

4. Planares Lichtwellenleiterbauteil gemaB einem der Anspriiche 1-3, wobei das Substrat (11) aus Si besteht, wobei
die untere Schicht (12) aus SiO, besteht und wobei die obere Mantelschicht (14) aus SiO, besteht.

5. Planares Lichtwellenteiterbauteil gema8 einem der Anspriiche 1-4, wobei die Verstarkung fir Lichtwellenlangen,
die sich durch Ubergang von Er+-tonen vom 41,4,.-Zustand zum 41,5/5-Zustand ergibt, wenigstens 4,1 dB/em mit
einer Pumpleistung von nicht mehr als 65 mW betragt und wobeidie aktive Leitschicht (13) einen Brechungsindex
von 1,54-1,65 bei 632,8 nm hat.

6. Optisches Bauteil gemaB einem der Anspritche 1, 2, 4, das weiterhin wenigstens ein optisches Rickkopplungs-
element, z.B. einen Beschichtungsspiegel, umfasst, so dass das Bauteil als Laser fungieren kann.

Revendications

1. Dispositif A guide d’onde optique plan, comprenant: un substrat(11),

une coucheactive de guidage (13) disposée sur le subsirat (11),
une couche inférieure (12) placée entre la couche active de guidage (13) et le substrat (11), et
une couche supérieure de revétement (14) disposée sur la couche active de gquidage (13),

dans lequel la coucheactive de guidage (13) a la composition suivante :

8a 20 mol%

5418 mol %

6 a 35 mol %, de préférence 10 a 30 mol %

>0a6 mol %,de préférence 0,5 a 1,5 mol %
le reste 

danslaquelle R représente l'erbium (Er), te néodyme(Nd) oule I'ytterbium (Yb) ou une combinaison Er + Yb.

2. Dispositif A guide d'onde optique plan selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la couche active de guidage (13) ala
composition suivante:

42a45mol%

164a18mol %

85a 11 mol %
27 828 mol %

0,9 a 1,2 mol %
 

3. Dispositif 4 guide d'onde optique plan selonl'une des revendications 1 et 2, dans lequelle dispositif a guide d'onde
d'onde optique est un amplificateur optique.

4. Dispositif A guide d’onde optique plan selon les revendications 1 4 3, dans lequel le substrat (11) est formé de Si,
la couche inférieure (12) est formée de SiOz, et la couche supérieure de revétement (14) est formée de SiOg.

5. Dispositif 4 guide d’onde optique plan selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 @ 4, dans lequelle gain d'am-
plification pour les longueurs d’onde dela lumiére qui proviennentde la transition des ions Er+ de l'état 41,3, a
l'état 4t,69 est d'au moins 4,1 dB/cm avec une puissance de pompage ne dépassant pas 65 mW,et la couche
active de guidage (13) a un indice de réfraction compris entre 1,54 et 1,65 a 632,8 nm.

6. Dispositit optique selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1, 2 et 4, comprenanten outre au moins un élément
optique de réaction, tel qu'un miroir possédant un revétement,si bien que le dispositif peut jouer le role d'un laser.
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ABSTRACT : PURPOSE To provide the magnetron sputtering device which improvesthe efficiency of

usinga target and can prevent the generation of impurities by sputtering,etc.

CONSTITUTION: A moving means 14 is mounted to a magnet device 13 installed on the
rear suft.axc sade of a backing plate 11 mountedwith the target 12 on its front surface and
this magnet device 13 is moved along the rear surface of the backing plate 11. In addition,
the magnet device 13 is so moved that high-density plasmais protruded at both ends
betweeone ead and the other endof the target 12 by this movement.
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ALL FIBER GAIN FLATTENING OPTICAL FILTER

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claimspriority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) of the co-pending U.S.

provisional application Serial Number 60/101,853 filed on September 25, 1998 and entitled

“ALL-FIBER EDFA GAIN FLATTENING FILTER." The provisional application Serial

Number 60/101,853 filed on September 25, 1998 and entitled "ALL-FIBER EDFA GAIN

FLATTENING FILTER”is also hereby incorporated by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the field of fiber optic communications. More

particularly, the present invention relates to the field of filtering of amplified signals used

in fiber optic communications systems.

BACKGROUNDOFTHEINVENTION

Fiber optic communication systems use optical fibers to carry a modulated

lightwave signal between a transmitter and a receiver. A cross-section ofa typical optical

fiber is illustrated in FIG. 1. The optical fiber 2 includes a core 4 and a cladding 6.

Optionally, the optical fiber 2 includes a jacket 8. Ina typical optical fiber, the core 4 has

an index of refraction greater than the cladding 6, thereby forming an optical waveguide.

By maintaining the core diameter within an allowed range,light traveling within the core 4

is limited to a single mode. If included, the jacket 8 protects the outer surface of the

cladding 6 and absorbsstray light traveling within the cladding 6. A typical single mode

optical fiber intended for use in communication systems operating at a 1300 nm

wavelength band or a 1550 nm wavelength band has a core diameter of about 8 pm and a

cladding outside diameter of 125 ym. If the jacket 8 is included, the jacket 8 typically has

an outside diameter of 250 um.

In Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) systems, multiple signals are carried

by various wavelengths oflight through a single optical fiber. A typical WDM system is

shown in FIG. 2. The WDM system 10 includes a transmission system 11, which includes

a series of transmitters 12, 14, and 16, each coupled to a multiplexer 18. The multiplexer

18 provides an output, which is coupled to an optical fiber 20. Over long distances

amplifiers 22 are included along the optical fiber 20. The optical fiber 20 is then also
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coupled to a receiving system 23, which includes a demultiplexer 24 and a series of

receivers 26, 28, and 30. The optical fiber 20 is coupled to an input of the demultiplexer

24 of the receiving system 23. Outputs of the demultiplexer 24 are coupled to the series of

receivers 26, 28, and 30.

In the WDM system 10, a first transmitter 12 transmits a light signal at a first

wavelength (A,), a second transmitter 14 transmits a light signal at a second wavelength

(A,), and so forth until an nth transmitter 16 transmits a light signal at an nth wavelength

(A,). The shortest wavelength signal and the longest wavelength signal form a wavelength

band. The signals are combined by the multiplexer 18, which then transmits the light

signals along the optical fiber 20. Over distance the power of the light signals decrease

due to attenuation. The light signals are typically amplified about every 50 - 100 km. For

the 1550 nm wavelength band,this amplification is:generally performed by an Erbium

Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) 22. When the light signals reach their destination they are

separated by the demultiplexer 24. The light signals are then received by the receivers 26,

28, and 30. Light signal intensity versus wavelength for a typical wavelength bandof.

WDM light signals is illustrated in FIG. 3.

Flat gain response for EDFAsis crucial to the performance of the WDM system 10,

since small variations in gain for various wavelengths will grow exponentially over a series

of in-line EDFAs 22. Agrawal in "Fiber Optic Communication Systems," (Wiley, 2nd ed.,

1997, pp 414 - 415) teaches that numerous methodscan be used to flatten the gain

response of these amplifiers. One method of flattening this gain response is to use channel

filters to equalize the gain for various wavelengths. Another method is to adjust the input

powers of different wavelengths so that amplification results in uniform intensity for

various wavelengths. A third method is to use inhomogeneous broadening of the EDFA

gain spectrum to equalize wavelength intensity. A fourth method is to use multiple EDFAs

tuned to different wavelength ranges and configured with feedback loops. A final method

is to use a filter or series of filters to selectively attenuate the gain response of an EDFA.

A typical gain versus wavelength response for an EDFA is shown in FIG. 4A.

Whenutilizing a filter or series of filters to flatten gain response, an opticalfilter, with an

attenuation curve as shown in FIG. 4B, can be used to selectively attenuate the gain

response. The resulting attenuated EDFA gain is shown in FIG. 4C. As shown in FIG.
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4C, this attenuated EDFA gainis substantially flat over a range of wavelengths including

1530 nm to 1560 nm. Without a substantially flat gain, the quality of the signal received

by the receivers 26, 28, and 30 will be poor.

There are many different known methodsfor selectively attenuating the gain

response of an EDFAin order to improve the signal quality of the signals received by the

receivers 26, 28, and 30. U.S. Pat. No. 5,260,823 to Payneet al. entitled, "Erbium-Doped

Fibre Amplifier with Shaped Spectral Gain," teaches that a wavelength-selective resonant

coupling between a propagating core mode to a cladding leaky mode can be used for

filtering a wavelength band for EDFAgainflattening. A periodic perturbation of the core
forms a grating and the selected wavelength is attenuated by the resonant coupling between

the core and the cladding. By varying the perturbation length, various selected

wavelengths can be attenuated. Payne et al. also teach that multilayered dielectric coatings

can be used for making an optical filter for EDFA gain flattening. A multilayered filtering

apparatus includes two coupling lenses and a multilayered dielectric filter. The two

coupling lenses connect to an optical fiber and sandwich the multilayered dielectric filter.

The multilayered dielectric filter is designed to cancel out the larger gain around the peak

wavelength and to be transparent elsewhere.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,473,714 to Vengsarkar entitled, "Optical Fiber System Using

Tapered Fiber Devices," teaches that tapered fiber devices can be used forfiltering in an

optical telecommunications system. Vengsarkar teaches that by tapering an optical fiber,

light can be attenuated by wavelength cutoff and direct coupling from a core to a cladding.

The tapered fiber device is formed from the optical fiber by heating the optical fiber and

stretching it. The taper reduces the diameter of the core to a value close to the cutoff

wavelength. Light with wavelengths near and above the cutoff wavelength are coupled

directly to the cladding.

USS. Pat. No. 5,583,689 to Cassidy et al. entitled "Filter With Preselected

Attenuation/Wavelength Characteristic," teaches that a fiber grating, with spatially separated

parts having different attenuation characteristics, can perform filtering for EDFA gain
flattening. The fiber grating is preferably a side-tap Bragg fiber grating. By varying the

pitch along the fiber grating an appropriate attenuation profile can be provided for

flattening the EDFA gain response.
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U.S. Pat. No. 5,067,789 to Hall et al. entitled, "Fiber Optical Coupling Filter and

Amplifier," teaches that a light-attenuating light path adjacent to a first core within a

cladding can be used to filter wavelengths about a specific wavelength for EDFA gain

flattening. The light attenuating light path is preferably one or morelossy cores that are

evanescently coupled to the first core. The evanescent coupling between the first core and

the light attenuating light path is greatest where the effective index of refraction of the first

core equals the effective index of refraction of the light attenuating light path. By

choosing a single mode or a higher multimode optical waveguide structure for the light -

attenuating light path, the effective index of refraction for the light attenuating light path

can be varied. Hall et al. teach that the index of refraction for the material for the light

attenuating light path should be greater than the index of refraction for the material for the

first core. Hall et al. further teach that as an alternative embodiment the lossy core could

be a lossy annular region located concentrically about the first core and within the

cladding. A necessary feature of this filter is that the lossy core or the lossy annular region

has specific light absorption characteristics. Since the lossy core or the lossy annular

region is contained completely within the cladding, the specific light absorption

characteristics dissipates light energy that has been filtered from the first core to the lossy

core or the lossy annular region. The absorption characteristics of the lossy core or the

lossy annular region determine an amount ofattenuation of the filtered wavelengths.

Each of these known methodsfor filtering an amplified signal from an EDFA can

be inefficient, unreliable, and expensive. There is currently a lack ofefficient filters for

gain flattening in fiber optic systems, which are easy to manufacture and use within a

WDMsystem.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An all fiber optical filter is formed by stretching an optical fiber. The all fiber

filter includes a core, an inner cladding, and an outer cladding. A core index of refraction

is greater than an outer cladding index of refraction. The outer cladding index of

refraction is greater than an inner cladding index of refraction. The all fiber optical filter

attenuates a portion of an optical signal by transferring optical energy from the core to the
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outer cladding by evanescent coupling. The all fiber optical filter has a compactstructure,

which prevents bending and provides stable temperature performance.
The all fiber optical filter is preferably used in Wavelength Division Multiplexing

(WDM) systems for gain ‘lattening of gain responses from Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers

(EDFAs). Alternatively, the all fiber optical filter is used in other applications where

optical filtering or attenuation is needed.

Theall fiber optical filter is manufactured by holding a length of an appropriate

optical fiber between two clamps, heating the optical fiber, and stretching the opticalfiber

until a predetermined characteristic of the optical fiber is achieved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. | illustrates a cross section of an optical «fiber of the prior art.

FIG.2 illustrates a block diagram of a WDM system of the prior art.

FIG. 3 illustrates a graph of intensity versus wavelength for a wavelength band of

WDMlight signals of the priorart.

FIG.4Aillustrates an EDFA gain curve over a range of wavelengths of the prior

FIG. 4B illustrates a filter attenuation curve over a range of wavelengths for gain

band flattening of the priorart.

FIG. 4C illustrates an attenuated EDFA gain curve over a range of wavelengths

using a filter of the priorart.

' FIG. 5 illustrates a linear cross section of an all fiber optical filter of the present

invention.

FIG.6 illustrates a cross-section of the all fiber optical filter of the present

invention.

FIG.7 illustrates the all fiber optical filter and additional structure of the present

invention. ,

FIGS. 8A, 8B, and 8Cillustrate configurations including an EDFA, a first all fiber

optical filter, and a second all fiber optical filter of the present invention.

FIGS. 9A and 9Billustrate intensity versus wavelength for an EDFA gain response

and a filtered EDFA gain response of the present invention.
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FIG. 10 illustrates an EDFA andanall fiber optical filter of the present invention.

FIG. 11 illustrates a WDM system including the all fiber optical filter of the present

invention.

FIG. 12 illustrates a first apparatus for making the all fiber optical filter of the

present invention.

FIG. 13 illustrates a second apparatus for making the all fiber optical filter of the

present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

A linear cross section of an all fiber optical filter of the present invention is

illustrated in FIG. 5. The all fiber optical filter 32 has a core 34, an inner cladding 36, an

outer cladding 38, and a filter length 40. A cross-section of the all fiber optical filter 32

showing the core 34, the inner cladding 36, and the outer cladding 38is illustrated in FIG.
6. The core 34 has a core diameter. The inner cladding 36 has an inner cladding

thickness. The outer cladding 38 has an outside diameter. Indexes of refraction for the

core 34, the inner cladding 36, and the outer cladding 38 are referred to as a core index of

refraction, an inner index of refraction, and an outer index of refraction, respectively. The

core index of refraction is preferably greater than the outer index of refraction. The outer

index of refraction is preferably greater than the inner index of refraction. By an

appropriate selection of the core index of refraction, the inner index of refraction, and the
outer index of refraction as well as selecting the core diameter and the inner cladding

_ thickness, optical energy from an optical signal within a wavelength range is transferred

from the core 34 to the outer cladding 38 by evanescent coupling.

The core 34 ofthe all fiber optical filter 32 is a single mode waveguide. A

convention used when discussing optical waveguidesis to refer to an effective index of

refraction, which is defined as a waveguide propagation constant B divided by a free space

wave number k,. The effective index of refraction is both wavelength dependent and mode

dependent. A core effective index of refraction for the core 34 has a value between the

inner index of refraction and the core index of refraction. Reducing the core diameter

reduces the core effective index of refraction provided that the single mode continues to

propagate. The outer cladding 38 is a multimode waveguide. The outercladding is
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sufficiently large that an outer effective index of refraction for a first mode is equal to the

outer index of refraction. The inner cladding 36 forms a barrier between the core 34 and

the outer cladding 38. Optical energy will transfer from the core 34 to the cladding 38 by

evanescent coupling if the core effective index of refraction is near to the outer index of

refraction and the barrier is sufficiently narrow. Since the core effective index of

refraction depends upon the core diameter, the core diameter determines a wavelength

range that could couple from the core 34 to the outer cladding 38.

The core diameter, the core effective index of refraction, and the outer index of —

refraction determine a peak attenuation wavelength and a wavelength band about the peak

attenuation wavelength that couples from the core 34 to the outer cladding 38. Optical

energy that couples from the core 34 to the outer cladding 38 and is propagating in the

first mode can couple back to the core 34. Accordingly, the outer diameter of the outer

cladding andthe filter Jength 40 adjust the peak attenuation wavelength and the wavelength

band about the peak wavelength. Depending upon a variation of the core effective index

of refraction with wavelength, other peak attenuation wavelengths and wavelength bands

could couple from the core 34 to the outer cladding 38.

The all fiber optical filter 32 and additional structure is illustrated in FIG. 7. The

additional structure includes an input length 42, an output length 44, a first transition 46,

and a secondtransition 48. The input length 42 connects to the first transition 46, which

connects to the all fiber optical filter 32. The all fiber optical filter 32 connects to the

second transition 48, which connects to the output length 44. The core 34, the inner

cladding 36, and the outer cladding 38 ofthe all fiber optical filter 32 extend through the

input length 42, the first transition 46, the second transition 48, and the output length 44.

The thickness of the inner cladding 36, within the input length 42 and the output length 44,

is greater than an evanescent coupling thickness that allows evanescent coupling between

the core 34 and the outer cladding 38 within the input length 42 and the output length 44.

The input length 42 and the output length 44 are coupled to an optical fiber system by

appropriate meansavailable for coupling optical fiber components.

An exemplary configuration including an EDFA and a cascadedseries ofall fiber

optical filters used to flatten the EDFA gain over wavelength ranges of 1529 nm to 1562

nm and 1580 nm to 1620 mnisillustrated in FIG. 8A. The EDFA 52 is coupled toafirst

-7-
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all fiber optical filter 54. Thefirst all fiber optical filter 54 is coupled to a second all fiber
optical filter 56. An input optical signal 58 is provided to the EDFA 52, which amplifies

the input optical signal 58 and provides an amplified optical signal. The amplified optical

signal is then providedto thefirst all fiber optical filter 54, which filters the amplified

optical signal and providesa first filtered optical signal. The first filtered optical signal is

then provided to the secondall fiber optical filter 56, whichfilters the first filtered optical

signal and provides an output optical signal 60.

Other configurations for the EDFA 52, first all fiber optical filter 54, and the

secondall fiber optical filter 56 are illustrated in FIGS. 8B and 8C. In FIG. 8B,the first

all fiber optical filter 54 is coupled to the EDFA 52, which is coupled to the secondall

fiber optical filter 56. In FIG. 8C,the first all fiber optical filter 54 is coupled to the

secondall fiber optical filter, which is coupled to the EDFA 52.

In the preferred embodimentof the present invention, intended to operate in the

wavelength ranges of 1529 nm to 1562 mn and 1580 nm to 1620 nm,the core 34, the

inner cladding 36, and the outer cladding 38 are silica glasses. The indexes of refraction

are preferably 1.467 for the core index of refraction, 1.411 for the inner index of

refraction, and 1.424 for the outer index of refraction. The core diameter is preferably

within the range and including 3 pm and 6 pm. An outer diameter for the inner cladding

36 is preferably within the range and including 12 xm and 30 ppm. The outside diameter

of the outer cladding 38 is preferably within the range and including 50 pm and 85 pm.

Thefilter length 40 is preferably within the range and including 10 mm and 20 mm.

Specific dimensions for the preferred embodimentare a result of a forming process, which
preferably uses an optical spectrum response for the all fiber optical filter 32 as a critical

parameter. .

The preferred embodimentfor the all fiber optical filter 32 is formed by identifying

a preferred peak EDFA gain response and a preferred wavelength band about the preferred

peak gain responsethat is to be flattened. An inverse of the gain response for the

preferred wavelength band becomesa preferred target response for the all fiber optical

filter 32 such that the all fiber optical filter 32 provides a preferred attenuation response

that is near to the preferred target response after the forming process.
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Referring to FIG. 8A, the EDFA 52 provides the amplified optical signal, which is

used to determine the first peak EDFA gain response and the first wavelength band. For a

test EDFA used in testing an all fiber optical filter of the present invention, the preferred

--peak EDFA gain response was foundto be at 1533 nm with a preferred relative gain

response of 6.0 dB. Therelative gain response is defined as the difference between a

specific gain response for a specific wavelength and a minimum gain response for the

wavelength range. The preferred target response about 1533 nm was used in the forming

process so that after the forming process, the all fiber optical filter 32 provided the

preferred attenuation curve.

An alternative embodiment is formed by identifying an alternate target response for

an alternate peak EDFA gain response and an alternate wavelength band about the alternate

peak EDFA gain response: For the test EDFA,the alternate peak wavelength was found to

be at 1552 nm with an alternate relative gain response of 3.83 dB.

Referring to FIG. 8A, tests were performed in which the EDFA 52 wasthe test

EDFA,the first all fiber optical filter 54 was the preferred embodimentofthe ail fiber

optical filter described above and having the preferred attenuation response, and the second

all fiber optical filter 56 was the alternative embodimentofthe all fiber optical filter

described above and having an alternate attenuation response. Test results using this

configuration for the wavelength range from 1529 nm to 1562 nm areillustrated in FIG.

9A. The EDFA gain response is shown as the curve A. Thefirst target response is the

inverse of the EDFA gain response from 1529 nm to 1540 nm. The second target response

is the inverse of the EDFA gain response from 1540 nm to 1562 nm. The output optical

signal 60 is shown as the curve B, which showsa substantially flat attenuated EDFA gain

curve over the wavelength range from 1529 nm to 1562 nm.

Test results using this configuration for the wavelength range from 1580 nm to

1620 are illustrated in FIG. 9B. The EDFA gain response is shown as the curve C. The

output optical signal 60 is shown as the curve D, which showsa substantially flat

attenuated gain curve over the wavelength range from 1580 nm to 1620 nm.

An alternative embodiment comprising the EDFA 52 andasingle all fiber optical

filter is illustrated in FIG. 10. Depending upon the gain response of the EDFA 52,the

single all fiber optical filter 62 will sufficeto flatten the gain response of the EDFA 52.

-9-
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The EDFA 52 is coupledto the single all fiber optical filter 62. The input optical signal

58 is provided to the EDFA 52, which amplifies the input optical signal 58 and provides an

amplified optical signal. The amplified optical signal is then providedto the single all

fiber optical filter 62, which filters the amplified optical signal and provides the output

optical signal 60. .

A WDMsystem with EDFA gain flattening including one or moreall fiber optical

filters according to the present invention is illustrated in FIG. 11. The WDM system 66

includes a transmission system 11, which includes a series of transmitters 12, 14, and 16

each coupled to a multiplexer 18. The multiplexer 18 provides an output, which is coupled

to an optical fiber 20. Over long distances EDFAs22andthe one or moreall fiber optical
filters 68 are included along the optical fiber 20. The optical fiber 20 is then also coupled

to a receiving system 23, which includes a demultiplexer 24 and a series of receivers 26,

28, and 30. The optical fiber 20 is coupled to an input of the demultiplexer 24 of the

receiving system 23. Outputs of the demultiplexer 24 are coupled to the series of receivers

26, 28, and 30.

In the WDM system 66,a first transmitter 12 transmits a light signal at a first

wavelength (1,), a second transmitter 14 transmits a light signal at a second wavelength

(A,), and so forth until an nth transmitter 16 transmits a light signal at an nth wavelength

(A,). The light signals are combined by the multiplexer 18, which then transmits the light

signals along the optical fiber 20. Over distance the powerof the light signals decrease

due to attenuation. Thelight signals are amplified approximately every 50 - 100 km bythe

EDFAs 22. The one or moreall fiber optical filters 68 flatten the EDFA gain for the light

signals, as discussed above. When the light signals reach their destination they are

separated by the demultiplexer 24. The light signals are then received by the receivers 26,

28, and 30.

A first apparatus for manufacturingtheall fiber optical filter of the present

invention is illustrated in FIG. 12. The first apparatus 70 inclides a heating source 72, a

first clamp 74, a second clamp 76, a first stepper motor 78, a second stepper motor 79, a

first drive means 80, and a second drive means 81. Thefirst clamp 74 is placed to one

side of the heating source 72. The second clamp 76 is placed adjacent to the heating

source 72 on the side opposite to the first clamp 74. The first clamp 74 is connected to the

-10-
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first stepper motor 78 by the first drive means 80. The second clamp 76 is connected to

the second stepper motor 79 by the second drive means 81.

A first method of manufacture uses the first apparatus 70. Aninitial length of

optical fiber 82 is held between the first clamp 74 and the second clamp 76. The heating

source 72 heats the optical fiber 82 to within an allowed temperature range. Thefirst

stepper motor 78 actuates the first drive means 80. The second stepper motor 79 actuates

the second drive means 81. Consequently, the first clamp 74 and the second clamp 76 are

further separated. This further separation stretches the optical fiber 82. When a

predetermined stretch distance has been reached the first and second stepper motor 78 and

79 are stopped, which stops the first and second clamp 74 and 76. Finally, the heating

source 72 is removed, the heating source 72 is turned off, or the optical fiber 82 is

removed from the heating source 72. This results in an-all fiber optical filter, according to

the present invention, having a predeterminedfilter length.

A second andpreferred apparatus for manufacturing the all fiber optical filter of the

present invention is illustrated in FIG. 13. The second apparatus 84 includesthefirst

apparatus 70, a process control unit 86, a light source 88, and an optical spectrum analyzer

90. The light source 88 is located at one end ofthe optical fiber 82. The optical spectrum

analyzer 90 is located at the end of the optical fiber 82 opposite to the light source 88.

The process control unit 86 controls and monitors the heating source 72 throughafirst

control link 92. The process control unit 86 controls the first stepper motor 78 through a

second control link 94. The process control unit 86 controls the second stepper motor 79

through a third control link 95. The process control unit 86 controls the light source 88

through a fourth control link 96. The process control unit 86 controls and monitors the

optical spectrum analyzer 90 through a fifth control link 98.

A second and preferred method of manufacture uses the second apparatus 84. The

initial length of optical fiber 82 is held between the first clamp 74 and the second clamp

76. The process control unit 86 signals and monitors the heating source 72. The heating

source 72 heats the optical fiber to within the allowed temperature range. The process

contro] unit 86 turns on the light source 88. The light source 88 couples light to the

optical fiber 82. Preferably, the light source 88 is a white light source. The optical fiber

$2 transmits the light to the end of the optical fiber 82 opposite the light source 88. The
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light exits the optical fiber 82. The process control unit turns on the optical spectrum

analyzer 90. The optical spectrum analyzer 90 detects the light that exits from the optical

fiber 82. The process contro] unit 86 signals the first and second stepper motors 78 and

79. The first and second stepper motors 78 and 79 further separate the first and second

clamps 74 and 76. This further separation stretches the optical fiber 82. As the optical

fiber 82 is stretched, the light signal at the end of the optical fiber adjacent to the optical

spectrum is monitored for a predetermined optical spectrum response that is based on the

target response, as described above. When the optical spectrum analyzer 90 detects the-

predetermined optical spectrum response, the process control unit 86 stops the first and

second stepper motors 78 and 79, thereby stopping the first and second clamp 74 and 76.

Finally, the process control unit signals the heating source 72 to stop heating. This results

in an all fiber optical filter, according to the present invention, having a desired attenuation
response.

Preferably, the optical fiber 82 used to form the all fiber optical filter 32 of the

present invention has a core with an initial diameter of 8.3 xm, an inner cladding with an

initial outside diameter of 45 um, and an outer cladding with an initial outside diameter of

125 pm. Preferably, a length of 6 mm is heated by the heating source 72 to a temperature

within the range between 900 °C and 1100 °C. The optical fiber 82 is stretched to a length

of about 15 mm. Preferably, the specific stretch length and other dimensions of the all

fiber optical filter are determined by the predetermined optical spectrum response.

It will be readily apparent to one skilled in the art that other various modifications

may be madeto the preferred embodiment without departing from the spirit and scope of

the invention as defined by the appended claims. Specifically, the all fiber optical filter of

the present invention could be used to flatten the gain of other rare earth doped fiber

amplifiers or the all fiber optical filter of the present invention could be used to filter or

attenuate any optical signal.

-12-
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CLAIMS

Weclaim:

1. An all fiber optical filter formed from stretching an optical fiber and

comprising a fiber optic core, an inner cladding formed concentrically about the fiber optic

core, and an outer cladding formed concentrically about the inner cladding, wherein an

outer index of refraction of the outer cladding is less than a core index ofrefraction of the

fiber optic core and further wherein the outer index of refraction is greater than an inner

index of refraction of the inner cladding.

2. The all fiber optical filter as claimed in claim | wherein the optical fiber‘is.

stretched until evanescent coupling is achieved between the fiber optic core and the outer

cladding.

3. The all fiber optical filter as claimed in claim 2 wherein theall fiber optical

filter is configured to receive an optical signal, including a gain, from a fiber amplifier.

4, The all fiber optical filter as claimed in claim 3 wherein the optical signal is

filtered by the evanescent coupling between the fiber optic core and the outer cladding to

flatten the gain.

5. Theall fiber optical filter as claimed in claim |! wherein the optical fiber is

stretched until a filter optical response is approximately equal to a target optical spectrum

response.

6. Theall fiber optical filter as claimed in claim 5 wherein the target optical

spectrum response is an inverse of a portion of an amplifier gain spectrum.

7. An all fiber optical filter formed by stretching an optical fiber and

comprising:

-13-
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a. a single mode fiber optic core having a core index of refraction;

b. an inner cladding formed concentrically about the single mode fiber

optic core, the inner cladding having an inner index ofrefraction, the inner

index of refraction being less than the core index of refraction; and

C an outer cladding formed concentrically about the inner cladding, the

outer cladding having an outer index ofrefraction, the outer index of

refraction being less than the core index ofrefraction, the outer index being
greater than the inner index of refraction;

wherein the optical fiber is stretched until a filter optical response is approximately equal to

a target optical spectrum response.

8. Theall fiber optical filter as claimed in claim 7 wherein the target optical

spectrum response is an inverse of a portion of an amplifier gain spectrum.

9. An optical filter comprising:

a. a fiber optic core having a first diameter, a filter length, and a first

index of refraction; |

b. an inner cladding formed concentrically about the fiber optic core,

the inner cladding having a second index of refraction and a first thickness,

wherein the second index ofrefraction is less than the first index of

refraction; and

c.. an outer cladding formed concentrically about the inner cladding, the

outer cladding having a third index of refraction, wherein the third index of

refraction is greater than the second index of refraction and less than thefirst

index of refraction, and further wherein the first diameter and the first

thickness are of dimensions to promote evanescent coupling between the

fiber optic core and the outer cladding.

10. The optical filter as claimed in claim 9 wherein the optical filter is

configured to receive an optical signal, including a gain, from a fiber amplifier.

-14-
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iL. The optical filter as claimed in claim 10 wherein the optical signal is filtered

by the evanescent coupling between the fiber optic core and the outer cladding to flatten

the gain.

12. The optical filter as claimed in claim 11 wherein the fiber optic core further

includes an input length with a second diameter and an output length with a third dianieter,

wherein the input length is coupled to the filter length by a first transition length and the

output length is coupled to the filter length by a second transition length, and further

wherein the second diameter and the third diameter each are greater the first diameter.

13. The opticalfilter as claimed in claim 12 wherein the inner cladding includes

a second thickness formed about the input length of the fiber optic core and a third

thickness formed about the output length of the fiber optic core, the inner cladding having

a first smooth variation thickness form the first thickness to the second thickness and a

second smooth variation thickness from the first thickness to the third thickness, wherein

the second thickness and the third thickness are each greater than the first thickness.

14. The optical filter as claimed in claim 13 wherein the outer cladding includes

an input outer cladding formed about the second thickness and the first smooth variation

thickness.

15. The opticalfilter as claimed in claim 14 wherein the outer cladding includes

an output outer cladding formed about the third thickness and the second smooth variation

thickness.

16. An all fiber optical filter for flattening gain of an amplified optical signal

provided from a fiber amplifier comprising:

a. a fiber optic core having an input length, a filter length, an output

length and a first index of refraction, wherein the input length is separated

from the filter length by a first transition length and the filter length is

separated from the output length by a second transition length and further
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wherein the first transition length has a decreasing diameter from the input |

jength to the filter length and the second transition length has an increasing

diameter form the filter length to the output length;

b. an inner cladding formed concentrically about the fiber optic core,

the inner cladding having a second index of refraction and an input thickness

formed about the input length of the fiber optic core and a filter thickness

formed aboutthe filter length of the fiber optic core and a first smooth

variation thickness from the input thicknessto the filter thickness, the inner

cladding having an output thickness formed about the output length of the

fiber optic core, the inner cladding having a second smooth variation

thickness form the filter thickness to the output thickness; and

c. an outer cladding formed concentrically about the inner cladding, the

outer cladding having a third index of refraction which is less than the first

index of refraction and greater than the second index ofrefraction.

17. Theall fiber optical filter as claimed in claim 16 wherein a core diameter of

the fiber optic core and the filter thickness are of dimensions to promote evanescent

coupling between the fiber optic core and the outer cladding.

18. The all fiber optical filter as claimed in claim 17 wherein the optical filter is

configured to receive an optical signal, including a gain, from a fiber amplifier.

19. Theall fiber optical filter as claimed in claim 18 wherein the optical filter is

filtered by the evanescent coupling between the fiber optic core and the outer cladding to

flatten the gain.

20. , A fiber optic communication system for transmitting an optical signal

comprising:

a. a transmission system configured to receive and transmit the optical

signal;
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b. a first length of optical fiber coupled to the transmission system for

carrying the optical signal;

c. an amplifier coupled to the first length of optical fiber for amplifying

the optical signal thereby forming an amplified signal having a gain;

d. an optical filter coupled to the amplifier for filtering the amplified

signal and flattening the gain, thereby formingafiltered signal, the optical

filter including:

i. a fiber optic core having a first diameter,a filter length, afirst index

of refraction, a first end for receiving the amplified signal, and a

second end for transmitting the filtered signal;

ii. an inner cladding formed concentrically about the fiber optic core,

the inner cladding having a second index ofrefraction andafirst

thickness, wherein the second index of refraction is less than the first

index of refraction; and

ul. an outer cladding formed concentrically about the inner cladding, the

outer cladding having a third index of refraction, wherein the third

index of refraction is greater than the second index of refraction and

the third index of refraction is less than the first index of refraction,

wherein the first diameter and the first thickness are of dimensions to

promote evanescent coupling between the fiber optic core and the

outer cladding to flatten the gain of the optical signal;

e. a second length of optical fiber coupled to the optical filter for

carrying the filtered signal; and

f. a receiving system coupled to the second length of optical fiber to

receive the filtered signal.

21. The fiber optic communication system as claimed in claim 20 wherein the

transmission system includes a multiplexer and a plurality of transmitters coupled to the

multiplexer for transmitting the optical signal.
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The fiber optic communication system as claimed in claim 21 wherein the

receiving system includes a demultiplexer anda plurality of receivers coupled to the

demultiplexer for receiving the filtered signal.

23.

comprising:

a.

A fiber optic communication system for transmitting an optical signal

signal;

a transmission system configured to receive and transmit the optical

a first length of optical fiber coupled to the transmission system for

carrying the optical signal;

an optical filter coupled to the first length of optical fiber for filtering
the optical signal, thereby forminga filtered signal, the optical filter

including:

i,

ill.

a fiber optic core having a first diameter, a filter length, a first index

of refraction, a first end for receiving the amplified signal, and a

second end for transmitting the filtered signal;

an inner cladding formed concentrically about the fiber optic core,

the inner cladding having a second index ofrefraction andafirst

thickness, wherein the second index of refraction is less than thefirst

index of refraction; and

an outer cladding formed concentrically about the inner cladding, the

outer cladding having a third index of refraction, wherein the third

index of refraction is greater than the second index of refraction and

the third index of refraction is less than the first index of refraction,

wherein the first diameter and the first thickness are of dimensions to

promote evanescent coupling between the fiber optic core and the

outer cladding to filter the optical signal;

an amplifier coupled to the optical filter for amplifying the filtered

signal thereby forming an amplified signal having a flattened gain;

a second length of optical fiber coupled to the amplifier for carrying

the amplified signal having the flattened gain; and
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f. a receiving system coupled to the second length of optical fiber to

receive the amplified signal having the flattened gain.

24. The fiber optic communication system as claimed in claim 23 wherein the

transmission system includes a multiplexer and a plurality of transmitters coupled to the

multiplexer for transmitting the optical signal.

25. The fiber optic communication system as claimed in claim 24 wherein the

receiving system includes a demultiplexer and a plurality of receivers coupled to the

demultiplexer for receiving the filtered signal.

26. A method of manufacturing an.all fiber optical filter, which begins with an

optical fiber having a core, inner cladding, and outer cladding, comprising:

a. holding the optical fiber betweenafirst clamp and a second clamp;

b. heating a length of the optical fiber between the first clamp and the

second clamp; and

C. stretching the optical fiber by further separating the first clamp and

the second clamp until a predetermined characteristic is achieved.

27. The method as claimed in claim 26 wherein the predetermined characteristic

is a stretch length of the optical fiber.

28. The method as claimed in claim 27 wherein the step of heating includes

heating the length of optical fiber to a temperature within the range of 900 °C to 1100 °C.

29. The method as claimed in claim 28 wherein the step of stretching is

completed by using a first stepper motor that controls the movement of the first clamp and

a second stepper motor that controls the movement of the second clamp.

30. The method of claim 26 wherein the predetermined characteristic is an

optical spectrum response of the optical fiber.
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31. The methodas claimed in claim 30 wherein the optical spectrum response is

measured using a white light source and an optical spectrum analyzer.

32. The methodas claimed in claim 31 wherein the predetermined optical

spectrum responseis based upon an inverse ofa portion of an amplifier gain spectrum such

that upon cooling of the all fiber optical filter, the optical spectrum response will be nearly

equal to the inverse of the portion of the amplifier gain spectrum.

33. | The method as claimed in claim 32 wherein the temperature is within the

range between and including 900 °C to 1100 °C.
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ENVIRONMENTALBARRIER MATERIAL FOR ORGANIC
LIGHT EMITTING DEVICE AND METHOD OF MAKING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The presentinvention relates to organic light emitting devices (OLEDs),
and more particularly to OLEDs encapsulated in barrier stacks.

There is a needfor versatile visual displays for electronic products of

manydifferent types. Light emitting diodes (LEDs) andliquid crystal displays

(LCDs) have found manyusefulapplications, but they are not adequateforall
situations. OLEDsare a relatively new type of visual display which has shown

great promise. An OLEDbasically includes an organic electroluminescent

substance placed betweentwoelectrodes. Whenanelectric potential is applied
across the-electrodes, the electroluminescent substance emits visible light.

Typically, one of the electrodesis transparent, allowing the light to shine through.
U.S. Patent Nos. 5,629,389 (Roitmanetal.), 5,747,182 (Friend et al.), 5,844,363

(Guet al.), 5,872,355 (Hueschen), 5,902,688 (Antoniadis et al.), and 5,948,552
(Antoniadis et al.), which are incorporated herein by reference, disclose various
OLEDstructures. ;

The use of OLEDsin flat panel displays and other information display

formatsis limited by the poor environmental stability of the devices.
G.Gustafson, Y.Cao, G.M.Treacy, F.Klavetter, N.Colaneri, and A.J.Heeger,

Nature, Vol. 35,11 June 1992, pages 477-479. Humidity and oxygen
significantly reduce the usefullife of most OLEDs. As a result, these devices are
typically fabricated on glass substrates with glass covers laminated on top of the
OLEDand with the edges sealed to exclude water and oxygen from the active

layers. U.S. Patent No. 5,872,355 discloses the use of a polymer such as saran
to seal the device. The water vapor permeation rates (WVTR) required to

provide sufficientlifetime for OLEDsis calculated to be approximately 10°
gim?/day. The best polymerfilms (such as saran) have WVTRvalues that are 5
orders of magnitude too high to be considered for OLED encapsulation.
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Furthermore, saran cannot be deposited using flash evaporation, condensation,

andin situ polymerization within a vacuum chamber.

Thus, there is a need for an improvedlightweight, barrier construction

which can be used to encapsulate the OLED and preventthe deterioration

caused by permeation of oxygen and water vapor and for a method of making

such an encapsulated OLED.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

These needs are met by the present invention, which is an encapsulated

organic light emitting device (OLED). The device includesa first barrier stack

comprising at least onefirst barrier layer and at least one first polymerlayer.

Thereis an organic light emitting layer stack adjacentto thefirst barrier stack. A

second barrier stack is adjacent to the organic light emitting layer stack. The

second barrier stack has at least oné secondbarrier layer and at least one

second polymerlayer. The device optionally includes at least onefirst

intermediate barrier stack located between the substrate and thefirst barrier

stack, and/or at least one second intermediate barrier stack located between the

organic light emitting layer stack and either the first or second barrier stacks.
Thefirst and second intermediate barrier stacks include at least one polymer

layer and at least one barrier layer.

Preferably, either one or both of the first and second barrier layers of the

first and secondbarrier stacks is substantially transparent. At least one of the

first and second barrier layers preferably comprises a material selected from

metal oxides, metal nitrides, metal carbides, meta! oxynitrides, and combinations

thereof. The metal oxides are preferably selected from silica, alumina, titania,

indium oxide, tin oxide, indium tin oxide, and combinations thereof, the metal

nitrides are preferably selected from aluminum nitride, silicon nitride, and

combinations thereof, the metal carbide is preferably silicon carbide, and the

metal oxynitride is preferably silicon oxynitride.

The encapsulated OLEDcanalso include a substrate adjacentto the first

barrier stack on a side opposite to the organic light emitting layer stack. The
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substrate can be either a flexible substrate or a rigid substrate. It is preferably a

flexible substrate material, which can be polymers, metals, paper, fabric, and

combinations thereof. The rigid substrate is preferably glass, metal, or silicon. If

a rigid substrate is used, it can be removedpriorto useif desired.

The polymerlayers of the first and second barrier stacks and the polymer

layers in the first and second intermediate barrier stacks are preferably acrylate-

containing polymers (as used herein, the term acrylate-containing polymer

includes acrylate-containing polymers, methacrylate-containing polymers, and
combinations thereof). The polymerlayersin the first and/or the second barrier
stacks can be the sameordifferent.

The organic light emitting layer stack preferably comprisesa first

electrode, an electroluminescent layer, and a second electrode. The

electroluminescent layer preferably includes a hole transporting layer, and an

electron transporting layer, as is knownin the art and shownin the patents

whosedisclosures have been specifically incorporated herein.

The invention also involves a method of making the encapsulated organic

light emitting device. The method includes forminga first barrier stack

comprising atleast onefirst barrier layer and at least one first polymerlayer,

forming an organiclight emitting layer stack, forming a second barrier stack

comprising at least one second barrier layer and at least one second polymer

layer, and combiningthefirst barrier stack, the organic light emitting layer stack,

and the secondbarrier stack to form the encapsulated organic light emitting -

device. !ntermediate barrier stacks can optionally be formed. The layers are

preferably formed by vacuum deposition. |
The organiclight emitting layer stack can be combinedwiththefirst

barrier stack and/or the second barrier stack by laminating them together.

Alternatively, they can be combined simultaneously with forming by depositing
onelayer on the other. ,

In an alternative embodiment, the invention involves an encapsulated

organiclight emitting device having a substrate, an organic light emitting layer

stack adjacent to the substrate, and a barrier stack comprising at least one

barrier layer and at least one polymerlayer, the barrier stack adjacentto the
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organic light emitting layer stack. The invention also involves methods of making

the encapsulated organic light emitting device. One method includes providing

a substrate having an organic light emitting layer stack thereon, and laminating a

barrier stack comprising at least one barrier layer and at least one polymer layer

overthe organiclight emitting layer stack to encapsulate the organictight

emitting barrier layer stack. The barrier stack is preferably laminated (edge

sealed) using an adhesive, but other methods can be used including heat.
Another method involves vacuum depositing the barrier stack ona

substrate having an organiclight emitting layer stack thereon. Still another

method involves providing a substrate with an organic light emitting layer stack

‘thereon, vacuum depositing at least one barrier layer on the organiclight emitting

layer stack, and depositing at least one first polymer layer on the at least one

barrier layer. At least one second polymerlayer can be deposited on the organic

light emitting layer stack before the barrier layer is deposited.

Accordingly,it is an object of the present invention to provide an

encapsulated OLED,and to provide a method of making such a device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a cross-section of one embodimentof the encapsulated OLEDof

the presentinvention.

Fig. 2 is a cross-section of an alternate embodiment of the encapsulated

OLEDof the presentinvention.

Fig. 3 is a cross-section of an embodiment of an encapsulated OLED of

the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

One embodimentof the presentinvention is an encapsulated OLED 100

as shownin Fig. 1. The encapsulated OLED 100includes substrate 105,a first

barrier stack 110, an organic light emitting layer stack 120, and a second barrier

stack 130. Thefirst barrier stack 110 hasa first barrier layer 140 and two
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polymer layers 150, 160. The second encapsulation layer 130 includes a second

barrier layer 170 and two polymerlayers 180, 190.

Although the Figures show barrier stacks with a single polymerlayer on

both sides of a single barrier layer, the barrier stacks can have one or more

polymerlayers and one or more barrier layers. There could be one polymer

layer and onebarrier layer, there could be multiple polymerlayers on oneside of

one or morebarrier layers, or there could be one or more polymerlayers on both

sides of one or more barrier layers. The important feature is that the barrier

stack have at least one polymerlayer and at least one barrier layer.

The organiclight emitting layer stack 120 includesa first electrode layer

200, an electroluminescent layer 210, and a second electrode 220. The

electroluminscent layer 210 can include a hole transport layer 230, and an

electron transport layer 235. The exact form and composition of the organic light

emitting layer stack is not critical. The organic light emitting layer stack includes

first and second electrode layers on opposite sides of one or more active layers.

The electrode layers are connected to a power source. At least one of the

electrodesis transparent. The electroluminescent layer may be multiple layers

as shown,ora single layer. The electroluminescentlayer typically includes a

hole injection layer, a hole transport layer, an electron transport layer, and an
emissive layer, and combinations thereof. Additional layers may also be present,

including dielectric layers. The organic light emitting layer stack can be made

using knowntechniques, such as those described in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,629,389

(Roitmanetal.), 5,844,363 (Gu etal.), 5,872,355 (Hueschen), 5,902,688

(Antoniadis et al.), and 5,948,552 (Antoniadis et al.), which have been

incorporated herein by reference.

The present invention is compatible with organiclight emitting layer stacks

madewith light emitting polymers and small molecules.

in the alternate embodiment shownin Fig. 2, the encapsulated OLED 300

also includesa first intermediate barrier stack 240 and a second intermediate

barrier stack 270. Thefirst intermediate barrier stack is located between the

substrate 105 andthefirst barrier stack 110, andit includes a polymerlayer 250

and a barrier layer 260. The second intermediate barrier stack 270 includes a
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polymerlayer 280 and a barrier layer 290. The second intermediate barrier

stack 270 is located between the organic light emitting layer stack 120 and the
secondbarrier stack 130. Alternatively, the second intermediate layer could be

located betweenthefirst barrier layer and the organic light emitting layer stack.

In addition, there could be multiple first intermediate barrier stacks on top of one

another to provide enhanced barrier protection. Similarly, there could be multiple

secondintermediate barrier stacks on top of one another. Theorderof the

barrier and polymerlayers in the intermediate barrier stacks is not critical. It

depends on wherethe intermediate barrier stack is located and whatlayers are

next to them.

The encapsulated OLED can be madeby formingthefirst barrier stack

110, the organic light emitting layer stack 120, and the second barrier stack 130.

The stacks are combinedto form the encapsulated OLED.

Preferably, the stacks are combined by forming them using vacuum -
deposition. In this method, one layer is vacuum deposited on the previouslayer,

thereby combining the layers simultaneously with forming them. Alternatively,

the organiclight emitting layer stack can be combined withthefirst and second

barrier stacks by laminating it betweenthefirst and second barrier stacks and

sealing it along the edges with adhesive,glue, orthe like, or by heating. Thefirst

and secondbarrier stacks include at least one barrier layer and at least one

polymerlayer. If a polymer/barrier/polymerstructure is desired, it can be

preferably formed as follows. These barrier stacks can be formed by depositing

a layer of polymer, for example an acrylate-containing polymer, onto a substrate

or previous layer. Preferably, an acrylate-containing monomer, oligomeror resin

(as used herein, the term acrylate-containing monomer, oligomer, or resin

includes acrylate-containing monomers,oligomers, and resins, methacrylate-

containing monomers,oligomers, and resins, and combinations thereof) is

deposited and then polymerized in situ to form the polymerlayer. The acrylate-

containing polymerlayeris then coated with a barrier layer. Another polymer

layer is deposited onto the barrier layer. U.S. Patent Nos. 5,440,446 and

5,725,909, which are incorporated herein by reference, describe methods of

depositing thin film, barrier stacks.
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The barrier stacks are preferably vacuum deposited. Vacuum deposition

includes flash evaporation of acrylate-containing monomer, oligomer, or resin

with in situ polymerization under vacuum, plasma deposition and polymerization

of acrylate-containing monomers,oligomer, or resin, as well as vacuum

deposition of the barrier layers by sputtering, chemical vapor deposition, plasma

enhanced chemical vapor deposition, evaporation, sublimation, electron

cyclotron resonance-plasma enhanced vapor deposition (ECR-PECVD), and

combinations thereof.

It is critical to protect the integrity of the barrier layer to avoid the formation

of defects and/or microcracks in the deposited layer. The encapsulated OLEDis

‘preferably manufactured so that the barrier layers are not directly contacted by

any equipment, suchasrollers in a web coating system, to avoid defects that

may be caused by abrasion overa roll or roller. This can be accomplished by

designing the deposition system such that a set of layers of

polymer/barrier/polymer are deposited prior to contacting or touching any

handling equipment.

- The substrate can beflexible or rigid. The flexible substrate may be any

flexible material, including, but not limited to, polymers, for example polyethlyene

terephthalate (PET), polyethylene naphthalate (PEN), or high temperature

polymers such as polyether sulfone (PES), polyimides, or Transphan™(a high

Tg cyclic olefin polymeravailable from Lofo High Tech Film, GMBH of Weil am

Rhein, Germany), metal, paper, fabric, and combinations thereof. Therigid

substrate is preferably glass, metal, orsilicon. Ifa flexible, encapsulated OLED

is desired and a rigid substrate was used during manufacture, the rigid substrate

is preferably removedprior to use.

The polymerlayers of the first and second barrier stacks and the polymer

layers of the first and second intermediate barrier stacks are preferably acrylate-

containing monomer, oligomeror resin, and combinations thereof. The polymer

layers of the first and second barrier stacks andfirst and second intermediate

stacks can be the sameor they can be different. In addition, the polymerlayers

within the each barrier stack can be the sameordifferent.
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The barrier layers in the barrier stacks and the intermediate barrier stacks

may be any barrier material. The barrier materials in the first and second barrier

stacks andfirst and second intermediate barrier stacks can be the same or

different. tn addition, multiple layers of the same ordifferent barrier layers can

be used in a stack. Preferred transparent barrier materials include, but are not

limited to, metal oxides, metal nitrides, metal carbides, meta! oxynitrides, and

combinations thereof. The metal oxides are preferably selected from silica,

alumina,titania, indium oxide,tin oxide, indium tin oxide, and combinations

thereof, the metalnitrides are preferably selected from aluminum nitride, silicon

nitride, and combinations thereof, the metal carbide is preferably silicon carbide,

and the metal oxynitride is preferably silicon oxynitride.

Since only oneside of the device mustbe transparent, only one of the

barrier layers must be transparent. In this situation, the barrier layer on the

opposite side could be an opaquebarrier material, including, but notlimited to,

metal, ceramic or polymer.

Analternate encapsulated OLEDis shownin Fig. 3. The encapsulated

OLED 400 has a substrate 105 on whichis fabricated an organic light emitting

layer stack 120. A barrier stack 130 is deposited conformally over the organic

light emitting layer stack 120, encapsulating it. The polymerlayers in the barrier

stack can be deposited in vacuum or by using atmospheric processes such as

spin coating and/or spraying. A preferred method of forming the barrier stack is

flash evaporating acrylate-containing monomers, oligomersor resins,

condensing on the OLEDlayer stack, and polymerizing in-situ in a vacuum

chamber. The barrier layer is then deposited on the polymerlayer using

conventional vacuum processes suchas evaporation, sputtering, CVD, PECVD

or ECR-PECVD. A second polymerlayeris then deposited on the barrier layer

using the process described above.

Alternatively, the OLED device could also be encapsulated by laminating

a lid structure, containing the barrier stack, to the substrate over the organiclight

emitting layer structure. The lamination can be performedusing either adhesive,

or glue, orthe like, or by heating. The encapsulated OLED couldalso include an
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intermediate barrier stack 270 as shown. If the substrate is transparent, then the

barrier material could be opaque,or vice versa, as discussed above.

A single pass, roll-to-roll, vacuum deposition of a three layer combination

on a PETsubstrate,i.e., PET substrate/polymer tayer/barrier layer/polymerlayer,

can be more thanfive orders of magnitude less permeable to oxygen and water

vaporthan a single oxide layer on PET alone. See J.D.Affinito, M.E.Gross,

C.A.Coronado, G.L.Graff, E.N.Greenwell, and P.M.Martin, Polymer-Oxide

Transparent Barrier Layers Produced Using PML Process, 39" Annual Technical
Conference Proceedingsof the Society of Vacuum Coaters, Vacuum Web

Coating Session, 1996, pages 392-397; J.D.Affinito, S.Eufinger, M.E.Gross,

G.L.Graff, and P.M.Martin, PML/Oxide/PMLBarrier Layer Performance

Differences Arising From Use of UV or Electron Beam Polymerization of the PML

Layers, Thin Solid Films, Vol.308, 4997, pages 19-25. This is in spite of the fact
that the effect on the permeation rate of the polymer multilayers (PML) layers

alone, without the barrier layer (oxide, metal, nitride, oxynitride) layer, is barely

measurable. It is believed that the improvementin barrier properties is due to

two factors. First, permeation rates in the roll-to-roll coated oxide-only layers

were found to be conductance limited by defects in the oxide layer that arose

during deposition and when the coated substrate was wound up over system.

idlers/rollers. Asperities (high points) in the underlying substrate are replicated in

the deposited inorganic barrier layer. These features are subject to mechanical

damage during web handling/take-up, and can lead to the formation of defects in

the deposited film. These defects seriously limit the ultimate barrier performance

of the films. In the single pass, polymer/barrier/polymerprocess, thefirst acrylic

layer planarizes the substrate and provides an ideal surface for subsequent

deposition of the inorganic barrier thin film. The second polymerlayer provides a

robust“protective”film that minimizes damageto the barrier layer and also

 planarizes the structure for subsequentbarrier layer (or organic light emitting

layer stack) deposition. The intermediate polymer layers also decouple defects

that exist in adjacent inorganic barrier layers, thus creating a tortuous path for

gas diffusion. The permeability of the barrier stacks used in the present

invention is shown below.
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Table 1

Oxygen Permeation Rate Water vapor Permeationee may (ids)
a=oDEA2

  

* 38°C, 90% RH,100% O,
+ 38°C, 100% RH

NOTE: Permeation rates of <0.005 are below the detection limits of current

instrumentation (Mocon OxTran 2/20L).

As can be seen from the data in Table 1, the barrier stacks used in the present

invention provide exceptional environmental protection, which was previously

unavailable with polymers.

Wehave also compared the performance of OLED devices(fabricated on

glass andsilicon) before and after encapsulation using the barrier stacks of the

present invention. After encapsulation, the current density-versus-voltage and

brightness-versus-current density characteristics were identical (within

experimentalerror) to the measured behaviorof the pristine (unencapsulated)

devices. This showsthat the barrier stacks and deposition methods are

compatible with OLED device manufacturing.

Thus, the present invention provides a barrier stack with the exceptional
barrier properties necessary for hermetic sealing of an OLED. It permits the

production of an encapsulated OLED.

While certain representative embodiments and details have been shown

for purposesofillustrating the invention, it will be apparent to thoseskilled in the

art that various changesin the compositions and methods disclosed herein may

be made without departing from the scopeof the invention, which is defined in

the appended claims.
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Whatis claimedis:

1. An encapsulated organic light emitting device comprising:

a first barrier stack comprising at least onefirst barrier layer and at least

onefirst polymerlayer;

an organiclight emitting layer stack adjacentto thefirst barrier stack; and

a secondbarrier stack comprising at least one second barrier layer and at
least one second polymerlayer, the second barrier stack adjacentto the organic
light emitting layer stack.

2. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 1 further

comprising a substrate adjacentto the first barrier stack on a side opposite to the

organic light emitting layer stack.

3. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 2 further

comprising at least onefirst intermediate barrier stack located between the

substrate andthefirst barrier stack, the first intermediate barrier stack

comprising at least one third polymerlayer and at least onethird barrier layer.

4. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 1 further

comprising at least one second intermediate barrier stack located between the

organic light emitting layer stack and eitherthe first or second barrier stacks, the

second intermediate barrier stack comprising at least one fourth polymerlayer

and at least one fourth barrier layer.

5. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 1 wherein
the at least onefirst barrier layer is substantially transparent.

6. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 1 wherein

the at least one secondbarrier layer is substantially transparent.

-ll-
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7. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 1 wherein

at least one of the at least onefirst and second barrier layers comprise a material

selected from metal oxides, metal nitrides; metal carbides, metal oxynitrides, and

combinations thereof.

8. The encapsulated organiclight emitting device of claim 7 wherein

the metal oxides are selected from silica, alumina, titania, indium oxide, tin oxide,

indium tin oxide, and combinations thereof.

9. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 7 wherein

‘the metai nitrides are selected from aluminum nitride, silicon nitride, and

combinations thereof.

10.|The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 1 wherein

the at least onefirst barrier layer is substantially opaque.

11.|The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 1 wherein

the at least one secondbarrier layer is substantially opaque.

12. |The encapsulated organiclight emitting device of claim 1 wherein

at least oneof the at least one first and second barrier layers is selected from

opaque metals, opaque polymers, and opaque ceramics.

13.|The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 2 wherein

the substrate comprisesa flexible substrate material.

14.|The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 13 wherein
the flexible substrate material is selected from polymers, metals, paper,fabric,

and combinations thereof.

15.|The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 2 wherein

the substrate comprises a rigid substrate material.

-1]2-
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16. |The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 15 wherein

the rigid substrate material is selected from glass, metal, andsilicon.

17.|The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 1 wherein

at least one of the at least onefirst polymer layers comprises an acrylate- .

containing polymer.

18.|The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 1 wherein
at least one of the at least one second polymerlayers comprises an acrylate-

containing polymer.

19.|The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 3 wherein

at least one of the at least one third polymer layers comprises an acrylate-

containing polymer.

20. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 4 wherein

at least oneof the at least one fourth polymerlayers comprises an acrylate-

containing polymer.

21. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 1 wherein

the organic light emitting layer stack comprisesa first electrode, an

electroluminescent layer, and a second electrode.

22. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 21 wherein

the electroluminescent layer comprises a hole transporting layer, and an electron

transporting layer.

23. Amethod of making an encapsulated organic light emitting device

comprising:

forming a first barrier stack comprising at least one firstbarrier layer and
at least onefirst polymerlayer;

forming an organiclight emitting layer stack;

-13-
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forming a second barrier stack comprising at least one second barrier

layer and at least one second polymerlayer; and

combiningthefirst barrier stack, the organiclight emitting layer stack

adjacentto thefirst barrier stack, and the second barrier stack adjacent to the
organic light emitting layer stack to form the encapsulated organic light emitting

device.

24. The method of claim 23 further comprising providing a substrate

and forming thefirst barrier stack on the substrate.

25. The methodof claim 24 further comprising placing at least onefirst

intermediate barrier stack comprising at least one third polymerlayer and at least

onethird barrier layer between the substrate andthe first barrier stack.

26. The methodofclaim 23 further comprising placing atleast one

second intermediate barrier stack comprising at least one fourth polymerlayer

andat least one fourth barrier layer between the organiclight emitting layer stack

and eitherthe first or second barrier stacks.

27. The method of claim 23 wherein the organic light emitting layer

stack is combined with the first barrier stack by laminating the organiclight

emitting layer stackto the first barrier stack.

28. The method of claim 23 wherein the organic light emitting layer

stack is combinedwith thefirst barrier stack simultaneously with forming by

depositing the organiclight emitting layer stack on the first barrier stack.

29. The method of claim 23 wherein the second barrier stack is

combined with the organic light emitting layer stack by laminating the second

barrier stack over the organiclight emitting layer stack.

-14-
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. 30. The method of claim 23 wherein the second barrier stack is

combined with the organiclight emitting layer stack simultaneously with forming

by depositing the secondbarrier stack on the organic light emitting layer stack.

31. The methodof claim 24 wherein the substrate comprisesa flexible

material.

32. The method of claim 24 wherein the substrate comprisesa rigid

material.

33. The method of claim 24 wherein the substrate is removed from the

encapsulated organic light emitting device.

34. The methodof claim 23 whereinthefirst barrier stack is formed by

vacuum deposition.

35. The method of claim 23 wherein the organic light emitting layer

stack is formed by vacuum deposition.

36. |The method of claim 23 wherein the second barrier stack is formed

by vacuum deposition.

37. |The method of claim 23 wherein at least one ofthe at least onefirst

and secondbarrier layers is substantially transparent.

38. |The methodof claim 23 wherein at least one of the first and second

barrier layers comprises a material selected from metal oxides, metalnitrides,

metal carbides, metal oxynitrides, and combinations thereof.

39. The method of claim 38 wherein the metal oxides are selected from

silica, alumina, titania, indium oxide,tin oxide, indium tin oxide, and combinations

thereof.
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40. |The method of claim 38 wherein the metal nitrides are selected

from aluminum nitride,silicon nitride, and combinations thereof.

41.|The methodof claim 23 wherein at least one of the at least onefirst

and second barrier layers is substantially opaque.

42. The methodof claim 23 wherein atleast one of the at least onefirst

and secondbarrier layers is selected from opaque metals, opaque polymers, and
opaque ceramics.

43. |The methodof claim 31 wherein the flexible substrate materialis

selected from polymers, metals, paper, fabric, and combinations thereof.

44. The method of claim 32 wherein the rigid substrate materialis

selected from glass, metal, andsilicon.

45. The methodofclaim 23 whereinat least one of the atleast onefirst

and secondpairs of polymer layers comprises an acrylate-containing polymer.

46. The methodof claim 25 wherein the third polymer layer comprises

an acrylate-containing polymer.

47.|The methodof claim 26 wherein the fourth polymer layer comprises

an acrylate-containing polymer.

48. Anencapsulated organiclight emitting device comprising:

a first intermediate barrier stack comprising at least one polymerlayer and

at least one barrier layer;

a first barrier stack comprising at least one first barrier layer and at least

onefirst polymerlayer adjacentto thefirst intermediate barrier stack;

an organiclight emitting layer stack adjacentto the first barrier stack;

-16-
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a second intermediate barrier stack comprising at least one polymer layer

andat least one barrier layer, the second intermediate barrier stack adjacent to

the organic light emitting layer stack; and

a second barrier stack comprising at least one secondbarrier layer and at
least one second polymerlayer, the second barrier stack adjacent to the second

intermediate barrier stack.

49. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 48 further

comprising a substrate adjacentto the first intermediate barrier stack onaside

oppositeto the first barrier stack.

50. A method of making an encapsulated organic light emitting device

comprising:

forming a first intermediate barrier stack comprising at least one polymer

layer and at least one barrier layer;

forminga first barrier stack comprisingat least onefirst barrier layer and

at least onefirst polymer layer adjacentto the first intermediate barrier stack;

forming an organic light emitting Jayer stack adjacentto the first barrier

stack;

forming a second intermediate barrier stack comprising at least one

polymerlayer and at least one barrier layer adjacentto the organiclight emitting

layer stack; and

forming a second barrier stack comprising at least one secondbarrier

layer and at least one second polymerlayer adjacentto the second intermediate

barrier stack; and

combining the first intermediate barrier stack, the first barrier stack, the
organiclight emitting layer stack, the second intermediate barrier stack, and the
second barrier stack to form the encapsulated organic light emitting device.

51. |The methodof claim 50 whereinthefirst intermediate barrier stack

is formed by vacuum deposition.

-17-
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52. The method of claim 50 wherein thefirst barrier stack is formed by

vacuum deposition.

53. The method of claim 50 wherein the organiclight emitting layer

stack is formed by vacuum deposition.

‘54. The methodof claim 50 wherein the second intermediate barrier

stack is formed by vacuum deposition.

55. The method of claim 50 wherein the second barrier stack is formed

‘by vacuum deposition.

56. Anencapsulated organic light emitting device comprising:

a substrate;

an organiclight emitting layer stack adjacent to the substrate;

a barrier stack comprising at least one barrier layer and at least one

polymerlayer, the barrier stack adjacentto the organic light emitting layer stack.

57. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 56 further

comprising an intermediate barrier stack located between the organiclight
emitting layer stack and the barrier stack, the intermediate barrier stack
comprising at least one polymerlayer and at least one barrier layer.

58. The encapsulated organiclight emitting device of claim 56 wherein

the at least one barrier stack is substantially transparent.

59. The encapsulated organiclight emitting device of claim 56 wherein

the at least one barrier layer comprises a material selected from metal oxides,

metalnitrides, metal carbides, metal oxynitrides, and combinations thereof.

-18-
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60. The encapsulated organiclight emitting device of claim 59 wherein

the metal oxides are selected from silica, alumina, titania, indium oxide, tin oxide,

indium tin oxide, and combinations thereof.

61.|The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 59 wherein

the metal nitrides are selected from aluminum nitride, silicon nitride, and

combinations thereof.

62. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 56 wherein

the at least one barrier layer is substantially opaque.

63. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 56 wherein

the at least one barrier layer is selected from opaque metals, opaque polymers,

and opaque ceramics.

64. The encapsulated organic light emitting device of claim 56 wherein

at least one ofthe at least one polymerlayers comprises an acrylate-containing

polymer.

65. The encapsulated organiclight emitting device of claim 56 wherein
the substrate comprises a rigid substrate material.

66. The encapsulated organiclight emitting device of claim 65 wherein

the rigid substrate material is selected from glass, metal, andsilicon.

67. The encapsulated organiclight emitting device of claim 56 wherein
the substrate comprisesa flexible substrate material.

68. The encapsulated organiclight emitting device of claim 67 wherein

the flexible substrate material is selected from polymers, metals, paper, fabric,

and combinations thereof.
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69. Amethod of making an encapsulated organic light emitting device

comprising:

providing a substrate having an organiclight emitting layer stack

thereon; and

vacuum depositing a barrier stack comprising at least one barrier

layer andat feast one polymerlayer over the organic light emitting

layer stack to encapsulate the organic light emitting layer stack.

70. The methodof claim 69 further comprising depositing an

intermediate barrier layer stack comprising at least one polymerlayer and at

‘least one barrier layer on the organiclight emitting layer stack prior to vacuum

depositing the barrier stack.

71.|Amethod of making an encapsulated organiclight emitting device

comprising:

providing a substrate having an organic light emitting layer stack
thereon;

vacuum depositing at least one barrier layer over theorganiclight

emitting layer stack;

depositing at least one first polymerlayer overthe at least one

barrier layer.

72. |The method of claim 71 further comprising depositing at least one

second polymerlayer over the organic light emitting layer stack prior to vacuum

depositing the at least one barrier layer.

73. |The method of claim 71 further comprising depositing an

intermediate barrier layer stack comprising at least one polymerlayer and at

least one barrier layer on the organic light emitting layer stack prior to depositing

the at least one barrier layer.
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74. The method of claim 71 whereinatleast one of the at least onefirst

‘polymerlayers is deposited using a processat atmospheric pressure.

75.|The method of claim 74 wherein the process at atmospheric

pressure is selected from spin coating and spraying.

76. The process of 71 wherein at least oneof the atleast onefirst

polymerlayers is deposited using a vacuum process.

77. |The methodof claim 72 wherein at least oneof the at least one

‘ second polymerlayers is deposited using a processat atmospheric pressure.

78. Amethod of making an encapsulated organic light emitting device

comprising:

providing a substrate having an organiclight emitting layer stack
thereon; and

laminating a barrier stack comprising at least one barrier layer and
at least one polymer layer over the organic light emitting layer stack

‘to encapsulate the organiclight emitting layer stack.

79. The method of claim 78 wherein the barrier stack is laminated

using an adhesive.

80. The methodof claim 78 wherein the barrier stack is laminated

using heat.
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(57) Abstract: Physical vapor deposition processes provide optical materials with controlled and uniform refractive index that meet
the requirements for active and passive planar optical devices. All processes use radio frequency (RF) sputtering with a wide area
target, larger in area than the substrate on which material is deposited, and uniform plasma conditions which provide uniform target
erosion. In addition, a second RF frequency can be applied to the sputtering target and RF power can be applied to the substrate
producing substrate bias. Multiple approaches for controlling refractive index are provided. The present RF sputtering methods
for material deposition and refractive index control are combined with processes commonly used in semiconductor fabrication to
produce planar optical devices such surface ridge devices, buried ridge devices and buried trench devices. A method for forming
composite wide area targets from multiple tiles is also provided.
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PLANAR OPTICAL DEVICES AND METHODS FOR THEIR MANUFACTURE

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims benefit of Atty. Dkt. No. M-7637-1P US (USSN NOT YET

KNOWN),filed 10 July 2001, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Serial No.:
09/633,307, filed 7 August 2000, both of which are incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to planar optical devices and materials and methods

used in their manufacture, and, in particular, to optical components such as waveguides

and amplifiers, and physical vapor deposition methods for their manufacture.

BACKGROUND

The increasing prevalence offiber optic communications systems has created an

unprecedented demandfor devices for processing optical signals. Planar devices such as

optical waveguides, couplers, splitiers, and amplifiers, fabricated on planar substrates,like

those commonly used for integrated circuits, and configured to receive and process signals
from optical fibers are highly desirable. Such devices hold promise for integrated optical
and electronic signal processing on a single semiconductor-like substrate.

The basic design ofplanar optical waveguides and amplifiers is well known, as

described, for example in U. S. Patent Nos. 5,119,460 to Bruceet al. 5,613,995 to

Bhandarkar et al., (hereafter ‘995), 5,900,057 to Buchal et al., and 5,107,538. to Benton et

al, to cite only a few. The devices consist, very generally, of a core region, typically bar

shaped,of a certain refractive index surrounded by a cladding region of a lowerrefractive

index. In the case of an optical amplifier, the core region contains a certain concentration

of a dopant, typically a rare earth ion such as an erbium or praseodymium ion which, when

pumped bya laser, fluoresces, for example, in the 1550 nm and 1300 nm wavelength

range, respectively, used for optical communication, amplifying the optical signal passing

through the core.

The performanceofthese planar optical devices dependssensitively on the value

and uniformity ofthe refractive index of the core region and of the cladding region, and

particularly on the difference in refractive index, An, betweenthe regions. Particularly for
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passive devices such as waveguides, couplers, and splitters, An needsto besensitively
controlled at values less than 1 % and therefractive index ofboth core and cladding need

to be highly uniform, for someapplications at the fewer than parts per thousand level. In

the case ofdoped materials forming the core region ofplanar optical amplifiers,it is

importantthat the dopant be uniformly distributed so as to avoid non-radiative quenching

or radiative quenching, for example by upconversion. The refractive index and other

desirable properties of the core and cladding regions, such as physical and chemical

uniformity, low stress, and high density, depend, of course, on the choice of materials for

the devices and on the processes by which they are fabricated.

Becauseoftheir optical properties, silica and refractory oxides such as Al,Os,are

goodcandidate materials for planar optical devices. Further, these oxides serve as suitable

hosts for rare earth dopants used in optical amplifiers. A common material choice is so-

called low temperature glasses, doped with alkali metals , boron, or phosphorous have the

advantage of requiring lower processing temperatures. In addition, dopants are used to

modify refractive index. Methods suchasflame hydrolysis, ion exchangefor introducing

alkali ions in glasses, sputtering, and various chemical vapor deposition processes (CVD)
have been used to form films ofdoped glasses. However, dopants, such as phosphorous

and boron are hygroscopic, andalkalis are undesirable for integration with electronic

devices. Control ofuniformity of doping in CVD processes can bedifficult and CVD

deposited films can havéstructural defects leading to scattering losses whenused to guide

light. In addition, doped low temperature glasses may require further processingafter

deposition. A methodfor eliminating bubbles in thin films of sodium-boro-silicate glass

by high temperature sintering is described, for example, in the ‘995 patent to Bhandarkar et
a

In the case ofpure SiQ,, the most uniform optical material presently known is by

atmospheric pressure thermal oxide (APOX). The APOX processcan provide a 13 ym

thick silica film having a precise refractive index of 1.4584, at 1550 nm, with a lo

variance in the refractive index across a 150 mm wafer of 3x10°. However, the APOX

process does not provide a method ofmaking filmswith different indices of refraction.It

is, therefore, not suitable for forming a waveguide corefilm with a desired refractive index

(n).

Thus, there remains a need for a process to provide optical materials with a

specified and uniform index ofrefraction for planar optical devices. It would be desirable
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if the material additionally exhibits high optical transparency, lowstress, and high density

and is free of structural defects.

SUMMARY

A physical vapor deposition process provides optical materials with controlled and

uniform refractive index that meet the requirements for active and passive planar optical

devices. According to a first aspect ofthe present invention,radio frequency (RF)

sputtering ofa wide area target in the presenceofa sputtering gas under a condition of

uniform target erosion is used to deposit physically and chemically uniform material on a
substrate. The substrate is positioned opposite a planar target of the material to be

deposited, the area of the target being larger than the area ofthe substrate. A central area

of the target of the samesize as the substrate and overlying the substrate is exposed to a
uniform plasma condition, which provides a condition ofuniform target erosion. A

uniform plasma condition can be created without magnetic enhancement, termed diode

sputtering, or by providing a time-averaged uniform magnetic field by scanning a magnet

across thetarget in a plane parallel to the plane ofthe target.

According to an aspect of the present invention, a film deposited on the substrate

using a wide area target and uniform target erosion is of uniform thickness for targets with
an area at least 1.5 times the area of the substrate. In addition, film deposited on a

substrate positioned opposite a central region ofthe target inside the region providingfilm

thickness uniformity exhibits physical and chemical uniformity useful for fabricating

optical devices, The region providing chemical uniformity can be coextensive with the

region providing thickness uniformity.

According to another aspect ofthe present invention, a dual frequency RF

sputtering process is used in which the high frequency RF powerapplied to the target is

augmented by applying low frequency RF powerto the target, resulting in densification of

the deposited film and better coverage of features when deposited over underlyinglayers.

Further, the dual frequency RF process can be used to tune the refractive index of the

deposited film. Keepingthe total RF power the same,the refractive index tends to increase

with the ratio of low frequency to high frequency RF power.

In yet another method, RF poweris applied to the substrate resulting in substrate

bias. Substrate bias is used with single frequency or with dual frequency RF sputtering to

provide improved density and morphologyofdeposited films and to complete coverage

and filling of features on underlying layers. Furthermore, substrate bias contributes to
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uniformity ofrefractive index. Films deposited by diode sputtering including application

of substrate bias demonstrate exceptional refractive index uniformity and low average

surface roughness.

According to anotheraspectofthe present invention,the refractive index of the
material deposited using an RF sputtering process can bedeliberately tuned by modifying

other plasma processing conditions. First, raising the deposition temperature increases the

refractive index of the resulting material. Second, increasing the RF powerapplied to the

target increases the refractive index of the deposited material. Third, a reactive process gas

can be addedto the sputtering chamber which effectively modifies the chemical
composition ofthe deposited material with a corresponding changein refractive index.

Additionally, the refractive index of deposited material can be modified by using a target

material in a specific oxidation state. The RF sputtering methodis applicable to depositing

pure materials and mixed materials including materials containing rare earth dopants for

optical amplifier applications. Thus, wide area RF sputtering can be used together with the

present refractive index control methods to provide core and cladding materials with a
desired difference in refractive index for planar optical waveguides and optical amplifiers.

The present RF sputtering methods for material deposition and refractive index

control are combined with processes commonly used in semiconductor fabrication to

produce planar optical devices. A surface ridge optical device is produced by using RF

sputtering to deposit a stack comprising an upper cladding layer, a middle core layer, and a .
lower cladding layer on a substrate. A ridge is etched into the upper cladding layer and

partway through thethicknessofthe core layer to produce the surface ridge device. A

buried ridge device is produced by etching a ridgeinto a layer of core material overlying a

cladding layer. A top layer of cladding material is deposited over the core ridge by RF
sputtering with substrate bias. Use of substrate bias enables the cladding layer to

completely cover the exposed ridge without defects. Further, the deposition methods

described here are used to fabricate a buried trench device in which RF sputtering with

substrate bias completely fills a trench in a layer ofcladding material with core material.

Finally, a method for forming composite wide area targets from multiple tiles is

provided. The method includes positioningthetiles on a backing plate in 4 noncontact

array.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1a is a schematic drawing of a physical vapor deposition apparatus in which

wide area target RF sputtering, according to embodiments ofthe present invention,is

performed. FIG. 1b is an expanded view of a portion of the apparatus ofFIG. 1a.

FIG. 2 is a top down view ofthe wide area target, scanning magnet, and carrier

sheet of the apparatus ofFIG.1.

FIG.3 is a detail view of a composite target according to an embodimentof the

present invention.

FIGS.4a and 4b are cross section viewsillustrating a process of fabricating a
surface ridge planar optical device, in which processes according to embodimentsofthe

present invention, are used. ‘ ;

FIGS.5a - Se are cross section viewsillustrating a process of fabricating a buried

ridge planar optical device, in which processes according to embodimentsofthe present

invention, are used.

FIGS.6a - 6f are cross section viewsillustrating the process of fabricating a buried

trench planar optical device, in which processes according to embodimentsof the present

invention, are used.

FIG. 7 is a scanning electron micrograph (SEM)ofa layer deposited over a

substrate patterned with trenches by a RF sputtering process including substratebias,

according to an embodimentofthe present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A physical vapor deposition process provides optical materials with controlled and

uniform refractive index that meet the requirements for active and passive planar optical

devices, The process uses radio frequency (RF) sputtering with a widearea target and a

condition ofuniform target erosion and includes multiple approachesfor controlling
refractive index.

An apparatus 10 for RF sputtering of controlled refractive index material for planar

optical devices is illustrated schematically in FIG. la. The apparatus includes a wide area

sputter source target 12 which provides material to be deposited on substrate 16. Substrate

16 is positioned parallel to and opposite target 12. Target 12 functions as a cathode when

RF power is applied to it and is equivalently termed the cathode. Target 12 is a uniform

source ofmaterial having a uniform indexofrefraction. Target 12 is typically composed

ofpure materials such as quartz, alumina, or sapphire, (the crystalline form of alumina), or

mixtures ofcompoundsofoptically useful materials. Optically useful materials include

5-
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oxides, fluorides, sulfides, nitrides, phosphates, sulfates, and carbonates, as well as other

wide band gap semiconductor materials. To achieve uniform deposition, target 12, itself is

chemically uniform, flat, and ofuniform thickness over an extended area. In practice,

target 12 is a composite target fabricated from individual tiles, precisely bonded together

on a backing plate with minimal separation. A method ofmaking chemically uniform tiles

ofmixed materials and attaching them to a backing plate 25, forming target 12, comprises

anotheraspect of the present invention that is described in detail below. The complete

target assembly also includes structures for cooling the target as described in U. S. Patent

No. 5,565,071 to Demaray et al, and incorporated herein by reference. ,

For fabricating planar optical devices, substrate 16 is a solid, smooth surface.

Typically, substrate 16 is a silicon waferor a silicon wafer coated with a layerofsilicon

oxide formed by a chemical vapor deposition process or by a thermal] oxidation process.

Alternatively, substrate 16 is a glass, such as Corning 1737 (Corning Inc., Elmira, NY), a

glass-like material, quartz, a metal a metal oxide, or a plastic material. Substrate 16

typically is supported on a holder or carrier sheet 17 that may be larger than substrate 16. -

An essential feature of the present methodis that the area ofwide area target 12 is

greater than the area on the carrier sheet on which physically and chemically uniform

deposition is accomplished. Secondly, it is also essential that a central region on target 12,

overlying the substrate 16, be provided with a very uniform condition ofsputter erosion of

the target material. Uniform target erosion is a consequence of a uniform plasma

condition. In the following discussion, all mention ofuniform condition oftarget erosion

is taken to be equivalent to uniform plasma condition. Uniform target erosion is evidenced
by the persistence of film uniformity throughout an extended target life. A uniform

deposited film is defined as a film having a nonuniformity in thickness, when measured at

representative points on the entire surface of a substrate wafer, ofless than about 5 %.

Thickness nonuniformity is defined, by convention, as the difference between the

minimum and maximum thickness divided by twice the average thickness. If films

deposited from a target from which more than about 20 % of the weightof the target has

been removed continue to exhibit thickness uniformity, then the sputtering process is

judged to be in a condition ofuniform target erosionforall films deposited duringthe
target life.

Thus,it is essential that a uniform plasmacondition be created in the region

‘between the target and the substrate overlying the substrate. The region ofuniform plasma

condition is indicated in the exploded view ofFIG. 1b. A plasmais created in the region
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denoted 51, which extends underthe entire target 12. The central region ofthe target 52,

experiences the condition of uniform sputter erosion. As discussed further below,a layer

deposited on a substrate placed anywhere below central region 52 will have uniform film

thickness.

In addition, the region in which deposition provides uniform film thickness is larger
than the area in which deposition provides a film with uniform physicalor optical

properties such as chemical composition or index ofrefraction. In the present invention it

is essential that the target be planar or approximately planar for the formation of a film on

a planar substrate which is to be coated with the material of the target. In practice,

planarity of the target meansthatall portions of the target surface in region 52 are within a

few millimeters of a planar surface, typically within 0.5 mm.

Multiple approaches to providing a uniform condition ofsputter erosion ofthe

target material can be used.Afirst approach is to sputter without magnetic enhancement.

Such operation is referred to as diode sputtering. Using a large area target with a diode

sputtering process, a dielectric material can be deposited so as to provide suitably uniform
film thickness over a central portion of an adjacent substrate area. Within that area, an area

ofhighly uniform film maybe formed with suitable optical uniformity. The rate of

formation of films ofmany micronsof thickness by diode sputtering can be slow for small

targets. However,in the present method, using large targets, a disadvantage in speed of

diode sputtering can be compensated by batch processing in which multiple substrates are

processed at once.

Other approaches to providing a uniform condition ofsputter erosion rely on

creating a large uniform magnetic field or a scanning magnetic field that producesa time-

averaged, uniform magneticfield. For example, rotating magnets or electromagnets can be

utilized to provide wide areas ofsubstantially uniform target erosion. For magnetically

enhanced sputter deposition, a scanning magnet magnetron sourceis used to provide a
uniform, wide area condition of target erosion. Diode sputtering is known to provide

uniform films; the magnetron sputtering process described here provides diode~sputtering-

like uniformity in a magnetically enhanced sputtering process.

Asillustrated in FIG. 1a, apparatus 10 also includes a scanning magnet magnetron

source 20 positioned above target 12. A scanning magnetron source used for de sputtering

ofmetallic films is described in U. S. Patent No. 5,855,744 to Halsey,et. al., (hereafter

‘744), which is incorporated herein by reference, and in references therein. The ‘744

patent demonstrates the improvementin thickness uniformity that is achieved by reducing
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local target erosion due to magnetic effects in the sputtering of a wide area rectangular

target. By reducing the magnetic field intensity at these positions,the local target erosion

was decreased and the resulting film thickness nonuniformity was improved from 8%, to

4%, over a rectangular substrate of400 x 500 mm.

A top down view ofmagnet 20 and wide area target 12 is shown in FIG. 2. A film

deposited on a substrate positioned on carrier sheet 17 directly opposed to the region ofthe

target indicated by reference numeral] 22 has good thickness uniformity. Area 22 is the

samesize as region 52 of the target, FIG. 1b, that is exposed to a uniform plasma

condition. In some implementations, carrier 17 is coextensive with region 22. Reference

24 indicates the area below which both physically and chemically uniform deposition is

achieved, where physical and chemical uniformity providerefractive index uniformity.

FIG.2 indicates that the region 22 of the target providing thickness uniformity is, in

general, larger than the region 24 of the target providing thickness and chemical

uniformity. In optimized processes, however, regions 22 and 24 maybe coextensive.

Magnet 20 extends beyondarea 22 in onedirection, the Y direction in FIG. 2, so

that scanning is necessary in only one direction, the X direction, to provide a time averaged

uniform magnetic field. As shown in FIGS. 1a and 1b, magnet 20 is scanned over the

entire extent of target 12 which is larger than the region 52 ofuniform sputter erosion.

Magnet 20 is moved in a planeparallel to the plane ofthe target.

Using a wideareatarget and a scanning magnet to RF sputter a planar silica target

12 of dimension 550 x 650 mm,a film with thickness nonuniformity of+ 5% has been

obtained on a substrate placed opposite a region ofthe target ofdimension 300 x 400 mm.

The thickness nonuniformity of a 300 mm diametercircular substrate at the center of this

region can beless than +3%. Refractive index nonuniformity at the 150 mm center ofthe

region of less than one part in a thousand has been obtained. The results reported here

have been obtained, however, without extensive optimization. Those skilled in the art will

recognize that by changing details of the scanning of the magnet, such as thetilt and dwell

of the magnet, as described, for example, in ‘744, further optimization can be achieved. A

useful general criterion for the present method ofRF sputter deposition, therefore, is that

the wide area target be at least 1.5 times the area ofthe region on the carrier sheet on

which physically uniform deposition is obtained. Since the carrier sheet can accommodate

a single large substrate or multiple smaller substrates, the criterion can be expressed as the

requirementthat the area ofthe target be at least 1.5 times the area of the substrate.
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Alternative sputter source designs might be expected to providea film on a 150

mm wafer with a thickness nonuniformity less than 5%. The results reported for sample C

in Example 1 below, demonstrate 4.4% thickness nonuniformity, which corresponds to

slightly more than 1.5 % 1 sigmavariance. As sample C shows, the nonuniformity of the

indexofrefraction is .067%, or less than 1 part in a thousand. Whatis not obvious is that a

film with more than 1.5 % 1 sigmathickness variance should have a uniformity of index of

refraction more than an order of magnitude better. According to one aspect of the present

invention, the uniform index ofrefraction is dueto the attributes ofthe wide area, uniform

region of target erosion.

The present method using a wide area target with uniform sputter erosion offers

significant advantagesover previous deposition approaches. It is possible to form a film

with uniform thickness using a target that is smaller in plane area than the substrate. One

wayto do so is to move the substrate with respect to the source or cathode in such a

fashion that the film formed is uniform in thickness. However, such a film will not have
been formed under uniform process conditions, such as plasma density, the rate and angle

ofarrival of the vapor at the substrate, etc. Thus suchfilms will not be uniform in physical
properties such as density, refractive index, or resistivity, resulting in nonuniform optical

and electrical performance.

It is also well known that it is possible to form a film ofuniform thickness from a

nonuniform sputter source, say a sputter target with a stationary sputter groove having

substantial and increasingly nonuniform erosion through the useful portion ofthe target

life. Such an approachis described, for example, in U.S. Patent No. 5,252,194 to Demaray

et al. Similarly, such a nonuniform source of material will not form a film having uniform

electrical or optical properties. The example ofthe ring or cone shapedsputter source

illustrates one effect. The anisotropy of the angle ofarrival alone can have a substantial
effect an the danenf the film thot ic farmad ince the tranomicoinn nf antieal Mialeriric
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